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“No matter how good an app is, it’s useless
if I have no power in my phone to use it.”
Jordan Wilson in a user comment
on Google Play on January 7th, 2013
[41]
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Abstract
Today, mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets have become ubiquitous and are
used everywhere. Millions of software applications can be purchased and installed on
these devices, customizing them to personal interests and needs. However, the frequent
use of mobile devices has let a new problem become omnipresent: their limited operation
time, due to their limited energy capacities.
Although energy consumption can be considered as being a hardware problem, the
amount of energy required by today’s mobile devices highly depends on their current
workloads, being highly influenced by the software running on them. Thus, although only
hardware modules are consuming energy, operating systems, middleware services, and
mobile applications highly influence the energy consumption of mobile devices, depending
on how efficient they use and control hardware modules. Nevertheless, most of today’s
mobile applications totally ignore their influence on the devices’ energy consumption,
leading to energy wastes, shorter operation times, and thus, frustrated application users.
A major reason for this energy-unawareness is the lack for appropriate tooling for the
development of energy-aware mobile applications.
As many mobile applications are today behaving energy-unaware and various mobile
applications providing similar services exist, mobile application users aim to optimize
their devices by installing applications being known as energy-saving or energy-aware;
meaning that they consume less energy while providing the same services as their com-
petitors. However, scarce information on the applications’ energy usage is available and,
thus, users are forced to install and try many applications manually, before finding the
applications fulfilling their personal functional, non-functional, and energy requirements.
This thesis addresses the lack of tooling for the development of energy-aware mobile
applications and the lack of comparability of mobile applications in terms of energy-
awareness with the following two contributions: First, it proposes JouleUnit, an energy
profiling and testing framework using unit-tests for the execution of application work-
loads while profiling their energy consumption in parallel. By extending a well-known
testing concept and providing tooling integrated into the development environment
Eclipse, JouleUnit requires a low learning curve for the integration into existing develop-
ment and testing processes. Second, for the comparability of mobile applications in terms
of energy efficiency, this thesis proposes an energy benchmarking and labeling service.
Mobile applications belonging to the same usage domain are energy-profiled while exe-
cuting a usage-domain specific benchmark in parallel. Thus, their energy consumption
vii
for specific use cases can be evaluated and compared afterwards. To abstract and sum-
marize the profiling results, energy labels are derived that summarize the applications’
energy consumption over all evaluated use cases as a simple energy grade, ranging from
A to G. Besides, users can decide how to weigh specific use cases for the computation of
energy grades, as it is likely that different users use the same applications differently. The
energy labeling service has been implemented for Android applications and evaluated for
three different usage domains (being web browsers, email clients, and live wallpapers),
showing that different mobile applications indeed differ in their energy consumption for
the same services and, thus, their comparison is both possible and sensible. To the best
of my knowledge, this is the first approach providing mobile application users comparable
energy consumption information on mobile applications without installing and testing
them on their own mobile devices.
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Part I.
Introduction and Problem Analysis
1

1
Introduction
This thesis focuses on the limited uptime of mobile devices; majorly caused by their
energy inefficiency as well as the energy unawareness of their applications.1 In this
introductory chapter, the problem of mobile applications’ energy unawareness is dis-
cussed and analyzed, showing that many mobile applications still struggle with energy-
efficiency issues and that current development processes for mobile applications lack the
consideration of energy-consumption aspects. Following, the solutions and contributions
as presented and evaluated within this thesis, as well a roadmap are given.
1.1. Problem Description
Since the introduction of the first tablet PC in 1968 [68] and the first mobile phone
in 1973 [51], the size of mobile devices has continuously decreased, while their battery
capacities and uptimes increased significantly. For example, the DynaTAC 8000X mobile
phone released by Motorola in 1983 was 25cm high, had a weight of 790g, a battery with
a standby time of 8 hours, and a talk time of 30 minutes [133]. The Nokia 3210 cell
phone in contrast, released by Nokia in 1999, had a height of 12.4cm, a weight of 151g,
and a battery with a capacity of 4.6Wh, allowing a standby time of 170 hours and a talk
time of 270 minutes [48].
1As the terms mobile devices and applications are used and defined ambiguously within the literature,
both terms are defined in Appendix A1 of this thesis. In the context of this work, the term mobile
devices comprises smart phones and tablets, whereas the term mobile applications represents the
respective applications executed on them.
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Nokia 3210 (1999)
Talk Time 4.5 hours
Standby Time 7.1 days
Samsung Galaxy S3 (2012)
Video Replay 10.5–12.5 hours2
“Typical Usage” 12–27 hours3
MP3 Replay 45.0 hours4
Talk Time 9.5 hours
Standby Time 12 days
Table 1.1.: Uptimes of typical cell phones in 1999 [48] and 2012 [128].
This trend of increasing battery capacities and uptimes continued until the introduc-
tion of the first smart phones (e.g., Apple’s iPhone in 2007 or the Android-operated
HTC Dream, also known as T-Mobile G1 in 2008). Although having battery capacities
similar to older mobile phones, their typical uptime decreased dramatically, as new use
cases such as web browsing and music replay became omnipresent, leading to higher
energy consumption and shorter uptimes. Thus, modern smart phones typically allow
only a few hours of uptime under WiFi traffic or music replay, leading to scenarios where
users have to recharge their phones each day, or even twice a day; whereby a few years
ago, one recharge cycle per week was sufficient.
This trend is also illustrated in Table 1.1, comparing a typical phone from 1999 (The
Nokia 3210) with the Samsung Galaxy S3, a typical smart phone from 2012. Whereas
in 1999, the standby time of 7 days could be considered as the typical usage time [48]
(or at least near the typical usage time for users not using their phones for phone calls
extensively), in 2012 the typical usage time was between 12 and 27 hours [128].
These shortened uptimes have led to frustrated users, used to operate cell phones
having uptimes of several days, being now confronted with out-of-power situations of
their mobile devices, once, or even multiple times per day. In a survey conducted in
October and November 2012 with 132 cell and smart phone users, 51% of these users
said that they charged their devices on a daily basis [67]. 53% of all participants of the
2Depending on screen brightness between 60% and 100%.
3Three evaluated scenarios, resulting in different operation times: (1) Calls: 1 hour 20 minutes; browser:
30 minutes; Twitter and other social networks: 1 hour; video: 2.5 hours; mail: around 300 messages;
camera: 20 photos; resulting in the overall operation time of 12 hours. (2) Calls: 1 hour 20 minutes;
browser: 30 minutes; Twitter and other social networks: 1 hour; music (FM radio or audio files): 1.5
hours; mail: around 300 messages; camera: 20 photos; resulting in the overall operation time of 18
hours. (3) Calls: 30 minutes; browser and other online activities through WiFi: 2 hours 20 minutes;
music: 4 hours; resulting in the overall operation time of 27 hours.
4In flight mode with headphones on and volume set to 80%, display off.
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9%
10%
30%
39%
12%
once per week
every third day
every second day
1 time per day
2 times per day
How often do you charge your smartphone 
(in average)?
(a) How often do you charge your smart phone?
14%
39%
5%
29%
13%
Are you sattisfied with the battery 
life of your smartphone?
not satisfied at all
rather not satisfied
don't know
rather satisfied
satisfied
(b) Are you satisfied with the battery life of your smart phone?
Figure 1.1.: Recharge cycles and satisfaction of mobile device users in 2012 [67].
same survey said that they were unsatisfied with the uptime and battery behavior of
their mobile devices (cf. Fig. 1.1). In a second survey conducted in September 2013,
81.1% of all participants said that they either strongly disagreed or disagreed with the
statement, that the operation time of today’s mobile devices on battery power was
sufficient (cf. Appendix A2).
1.1.1. Causes for the Limited Uptime of Mobile Devices
Why did the uptime of mobile devices decrease from more than a week to about one day
within the last decade? Generally, three different causes for this decrease can be identi-
fied: (1) the increased usage of mobile devices, (2) their increased performance require-
ments, and (3) the large amount of energy-unaware and -inefficient mobile applications.
(1) Increased Device Usage
In the last years, the services provided by mobile devices have increased significantly.
Several classical all-day use cases (e.g., checking mail, reading newspapers, making
appointments, and music replay) are shifting from desktop PCs as well as other electronic
5
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and non-electronic to mobile devices causing their frequent use everywhere. This leads to
longer active operation times (e.g., for the devices’ CPUs and display backlights), faster
discharged batteries and thus, shorter uptimes. Some of the new smart phone use cases
worsen the situation even more, as they hinder the devices from powering down into
sleep states, requiring round-the-clock services (e.g., checking for new mails, or updating
news feeds every few minutes), leading to frequent wake-up cycles for the devices and
causing even faster battery discharge (cf. Sect. 2.2.6).
(2) Increased Performance Requirements
The increased number of usage scenarios for mobile devices also causes higher user
expectations such as better computing performance or further sensing and communi-
cation abilities. Where ten years ago a mobile phone had to be able to receive phone
calls and to send Short Message Service (SMS) messages, today, a smart phone must
also be able to take high-resolution pictures, record videos, replay music and videos,
allow broadband Internet access, and provide location services such as the Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS). These new user expectations and hardware requirements led
to the introduction of more powerful as well as several additional hardware components
(e.g., acceleration sensor, GPS module, touch screen) which led to much higher energy
requirements to provide their operability. For example, the newly introduced touch
screens and GPS modules can be identified as major power consumers in today’s mobile
devices [76, 83, 93, 97, 118, 142]. In contrast to the increased performance of their hard-
ware components, the battery capacity of mobile devices increased only marginally [15],
causing faster battery discharge and thus, shorter uptimes.
(3) Inefficient Mobile Applications
A third, central reason for the limited uptime of mobile devices is the development of
most of today’s mobile applications without the consideration of energy requirements.
Although energy consumption has been considered as an important hardware require-
ment since the early days in computer science, less has been done to improve software
w.r.t. its energy consumption. Although related work exists, it typically focuses on
special domains of desktop, mobile, or server applications [30, 65, 74, 115] and most ap-
plications are still totally ignoring the existence of energy consumption requirements.
A study conducted for mobile applications available in the Google Play market place
revealed that about 18% of all available Android applications struggle with energy-
efficiency issues (cf. Chapter 2).
1.1.2. Energy-Unaware Applications
As in contrast to the increased device usage and the increased performance requirements
the inefficient mobile applications can be optimized w.r.t. their energy consumption, this
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cause is further discussed and analyzed in the following.
Why are so many mobile applications behaving energy-inefficiently? First, using
hardware-based services (e.g., network communication or CPU time) without the con-
sideration of energy requirements can hinder these hardware components from switching
into low-operable, power-saving, or sleep modes. For example, an application sending
small data packages every few seconds can cause higher network traffic than applications
collecting and bundling individual communication messages where respective communi-
cation delays are acceptable. The resulting less frequent traffic allows the network module
to switch into sleep modes between individual sent messages [101]. In contrast to clas-
sical desktop and server applications, where energy consumption can be approximately
related to CPU utilization, for mobile devices this problem is more application-specific.
As a study conducted by Carrol and Heiser [14] showed, depending on the type of mobile
application being executed, the device’s energy consumption can be majorly influenced
by different hardware modules (cf. Fig. 1.2). Thus, for energy-optimizing mobile appli-
cations, simply optimizing CPU utilization is insufficient.
A similar problem to sleep-state hindering emerges from applications that waste hard-
ware resources due to inefficient or missing caching mechanisms. A common example
are mobile applications including advertisement. Existing advertisement services often
reload the same advertisement banners again and again instead of caching them, causing
a lot of unnecessary network traffic and thus, a lot of unnecessary energy consumption. In
a study of European mobile network traffic, Vallina-Rodriguez et al. showed that today
up to 80% of Android network traffic is used for advertisement services and that efficient
caching could reduce the energy consumption of advertisement-included applications by
up to 50% [130].
Besides inefficient caching and inefficient utilization of hardware resources, on mobile
devices, software applications can hinder hardware devices from powering down by ac-
quiring wake-locks [96]. Although sensible in some cases, such wake-locks are often used
erroneously (overseeing possible control flows not releasing the wake-locks), hindering
hardware modules from powering down for long time periods and thus, wasting a lot of
energy [96].
In a study focusing on causes and reasons of energy-inefficiency problems in mobile
applications, Pathak et al. named these problems energy bugs [96]. Based on the eval-
uation of known and documented energy problems in online forums and bug reports,
they showed that 35.10% of all reported battery draining problems for mobile devices
are related to software bugs. 22.93% of all energy bugs are caused by hardware fail-
ures, and 11.89% of all energy bugs are related to external factors such as the mobile
network’s signal strength (cf. Fig. 1.3). Of all energy bugs related to software issues,
two thirds (22.99%) are related to operating system (OS) issues (e.g., faulty OS updates
or jailbreaking) and a third (12.11%) can be related to implementation errors within
mobile applications. This work focuses on these software-related energy bugs within
mobile applications, as recent work of Pathak et al. has shown that small optimizations
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power excluding backlight is 453.5 mW.
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Figure 10: Power breakdown for sending an SMS. Ag-
gregate power consumed is 302.2 mW, excluding back-
light.
the contacts application and selecting a contact, typing
and sending a 55-character message, then returning to
the home screen; lasting a total of 62 seconds. To en-
sure the full cost of the GSM transaction is included, we
measured power for an additional 20 seconds. The aver-
age result of 10 iterations of this benchmark are shown
in Figure 10. Again, the power for four backlight bright-
ness levels is shown.
Power consumed is again dominated by the display
components. The GSM radio shows an average power of
66.3 ± 20.9 mW, only 7.9 mW greater than idle over the
full length of the benchmark, and accounting for 22 %
of the aggregate power (excluding backlight). All other
components showed an RSD of below 3 %.
3.3.4 Phone call
Figure 11 shows the power consumption when making
a GSM phone call. The benchmark is trace-based, and
includes loading the dialer application, dialing a number,
and making a 57-second call. The dialled device was
configured to automatically accept the call after 10 sec-
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Figure 11: GSM phone call average power. Excluding
backlight, the aggregate power is 1054.3 mW.
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Figure 12: Power consumption for the email macro-
benchmark. Aggregate power consumption (excluding
backlight) is 610.0 mW over GPRS, and 432.4 mW for
WiFi.
onds. Thus, the time spent in the call was approximately
40 seconds, assuming a 7-second connection time. The
total benchmark runs for 77 seconds.
GSM power clearly dominates in this benchmark at
832.4± 99.0 mW. Backlight is also significant, however
note that its average power is lower than in other bench-
marks, since Android disables the backlight during the
call. The backlight is active for approximately 45 % of
the total benchmark.
3.3.5 Emailing
For this benchmark, we used Android’s email applica-
tion to measure the cost of sending and receiving emails.
The workload consisted of opening the email applica-
tion, downloading and reading 5 emails (one of which
included a 60 KiB image) and replying to 2 of them. The
results of the benchmark are shown in Figure 12, aver-
aged over 10 iterations.
The power breakdown between the GPRS and WiFi
(a) Video playback.
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configured to automatically accept the call after 10 sec-
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onds. Thus, the time spent in the call was approximately
40 seconds, assuming a 7-second connection time. The
total benchmark runs for 77 seconds.
GSM power clearly dominates in this benchmark at
832.4± 99.0 mW. Backlight is also significant, however
note that its average power is lower than in other bench-
marks, since Android disables the backlight during the
call. The backlight is active for approximately 45 % of
the total benchmark.
3. 5 Emailing
For this benchmark, we used Android’s email applica-
tion to measure the cost of sending and receiv ng emails.
The workload consi ted of openi g the email applica-
tion, downloading and reading 5 emails (one of which
included a 60 KiB image) and replying to 2 of them. The
results of the benchmark are shown in Figure 12, aver-
aged over 10 iterations.
The power breakdown between the GPRS and WiFi
(b) GSM call.
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the contacts application and selecting a contact, typing
and sending a 55-character message, then returning to
the home screen; lasting a total of 62 seconds. To en-
sure the full cost of the GSM transaction is included, we
measured power for an additional 20 seconds. The aver-
age result of 10 iterations of this benchmark are shown
in Figure 10. Again, the power for four backlight bright-
ness levels is shown.
Power consumed is again dominated by the display
components. The GSM radio shows an average power of
66.3 ± 20.9 mW, only 7.9 mW greater than idle over the
full length of the benchmark, and accounting for 22 %
of the aggregate power (excluding backlight). All other
components showed an RSD of below 3 %.
3.3.4 Phone call
Figure 11 shows the power consumption when making
a GSM phone call. The benchmark is trace-based, and
includes loading the dialer application, dialing a number,
and making a 57-second call. The dialled device was
configured to automatically accept the call after 10 sec-
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onds. Thus, the time spent in the call was approximately
40 seconds, assuming a 7-second connection time. The
total benchmark runs for 77 seconds.
GSM power clearly dominates in this benchmark at
832.4± 99.0 mW. Backlight is also significant, however
note that its average power is lower than in other bench-
marks, since Android disables the backlight during the
call. The backlight is active for approximately 45 % of
the total benchmark.
3.3.5 Emailing
For this benchmark, we used Android’s email applica-
tion to measure the cost of sending and receiving emails.
The workload consisted of opening the email applica-
tion, downloading and reading 5 emails (one of which
included a 60 KiB image) and replying to 2 of them. The
results of the benchmark are shown in Figure 12, aver-
aged over 10 iterations.
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(c) SMS sending.
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Figure 1.2.: Energy consumption decomposition on o hardware modules of a mobile
device for different use cases (redrawn from [14]).
of today’s most popular Android applications can decrease their energy consumption by
20% up to 65% [97].
Within this work, causes for energy co sumption issues identified by application users
have b en identifi d (including unnecessary background activities, high GPS a d CPU
usage, synchronization problems, and advertisement, cf. Sect. 2.2.6), showi g that differ-
e t imp ementations of similar services (e.g., emailing nd Internet naviga io ) can have
different power rates and tha energy-unaware applications can waste a lot of energy
(cf. Sect. 9.2).
(P1) Missing Tooling for the Development of Energy-Aware Applicati ns
As the above-mentioned study on user feedback on m bile applications rev aled, many
application users notice energy bugs in mobile applicatio s (cf. Chapt. 2). Moreover,
it can be shown that the e users r k the respective appli tions more negatively t an
other users, whi h leads to negative ratings for applications having many energy bugs.
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Energy Bugs
Software (35.10%)Hardware (22.93%)
• Battery (15.71%)
• Buttons/Screen
• SIM/Bluetooth/SDCard
• External Hardware 
(4.65%)
Operating System 
(22.99%)
• OS Updates (19.54%)
• Jailbreaking
• Configurations (2.55%)
Applications
(12.11%)
• No Sleep Bugs (8.51%)
• Loop Bug (3.57%)
• Immortality Bug
External (11.89%)
• External Service
• Signal Strength
(11.11%)
• Wireless Handovers
Unknown (29.58%)
• Phone specific (13.19%)
• Software involved
(7.47%)
• Can‘t Identify (9.59%)
• Others
Figure 1.3.: Classification of energy bugs (redrawn from [96]).
This also highly affects the likelihood that other users will install (and probably buy)
these applications. Thus, energy bugs which influence the user ratings also influence the
number of installs or sells of the respective applications. Therefore, the development of
energy-aware mobile applications is essential for mobile application vendors to ensure
better user ratings, and higher download (and sell) numbers.
As elaborated in the literature [83], several approaches and techniques to optimize the
energy efficiency of mobile applications—at middleware, content or application level—
exist. However, scarce tooling supporting the systematic development of energy-aware
mobile applications exist, yet. As a consequence, many of today’s most popular mobile
applications contain energy bugs causing unnecessary energy consumption and thus,
reducing mobile devices’ uptime in an unnecessary manner.
(P2) Missing Information on Energy Efficiency of Mobile Applications
Another fact that can be derived from the above-mentioned user feedback study is that
many mobile application users are not only interested in energy-efficient applications, but
try to optimize their mobile devices or specific applications w.r.t. energy consumption.
Within the study, 3,191 user comments mentioned that 231 specific applications helped
individual users in optimizing the energy consumption of their mobile devices or in
identifying energy-hungry applications (cf. Chapt. 2).
Although some tools exist that allow gaining information on the energy consumption
of individual applications installed on a mobile device (e.g., Carat [127], cf. Sect. 3.5 and
PowerTutor [139], cf. Sect. 3.4.1), scarce information is available without installing an
application on a physical device and trying it. Users can browse user comments in online
9
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market places, but no comparable information evaluating similar mobile applications
exists, allowing them to decide which application to install on their device based on their
energy requirements. Within an online survey conducted in September 2013, 87.3% of
all participants said that only insufficient information to find energy-efficient and energy-
aware applications existed (cf. Appendix A2). 73.6% of all participants said that they
would consider such information for their download and buy decisions, if it would be
available (cf. Appendix A2). Another 23.6% said that they would maybe use such
information for their download and buy decisions.
1.2. Research Challenges
Based on the lack of development tools for energy-aware mobile applications (P1) and
the missing information on applications’ energy consumption (P2), the following two
research challenges can be derived, which are addressed by the subsequent parts of this
thesis:
(C1) The Design and Implementation of Tooling for Energy-Aware Development
To improve the development of mobile applications w.r.t. their energy efficiency, tool-
ing for the evaluation and optimization of their energy-consumption is vital. Thus,
a central question addressed by this thesis is how mobile applications can be evalu-
ated w.r.t. their energy behavior in a systematic, reproducible and comparable manner.
Although several research groups focused on the improvement of mobile devices’ energy
efficiency [13, 20, 58, 76, 96–99, 101, 118, 119, 126, 129, 130, 141], no public available and
reusable energy profiling tools allowing for the systematic, reproducible and comparable
profiling of mobile applications exist, yet (cf. Chapt. 3). Therefore, this thesis presents
a generic, reusable energy profiling and testing framework for mobile devices, as well as
its integration into the Eclipse integrated development environment (IDE) in Chapter 4.
(C2) The Energy Benchmarking of Mobile Applications
To effectively evaluate the energy behavior of mobile applications, and to further al-
low the comparison of similar, competing applications w.r.t. their energy consumption,
a process benchmarking mobile applications is required. This research challenge com-
prises the questions of (1) how to benchmark and compare mobile applications in general,
(2) how to adapt the results of such benchmarks to individual usage requirements, and
(3) how to present benchmarking results for application users searching for applications
in an energy-aware market place. Thus, this thesis presents such an energy benchmark-
ing process for mobile applications. The general process is outlined in Chapter 5 and
model-driven technologies are applied to automate the generation of benchmarking code
10
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required for energy profiling in Chapter 6. The consideration of user-specific usage behav-
ior is investigated in Chapter 7 and two different approximation approaches, estimating
the average energy consumption of mobile applications are presented in Chapter 8.
1.3. Contributions
This thesis contributes to the field of energy-efficiency evaluation and optimization of
mobile applications. The main contributions are:
• A study of existing user feedback on mobile applications showing that energy
consumption is a significant problem for mobile application users.
• An energy profiling and testing methodology for mobile applications.
• An energy benchmarking and labeling technology based on techniques from
model-driven software development and model-based testing.
In the following, a list of minor contributions per major contribution and chapter is given.
Whereas the first major contribution is covered by Chapter 2, both other contributions
comprise multiple minor contributions across multiple chapters:
Energy Profiling and Testing Methodology
• Chapter 3
– An overview on existing work in the domain of energy profiling and energy
consumption approximation of mobile applications.
• Chapter 4
– A requirements analysis for generic energy profiling frameworks.
– The design and implementation of a generic energy profiling framework usable
for different kinds of computing devices and applications.
– An instantiation of this framework allowing for the energy profiling of Android
applications.
Energy Benchmarking and Labeling Methodology
• Chapter 5
– A process to benchmark mobile applications w.r.t. their energy consumption
and deriving energy labels, summarizing the results in an easy, comparable
manner for mobile application users.
11
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• Chapter 6
– The application of techniques from model-driven software development and
model-driven testing to semi-automate the benchmark definition and exe-
cution steps of the energy labeling process, reducing the benchmark imple-
mentation and execution effort.
– Two energy modeling approaches, storing the benchmarking results in differ-
ent ways for the following approximation of average energy consumptions and
energy labels for individual mobile applications.
• Chapter 7
– Two different usage modeling approaches, expressing user-specific usage be-
havior for usage domains, allowing the user-specific adaptation of applications’
average energy consumption approximation.
– An instrumentation-based methodology to record mobile application usage
behavior at the use-case or method-invocation level.
• Chapter 8
– Two different approximation methods for the computation of average power
rates for mobile applications based on profiled energy and usage data.
– A methodology to derive usage-domain specific energy labels from approxi-
mated average power rates for mobile applications.
• Chapter 9
– Two case studies evaluating the proposed benchmark specification and test
code generation process, showing that implementation effort for testing code
is reduced by about 77% to 88%.
– Two case studies comparing the energy consumption of different web browsers
and email clients, showing that mobile applications can vary in their energy
consumption for similar services and that advertisement can have a negative
impact on mobile applications’ energy consumption.
– A field study evaluating the proposed usage recording approach, showing
that the consideration of user-specific usage behavior is sensible and that
the derivation of usage models from recorded method call traces is possible.
– The evaluation and comparison of both energy approximation approaches
based on simple test-case based and transition-based energy and usage models.
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Figure 1.4.: The organization of this thesis.
1.4. Organization of the Thesis
This theses is organized into four individual parts (cf. Fig. 1.4): whereas the first part cov-
ers this introductory chapter and the user feedback study mentioned above (Chapter 2),
the second and third part of this thesis cover the major research challenges (C1) and
(C2). The fourth and last part of this theses covers the conclusion and an outlook onto
future works (Chapter 10).
The major parts II and III are further structured as follows. According to the minor
contributions given in Sect. 1.3, part II comprises a chapter evaluating the state of the art
in energy profiling of mobile applications (Chapter 3) and a chapter presenting the energy
profiling and testing framework forming the basis for this entire thesis (Chapter 4).
Part III is separated into five chapters. Whereas Chapter 5 presents an energy labeling
process for mobile applications, the preceding chapters focus onto individual process
steps, being benchmark definition and energy profiling in Chapter 6, usage profiling in
Chapter 7, and energy consumption approximation and labeling in Chapter 8. Finally,
Chapter 9 evaluates the complete energy labeling process.
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Studying Energy-Efficiency Feedback on
Mobile Applications
This chapter is based on the following publication:
Claas Wilke, Sebastian Richly, Sebastian Götz, Christian Piechnick, and Uwe
Aßmann: Energy Consumption and Efficiency in Mobile Applications: A User Feed-
back Study. To appear in: The 2013 IEEE International Conference on Green Com-
puting and Communications (GreenCom 2013), IEEE Computer Society Press, Los
Alamitos, CA, 2013.
As already motivated in the previous chapter, this thesis focuses on evaluating the energy
consumption of mobile applications and providing feedback on the energy efficiency of
mobile applications for their potential users. Although many research groups have
focused on optimizing the hardware of mobile devices, as well as their middleware
and applications [13, 20, 58, 76, 96–99, 101, 118, 119, 126, 129, 130, 141], only scarce work
has analyzed, whether users notice and care about energy-awareness of mobile appli-
cations [53, 96]. Thus, this chapter addresses this topic by evaluating user feedback
extracted from a large market place for mobile applications—namely, the Google Play
store [41]. An analysis of 9 million user comments on more than 27,000 mobile ap-
plications shows that (1) users of mobile applications are interested in energy-efficient
applications and (2) energy-inefficient applications lead to frustrated users, negative
feedback and lower application ratings.
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In the following, the methodology used to retrieve the analyzed data from Google
Play and a description how user comments have been extracted and filtered for energy-
efficiency issues are given in Section 2.1. Afterwards, Section 2.2 focuses on research
questions investigated by analyzing the extracted data. Finally, Section 2.3 discusses
threats to validity and Section 2.4 concludes this chapter.
The contributions given in this chapter are the following:
• Results showing that more than 18% of the analyzed applications comprise com-
ments complaining about energy-efficiency related problems and that mobile
application users are interested in energy optimizing their mobile devices and
applications (Section 2.2.1), as well as the distribution of energy-efficiency is-
sues over individual application genres (Section 2.2.2).
• User feedback data showing that energy issues negatively influence the grades
users give for mobile applications in Google Play (Section 2.2.3).
• Analyzes showing that even popular applications developed by large software
companies contain energy-efficiency issues (Section 2.2.4) and that free ap-
plications do not have more energy-related problems than payed applications
(Section 2.2.5).
• A collection of causes for energy-efficiency issues most frequently identified by
mobile application users (Section 2.2.6).
• The identification of major causes for energy-related problems in mobile appli-
cations based on their occurrence in user comments and first proposals how to
address them (Section 2.2.7).
2.1. Data Retrieval, Correction and Analysis
According to existing empirical software engineering processes [117,136], before the find-
ings of the user feedback study are presented, the general process of data retrieval and
analysis applied for the study is presented in the following. First, it is described how the
data has been collected and corrected. Afterwards, the general approach to analyze the
large dataset retrieved from the Google Play store is presented.
Data Retrieval and Correction
To retrieve a large dataset of representative and up-to-date user feedback, the Google
Play market place [41] has been crawled, since today Android is the most popular and
most widely used mobile platform [77]. Furthermore, Android supports a broad range
of mobile applications and has a large community of users giving frequent feedback.
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However, as the study analyzed Android applications only, its findings are limited to
Android-operated mobile devices and its users downloading applications via Google Play.
The Google Play store lists Android applications, separated into 34 categories, relating
applications to individual genres such as arcade games or music & audio applications and
further five top-selling categories. Each category lists up to 40 pages (20 pages listing free
and commercial applications respectively) with 24 applications. For each application,
the store provides user comments consisting of a comment and a grade ranging from
1 (bad) to 5 (perfect) stars, as well as further information like the device of the user, the
application version reviewed, and the date of the comment. For each application, the
store allows for browsing up to 450 pages of user comments, each listing 10 comments,
leading to a maximum of 4,500 retrievable comments per application. However, up
to 9,552 comments have been crawled for some applications, as the crawling process
has been executed multiple times within a short time interval, leading to more than
4,500 comments for those applications having user communities giving new feedback
very quickly and, thus, many new comments within the timespan of the study’s data
retrieval process.
To retrieve the data for the study, a crawler running over all categories, applications,
and user comments listed in Google Play has been implemented, persisting the crawled
data in a relational database. The crawler has been executed multiple times in February
2013, leading to 9.9 million user comments given between May 2009 and February 2013.
However, the reviews do not range over the complete time interval for all applications,
as for each application, the newest 4,500 reviews could be crawled only. For the study,
a total number of 27,229 different applications, of which 22,184 had at least one user
comment has been crawled.
As the data has been retrieved from Google Play automatically, it had to be ensured
that the data was extracted without major errors, introducing biases into every analysis
based on the extracted data. Thus, the dataset has been analyzed for duplicate entries,
which appeared quite frequently. The reason for these duplicates may be that the users
submitted their reviews multiple times (e.g., by pressing a submit button multiple times).
Apart from these comments, obviously existing multiple times for accidental reasons,
the dataset contained a large number of comments, with default titles and default or
empty comments, occurring many times for one or several different applications. These
comments given by anonymous reviewers have been considered as spam comments and
were removed from the dataset to reduce their impact on analysis results. Accidentally
contained duplicates have been removed as well. All in one, 800,130 spam and duplicate
reviews have been found and were removed from the dataset.
Table 2.1 gives an overview on the number of applications having comments and the
number of applications having spam comments. Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of
comments over applications after removing all duplicate and spam comments. In total,
22,150 applications within the dataset had regular comments (being 81.35% of all applica-
tions within the dataset). All subsequent analyses are based on these 22,150 applications
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Group 1 accu, accum*, batt, battery, bettery, energy, power, juice
Group 2 affect*, burn*, bleed*, chew*, consum*, decimat*, demolish*, de-
plet*, devor*, devour*, discharg*, “doesn’t save”, drain*, draw*,
drie*, dry*, eat*, “gobble up”, gulp*, guzzler, “heavy on”, hog,
hungry, kill*, low*, monster, munch*, murder*, nibbl*, rape*, rap-
ing, rins*, short*, sipp*, stress*, suck*, thief, thirst*, “to* much”,
wast*, uncharg*, usage, ’use up’, using, vampire
Table 2.1.: Two groups of keywords to extract potentially energy-related comments.
only, as no conclusions can be drawn on applications having no regular user comments.
Data Analysis
After data correction, the dataset comprised a total number of 9,114,017 user comments.
Analyzing all these comments manually would have led to a large amount of work,
including the manual processing of many comments not related to any energy-efficiency
issues. Thus, the search space was reduced by prefiltering the user comments for energy-
related comments automatically.
Therefore, a set of keywords expected to lead to a large number of potentially energy-
related comments was defined, consisting of keywords like battery consumption and
energy drain. Based on these keywords a database query filtering potentially relevant
comments was defined. The comments retrieved by this query have been reviewed and
classified manually afterwards. During this manual revision, further keywords for the
query have been extracted, leading to further potentially energy-related comments dur-
ing another iteration of the analysis process. After three iterations of filtering and
manual analysis, the query resulted in a final number of 41,360 comments that have
been analyzed and categorized manually.
Table 2.1 enlists the final set of all keywords included in the filter query. Stars indicate
placeholders leading to groups of keywords (e.g., affect* includes affect, affects, and
affecting). Each entry to be found by the query had to contain at least one of the
keywords from group 1 and one of the keywords from group 2, leading to many combi-
nations of energy-related noun-verb combinations (e.g., battery draining, dries energy)
or noun-noun combinations (e.g., battery hog, energy vampire). Of course, the large
number of keyword combinations also produced false positives which had to be extracted
during the manual classification of the retrieved comments. However, the number of false
positives was surprisingly low (11.8%).
During the analysis of the filtered comments, each comment was associated to one of
eight categories (cf. Table 2.2). These categories comprise false positives (comments not
talking on energy-efficiency issues), energy drain (comments complaining about appli-
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Total number of applications 27,229 100.00%
Applications with comments 22,184 81.47%
Applications without comments 5,045 18.53%
Applications with regular comments 22,150 81.35%
Applications with spam comments 11,288 41.46%
Applications with spam comments only 34 0.12%
Figure 2.1.: Number of applications with comments in the corrected dataset.
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Figure 2.2.: Distribution of comments over applications (applications with at least one
comment shown) in the corrected dataset.
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# Category Found Comments %
0 False positive 4,884 11.81
1 Energy drain 27,744 67.08
2 Energy saver 3,191 7.72
3 Energy drain after application update 986 2.38
4 Energy fix after update 135 0.33
5 Appropriate energy behavior 4,340 10.49
6 Intended battery drainer 5 0.01
7 Fake praise 75 0.18
Sum 41,360
Table 2.2.: Categories of energy-related comments.
# Cause Occurrence
1 Unnecessary background activity 1,739
8 High GPS usage 563
3 High CPU load 493
13 High memory load 429
4 Synchronization problems 187
16 Advertisement 187
14 Wakelocks 170
5 WiFi traffic 116
2 Locked display or unnecessary display activity 111
6 Mobile network (3G, 4G) traffic 25
17 Auto start / restart in background 23
11 Unnecessary vibration 19
7 BlueTooth traffic 7
9 Use of camera flashlight 7
10 Camera usage 7
15 High GPU load 5
18 High LED activity 5
19 Wrong audio replay 2
12 SD read/write 1
Table 2.3.: Causes for bad energy behavior of mobile applications.
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cations with bad energy behavior), energy savers (comments praising applications for
helping to identify energy-draining applications or similar tooling), energy drain after
update of the respective application or energy fix after update respectively, appropriate
energy behavior (comments classifying the energy behavior of applications as appro-
priate), intended battery drainers (applications draining batteries intentionally, e.g., to
uncharge them completely before their recharge to increase battery life), and fake praises
(comments, praising the energy behavior of applications that are obviously fake com-
ments; e.g., comments telling fairy-tales about how a specific obviously energy-wasting
application helped them in life-threatening situations by recharging their smart phone).
Besides the classification of the comments, where comments gave identified reasons
for the energy problem they were complaining about, they have been tagged with tags
identifying this reason, whereby each comment could be associated with multiple tags.
In total, 19 different tags for such identified reasons have been identified (cf. Table 2.3).
2.2. Analysing User Feedback on Mobile Applications
In this section, the research questions addressed by this study are presented.
The following research questions have been investigated:
/Q1/ Is energy consumption a significant problem for mobile applications?
/Q2/ Is energy consumption a problem for all kinds of mobile applications?
/Q3/ Do energy-efficiency issues affect user ratings?
/Q4/ Do popular applications have energy-efficiency issues as well?
/Q5/ Does the cost of mobile applications influence their energy consumption?
/Q6/ What are the most frequent causes for energy-efficiency issues?
/Q7/ Does maintenance introduce new energy-efficiency issues?
Each of these questions is discussed in one of the subsequent subsections.
2.2.1. Energy Consumption is a Problem for Mobile Applications
To check, whether or not energy consumption is an important aspect for mobile appli-
cation users, the number of applications having any comments related to energy-efficiency
issues has been analyzed. All comments classified as comments of the categories 1 to 6
(cf. Table 2.2) have been considered as energy-efficiency issues.
All in one, 36,139 comments were catgorized energy-efficiency issues (either in a posi-
tive or a negative manner). These comments belong to 4,434 applications within the
21
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Figure 2.3.: Applications by their number of energy-related comments (only applications
with energy-related comments are shown; 20.02% of all applications with
regular comments).
dataset, representing 20.02% of all applications having regular comments within the
dataset (cf. Fig. 2.3). If only negative comments on energy-efficiency issues are considered
(meaning categories 1 and 3 in Table 2.2), a total number of 28,527 negative comments
for 4,118 applications (18,59%) remains.
As these numbers show, for each sixth application within the Google Play market
place, some of its users complain about problems with energy-efficiency issues. Thus,
energy-efficiency issues can be considered as a significant factor for mobile application
users and therefore, also for mobile application developers. Hence, it seems to be sensible
for application developers to invest some effort in energy testing of their applications
before being released and, thus, negatively rated by their users.
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Besides, the numbers also show that mobile application users are interested in infor-
mation on mobile applications’ energy efficiency as well as tools that help to monitor the
energy consumption of their mobile devices and applications. Of the 36,139 comments
relating to energy-efficiency issues, 3,191 talked positively about applications that helped
to optimize the energy consumption of the respective users’ devices (cf. Table 2.2), which
are 8.8% of all user comments on energy issues. Besides the large numbers of negative
comments, these positive comments show that mobile application users are interested
in the energy efficiency of mobile applications, and applications either working energy-
efficiently or help to detect other inefficient mobile applications.
2.2.2. All Kinds of Mobile Applications Have Energy Problems
The Google Play market place separates applications into 34 categories, consisting of
8 game and 26 application categories. Thus, it has been investigated, whether energy
consumption is significant for application users using applications from these individual
genres. Therefore, the number and percentage of applications having comments on
energy-efficiency issues for these categories have been analyzed. As can be seen in
Table 2.4, the percentage of applications having energy-efficiency issues varies highly
for the individual categories. However, all genres comprise applications with energy-
efficiency issues. For so-called app widgets, 57.27% of all applications with comments
have comments on energy consumption. In contrast, only 3.36% of education applications
have energy-efficiency issues within their comments. 26.14% of all gaming applications
have energy-efficiency issues, whereas only 18.60% of the other applications have energy-
efficiency issues which also shows that energy consumption is a more frequent problem for
mobile gaming applications. One explanation could be their typically higher graphical
processing requirements as well as the long-time usage of these applications.
2.2.3. Energy Bugs Influence User Feedback
Another interesting question is whether or not the application users care about energy
efficiency and whether their opinion of the respective applications is affected by the
occurrence of energy-efficiency issues. Thus, it has been analyzed whether energy-
efficiency issues affect the grades users give for applications in the market place in a
negative manner for negative issues and in a positive manner for positive issues.
Therefore, the number of applications per genre having comments on negative and
positive energy-efficiency issues respectively (as negative the categories 1 and 3, and as
positive comments the categories 2, 4 and 5 as enlisted in Table 2.2 have been considered)
and the average grades of these comments have been compared to the average grades of
all other comments for the same applications (cf. Table 2.5).
As can be seen, for all non-gaming categories, negative energy comments have a nega-
tive impact on the grades of these applications and positive comments have a positive
23
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Genre Comments Apps With issues %
Applications 30,091 16,332 3,037 18.60
App Widgets 9,672 915 524 57.27
Tools 2,386 769 266 34.59
Social 1,411 552 157 28.44
App Wallpaper 1,168 432 119 27.55
Personalization 3,806 1,147 313 27.29
Productivity 3,088 816 221 27.08
Communication 1,759 811 200 24.66
News & Magazines 974 372 73 19.62
Weather 473 487 86 17.66
Business 629 489 84 17.18
Travel & Local 636 642 103 16.04
Health & Fitness 583 659 90 13.66
Entertainment 479 863 116 13.44
Music & Audio 590 835 112 13.41
Media & Video 385 708 94 13.28
Transportation 204 426 55 12.91
Photography 314 769 92 11.96
Finance 176 483 54 11.18
Lifestyle 313 655 70 10.69
Sports 562 529 50 9.45
Shopping 102 305 26 8.52
Books & Reference 125 687 46 6.70
Libraries & Demo 71 410 24 5.85
Comics 42 441 22 4.99
Medical 77 415 16 3.86
Education 66 715 24 3.36
Games 6,039 5,330 1,393 26.14
Arcade 2,431 1,053 464 44.06
Casual 1,271 945 254 26.88
Brain 881 937 244 26.04
Cards 446 641 134 20.90
Game Wallpaper 132 113 22 19.47
Sports Games 389 643 114 17.73
Racing 328 634 106 16.72
Game Widgets 161 364 55 15.11
Table 2.4.: Energy-related comments, number of applications, and number of appli-
cations with energy-related comments per genre (in numbers and percent).
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Neg. Pos. Neg. Pos.
Genre Comments Comments Trend Trend
Applications 170750 6,924 -1.82 1.90
Shopping 3 1 -4.00 4.00
Productivity 1,948 803 -2.50 2.59
News & Magazines 627 40 -2.41 2.74
Business 416 53 -1.94 2.46
Weather 279 69 -2.05 2.18
App Widgets 5,544 2,979 -1.92 2.01
Tools 1,337 815 -1.79 1.90
Lifestyle 170 36 -1.66 1.99
Health & Fitness 352 90 -1.62 1.74
Travel & Local 331 45 -1.61 1.82
Sports 344 114 -1.53 1.64
Social 1,041 73 -1.43 1.70
Personalization 2,367 1,194 -1.42 1.40
Communication 1,048 160 -1.41 1.69
App Wallpaper 772 286 -1.09 1.18
Media & Video 202 36 -1.08 1.76
Books & Reference 49 19 -1.05 1.20
Transportation 89 13 -1.05 1.16
Music & Audio 342 44 -1.03 1.66
Libraries & Demo 22 10 -0.88 0.94
Entertainment 257 27 -0.78 1.31
Photography 158 11 -0.76 1.44
Education 33 – -0.35 –
Finance 12 3 -0.17 0.87
Comics 4 2 0.00 0.00
Medical 3 1 0.67 -0.67
Games 3,717 344 0.19 1.28
Game Widgets 88 15 -0.39 1.51
Racing 159 23 -0.32 1.28
Brain 409 48 -0.26 1.23
Cards 195 36 -0.25 1.38
Casual 768 47 0.09 1.18
Sports Games 227 19 0.18 1.77
Arcade 1,818 147 0.32 1.12
Game Wallpaper 53 9 0.57 2.36
Table 2.5.: Number of negative/positive comments per genre and their impact on the
grades of the respective applications.
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impact, respectively. The only exceptions are comics and medical applications, where
only scarce positive and negative comments exist. For the category education, no appli-
cation having any positive comments could be found. The biggest negative impact can
be observed for shopping (-4.0 stars), productivity (-2.50 stars) and news & magazines
applications (-2.41 stars). However, the impact for shopping applications is based on
three comments only and thus, cannot be considered as being representative. Considering
positive comments on energy consumption, energy saving features result in better grades
for all genres, except for medical applications (having a small non-representative set of
comments only). The biggest positive impact can be observed for shopping (+4.00 stars,
but not representative), news & magazines (+2.74 stars), and productivity applications
(+2.59 stars).
In contrast to applications, for games no general correlation between negative energy
comments and user ratings can be observed. For all gaming genres, their influence on
the applications’ grades is rather low (between -0.39 stars and +0.57 stars) which leads
to the conclusion that energy consumption is less important for gaming users. However,
positive energy issues result in better grades for all gaming genres, leading to increases
between 1.12 and 2.36 stars.
Summarizing, energy-efficiency issues influence the ratings of users for mobile appli-
cations. However, for gaming applications, energy efficiency seems to be less important
although energy issues appear here more frequently (cf. Sect. 2.2.2). Most users of mobile
games do not mind if they affect their devices’ energy consumption in a negative manner
as such impact is expected due to additional processing power required for entertaining
mobile games.
2.2.4. Even Popular Applications can have Energy-Efficiency Issues
Besides the general impact on energy-efficiency issues onto user grading, it has been ana-
lyzed, whether popular applications or applications developed by big software companies
are struggling with energy-efficiency issues. Thus, the applications of the dataset ranked
by the number of negative energy comments (categories 1 and 3, cf. Table 2.6) and ranked
by the percentage of negative energy comments of all their comments (cf. Table 2.7) for
applications having at least 50 negative energy comments have been analyzed for popular
applications within this ranking.
Within others, these rankings comprise the following applications:
• The Economist is the application of a British weekly newspaper, downloaded 1 to
5 million times via Google Play. It appeared on the second rank in both rankings,
having 323 negative comments, 13.3% of all its comments.
• The Weather Channel, a popular weather forecast application (10 to 50 million
downloads) was the application with the 6th most negative comments (178) and
had the 22nd rank in the percentage ranking (3.25%).
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Rank Application Neg. Comments
2 The Economist 323
6 The Weather Channel 178
20 K-9 Mail 100
27 Google+ 92
31 Hotmail 90
39 Outlook 70
Table 2.6.: Selected applications from all applications ranked by their total number of
negative energy comments.
Rank Application Neg. Comments
2 The Economist 13.3%
9 Outlook 6.33%
22 The Weather Channel 3.25%
40 K-9 Mail 2.26%
47 Hotmail 2.08%
49 Google+ 2.07%
Table 2.7.: Selected applications from all applications ranked by their percentage of nega-
tive energy comments.
• K-9 Mail, one of the most famous mailing applications for Android (1 to 5 million
downloads) was on rank 20 in the number of comments (100) and on the 40th rank
in the percentage ranking (2.26%).
• Microsoft’s email clients Hotmail and Outlook (10 to 50/1 to 5 million downloads)
were ranked 31st and 39th in number of comments (90/70) and 47th and 9th in
the percentage ranking (2.08%/6.33%).
• Google+, the client for Google’s social network (100 to 500 million downloads),
appeared to be 27th in the number of negative comments (92) and 49th in the
percentage ranking (2.07%).
These numbers show that even large software companies such as Microsoft and Google
have problems with energy-efficiency issues in their mobile applications. This leads to
the conclusion that quality assurance w.r.t. energy consumption is yet to be developed
and improved. For example, many problems could be avoided by systematically test-
ing the energy consumption of applications before being released, which could avoid
such negative feedback and negative impact onto application ratings as identified in
Section 2.2.3.
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Issues / Issues
Price [e] Apps Com. Issues Com. [%] per app
free 13,706 5,804,899 23,174 0.40 1.69
charged 8,444 857,273 5,353 0.62 0.63
00.01–09.99 8,249 821,832 4,987 0.61 0.60
10.00–19.99 113 32,820 314 0.96 2.78
20.00–29.99 39 1,255 18 1.43 0.46
30.00–39.99 15 484 6 1.24 0.40
40.00–49.99 15 364 19 5.22 1.27
50.00–59.99 5 518 9 1.74 1.80
Table 2.8.: Number of applications with comments, comments, negative energy com-
ments, percentage of negative comments, and average negative comments
per application grouped by their prices.
2.2.5. The Price of Applications does not affect their Energy Efficiency
Another research question related to the previous one is the question, whether or not
free applications contain more energy-efficiency issues than applications that cost money.
Thus, the number of negative energy comments for free applications, has been compared
to the number of negative energy comments for non-free applications in total, and non-
free applications categorized by their prices (cf. Table 2.8).
Surprisingly, free applications do not have more negative energy-related comments
than applications that cost money. Although the total number of negative comments
is higher, the percentage of all comments remains almost the same. In total, 0.40% of
all comments of free applications complain about energy consumption, and 0.62% of
all comments for applications that cost money. Thus, the assumption that commercial
applications are more energy-efficient than free applications has been disproved.
2.2.6. Identifying Major Causes for Energy-Efficiency Issues
After showing the significance of energy-efficiency issues for mobile applications, the
major reasons and causes for energy-efficiency issues have been analyzed. The most fre-
quent tags for comments tagged with causes for their energy-efficiency issues as discussed
in Section 2.1 are shown in Table 2.9.
As can be seen, the most users complain about unnecessary background activities
(1,739 comments). These issues could be avoided if application developers checked their
applications for such background activities before they release them. For example, a
small set of energy tests, profiling an application’s energy consumption while installed
on a mobile device and running in background (e.g., with enabled and disabled display)
could help to identify background activity issues before releasing applications in the
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Cause Occurrence
Unnecessary background activity 1,739
High GPS usage 563
High CPU load 493
High memory load 429
Synchronization problems 187
Advertisement 187
Wakelocks 170
Table 2.9.: Most frequent causes for bad energy behavior of mobile applications.
market place. Following, faulty GPS behavior (563 comments), unnecessary CPU acti-
vities (493 comments), and high RAM utilization (493 comments) are further complaints.
Such problems could be avoided by using computing resources more carefully. Especially
for sensors such as the GPS module, which are known for their high impact on energy
consumption [142], developers should optimize their applications to utilize these modules
as rarely as possible.
Synchronization problems (187 comments), advertisement (187 comments), and wake-
locks (170 comments) are also problems identified by many users. This matches with
observations from related work [96, 135]. Synchronization problems could be decreased
by testing applications’ synchronization mechanisms. How do applications behave if
synchronization is not possible (e.g., WiFi or 3G disabled)? Do they try to synchronize
without termination? If so, such behavior should be improved to avoid unnecessary
energy consumption. Furthermore, developers should consider to decrease the overall
data being synchronized. Could the necessary traffic for synchronization be reduced?
If application developers intent to integrate advertisement into their applications, they
should at least test its impact onto energy consumption, as advertisement is likely to
increase energy consumption by up to 75% [135]. To identify wakelocks, developers
could apply static analysis technology, analyzing the control flow of their applications
and identifying typical wakelocks, as proposed by Pathak et al. [99], amongst others.
2.2.7. Energy Consumption and Software Evolution
Besides general issues causing energy-efficiency issues, it has been investigated, whether
energy-efficiency issues are likely to be introduced by software maintenance and evo-
lution, and thus, whether newly released versions of applications are likely to introduce
new energy bugs. 986 of all negative energy-efficiency issues (2.38%) reported the issues
as being introduced by updates, which is a first indicator that such update-related energy-
efficiency issues are likely to happen.
To further investigate the impact of software evolution onto energy consumption,
the number of negative energy comments over all versions of selected applications was
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Figure 2.4.: Amount of negative energy comments for selected applications per appli-
cation version (versions with less than 20 comments are excluded).
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analyzed. The general assumption was that both, applications having energy problems
during their whole life cycle and applications, in which new energy problems are intro-
duced in specific and removed in subsequent releases, should be detectable.
Figure 2.4 shows the percentage of negative energy comments of all comments for all
versions of four selected applications. For application versions having less than 20 com-
ments the data has been excluded, to avoid biases and outliers due to versions with
only scarce comments.1 As can be seen, examples for both kinds of applications can
be found: the applications The Economist (the newspaper application discussed above)
and the Smooth Calendar (a calendar widget) suffer from energy-efficiency issues intro-
duced in specific versions. In both applications the developers seem to have addressed
these issues successfully, as the complaints on energy-efficiency issues decrease for the
following versions. In contrast, the applications MailDroid (an email client) and Sleep
as Android (an alarm clock and sleep tracking application) suffer from energy-efficiency
issues in almost all releases.
Thus, energy-efficiency issues can be separated into issues introduced by software
evolution and issues existing over longer time periods and several releases. It can be
assumed, that some of the issues introduced by software evolution could be avoided, if
mobile applications would be tested w.r.t. energy efficiency during their development
(e.g., by applying techniques such as regression testing and continuous integration for
the assurance of energy efficiency).
2.3. Threats to Validity
In this section, some threats to validity that should be considered in the context of the
analysis results are discussed.
First, during the study, only English comments have been extracted from Google
Play. As Android is a world-wide spread mobile platform, Google Play comprises many
comments formulated in other languages. Although it is possible that comments in other
languages (possibly representing users with different cultural backgrounds) rate energy
issues differently, no major biases are expected by considering English comments only.
Second, only a limited amount of data has ben extracted from Google Play, as the
crawler was able to crawl the latest 4,500 comments of applications not listed within the
480 most popular applications of one of the application categories (cf. Sect. 2.1) only.
However, as more than 27,000 applications and more than 9.1 million comments have
been analyzed, no major biases are expected by this limitation of the analyzed dataset.
Third, the extracted comments have been prefiltered automatically, avoiding the
manual review and categorization of all 9,1 million comments. Only 41,000 comments
have been reviewed and classified manually. It its likely that some comments not being
1Nevertheless, these missing versions are indicated within Figure 2.4 as versions anotated at the x-axis
but having no corresponding y-value.
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filtered by the automated keyword search have been overseen and thus, have not been
considered. Although, these overseen comments would have increased the percentage of
energy-related comments, their exclusion does not influence the conclusions drawn from
the findings.
Fourth, comments have been analyzed for Android applications only and thus, the
results may not be representative for other mobile platforms as, for example iOS. How-
ever, it is likeley that the results at least identify problems that may occur for mobile
applications of other mobile platforms, because the general development processes, as
well as the mobile devices’ hardware are quite similar. Nevertheless, as only Android
applications have been analyzed, the findings are limited to Android applications and
Android-operated mobile devices.
Fifth, user comments were extracted from one Android market place only. As further
Android market places exists (e.g., Amazon’s app store for Android applications), similar
to users from other countries, users of other Android market places may rate mobile appli-
cations and their energy-awareness differently. However, as Google Play is the largest
and most significant market place for Android applications, this effect is considered as
being negligible for the results of this study.
Sixth, a large number of spam comments has been identified (cf. Sect. 2.1). As spam
comments have been extracted from the dataset in a semi-automated matter (by mark-
ing duplicate comments or excluding comments occurring multiple times for the same
application) it is likely that further spam comments have been overseen and, thus, still
belong to the dataset, and influencing the analysis results. However, as the extracted
spam comments rated applications in an overall generous way (the average grade of all
spam comments was 4.67 stars, variance 0.56 stars, median 5 stars), no major influence
of these spam comments onto the findings are expected.
Finally, as the analyzed data represents user opinions only, it can be questioned if all
applications identified by users as being energy-wasting, do have energy-efficiency issues
at all. Although is likely that some of the users have identified wrong applications leading
to unnecessary energy wastes, the numbers of energy-efficiency comments is very high.
Thus, it can be assumed that energy consumption of mobile applications is a significant
problem.
2.4. Summary
In this chapter, a large dataset of applications and user comments extracted from the
Google Play market place has been analyzed to evaluate the significance of energy con-
sumption issues for mobile applications. It has been shown that more than 18% of all
Android applications having any user comments comprise comments complaining about
energy efficiency and that users are interested in optimizing their mobile devices and
applications w.r.t. energy consumption. Besides, it has been shown that commercial
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applications do not have less problems with energy consumption than freely-available
applications. User comments talking on energy consumption issues have been catego-
rized w.r.t. the causes for their energy problems, showing that background activity, GPS
usage and CPU usage are the causes named most frequently for unnecessary energy
consumption. Besides, the results show that energy-efficiency issues influence the user
ratings for mobile applications. However, for gaming applications this influence is much
smaller than for other kinds of applications. Apart from that, some energy-efficiency
issues have been identified as being introduced into mobile applications due to software
evolution.
As already motivated in the introductory chapter, the findings outlined in this chapter
underpin the need for both, support for the development of energy-aware mobile appli-
cations and better energy consumption feedback for mobile application users; the two
major challenges addressed by the remaining parts of this thesis.
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Part II.
Energy-Aware Development of
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3
State of the Art in Energy Profiling for
Mobile Devices
The basis for every evaluation of the energy consumption impact of mobile applications
are techniques to measure the energy consumption of mobile devices in general as well as
the consumption caused by specific executed applications. Therefore, in this chapter, an
introduction into energy profiling is given, starting with a definition of the term energy
profiling in Section 3.1. After a classification of energy profiling approaches for mobile
devices in Section 3.2, existing approaches are presented and discussed in Section 3.3.
Following, Section 3.4 outlines energy approximation approaches and their differences to
the energy profiling techniques presented beforehand. Afterwards, Section 3.5 presents
techniques correlating the total energy consumption of mobile devices to individual
executed applications and services, and Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
The contributions given in this chapter are the following:
• A three-dimensional classification of energy profilers for information and com-
munication technology (ICT) applications (Section 3.2).
• An overview of existing energy profiling techniques for mobile devices and a
discussion on their respective advantages and disadvantages (Section 3.3).
• An overview of existing energy approximation techniques for mobile devices and
a discussion on their respective advantages and disadvantages (Section 3.4).
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Test Execution
Events
Power Rates
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[s]
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A 12 3.5
B 8 3.2
C 10 3.2
Result
Figure 3.1.: Application of hypervision for energy profiling.
3.1. Measuring Energy Consumption of Mobile Applications
To evaluate the energy efficiency of mobile applications, their energy consumption has
to be measured. This process is typically called energy profiling.
In this thesis, profiling is defined as an activity that applies dynamic program
analysis to measure properties of a program (e.g., its complexity, its memory
requirements, or its execution time).
In the context of this work, profiling is applied to measure the energy consumption
of mobile devices and the respective executed applications. Typical profiling methods
include the instrumentation of a program with profiling code or its hypervision by exe-
cuting the unmodified program and measuring the properties of interest in parallel.
In this thesis, tools performing dynamic program analysis to measure properties of
a program are called profilers.
In the context of this work, hypervision is used to energy profile mobile applications.
The general energy profiling process applied in this thesis works as follows (cf. Fig. 3.1):
the application whose energy consumption shall be measured is executed on a device
under test (DUT) with a defined workload (e.g., a set of test cases or a benchmark),
whereby events or traces of the execution are logged (e.g., time stamps to identify the
begin and termination of an executed workload or the invocation of a certain method). In
parallel, the energy consumption of the complete DUT or some of its hardware modules
is sampled. After the profiling run, the logged workload events and profiled power rates
are associated with each other, computing the total or average energy consumption for
the executed workloads or more fine granular events (e.g., the duration of a network
communication, the rendering of an image, or the duration of a method call).
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Every profiling technique introduces a probe effect influencing the measuring results.
The probe effect is the alteration of a system’s behavior introduced by measuring
its behavior [33].
For example, if application code is instrumented by a profiler, the inserted profiling
code can influence the system’s behavior (e.g., extending its execution time). Similar
effects can be introduced during sampling a device’s energy consumption with external
measurement hardware (e.g., a multimeter can introduce a small additional resistance,
influencing the energy consumption of the DUT). Generally, the probe effect of a profiler
should be as small as possible and—if possible—the measured results should be corrected
w.r.t. introduced probe effects [112].
Energy profiling can be applied for different types of measures. According to Höpfner
et al. [56], three types of measures can be separated:
1. Comparative measures allow for the comparison of different algorithm im-
plementations or different applications providing similar services w.r.t. their
energy consumption.
2. Total demand measures allow for the quantization of the total amount of energy
required to perform a certain task.
3. Quantitative measures allow for the quantization of the amount of energy
required per hardware component to perform a certain task (e.g., the energy
consumption of the GPS module to compute the current location or the energy
consumption of the network module to send or receive a certain message).
3.2. Classification of Existing Profiling Techniques
Several research groups developed energy profiling techniques for computing machinery
in general and for mobile devices especially. However, scarce of these techniques were
designed for reuse by other research groups or application developers. In the context of
mobile devices, existing approaches either focus on measuring the energy consumption by
applying (1) built-in or external power metering sensors, or (2) focus on the design and
development of energy consumption models that approximate the energy consumption
of mobile devices based on other available information (e.g., hardware utilization such as
CPU or network utilization). In the following, these two groups of possible approaches
are named as energy profiling and energy approximation approaches (cf. Fig. 3.2).
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Energy Measuring
Energy Profiling Energy Approximation
Hardware-Based Software-Based
• Hardware Interfaces
• OS-specific Services
• Power Meters
• Profiling-Purpose Devices
• Instruction-Based
• Energy State Charts
• Linear Regression Models
Figure 3.2.: Classification of existing energy measuring approaches.
Energy profiling approaches either use built-in sensors or external power metering
hardware for energy profiling. Energy approximation approaches approximate the
energy consumption of mobile devices from other available information such as hard-
ware utilization.
Energy profiling approaches can be further separated into two major groups: On the
one hand, several existing approaches apply external measurement hardware to sample
power rate values from the devices’ batteries or power supplies. Alongside with Höpfner
et al. [56], these approaches are referred as hardware-based profiling approaches, as they
require external measurement hardware that has to be connected to the DUTs. On the
other hand, many existing approaches focus on the application of sensor information
available via services provided by the OSs of the respective devices or other middleware
services. For example, Android devices allow to determine their battery’s remaining ca-
pacity by invoking a Java-based service returning a percentage value between 0 and 100.
According to Höpfner et al. [56], these approaches are referred as software-based profiling
approaches, as they can be realized by deploying additional software or middleware
services on the respective devices without the integration of additional measurement
hardware.
Hardware-based energy profiling applies external measuring hardware for the energy
profiling of mobile devices. Software-based energy profiling instead, bases on existing
built-in sensors and services [56].
Besides the separation into hardware- and software-based profilers, two additional di-
mensions for the classification of energy measurement approaches can be identified: First,
energy measurement approaches can be classified by the kind of platform whose energy
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consumption can be measured (e.g., desktop PCs or mobile devices). This dimension
also includes the separation into different OSs (e.g., Android or iOS smart phones).
Second, energy measurement approaches can be classified by the location where they are
deployed (or where their software-part is deployed) to control the energy measurement
process. In general, two different deployments exist: the profiler can be either deployed
on the device that is profiled (i.e., on-device measurement) or on another device (e.g., a
test server; i.e., off-device measurement).
On-device profilers profile the energy consumption of devices while running on the
same device. Off-device profilers profile the energy consumption of devices while
running on another device (e.g., a test server).
Figure 3.3 illustrates the classification of energy profilers and exemplary locates three
energy profiling approaches discussed in the following. A similar classification can be
realized for the energy approximation approaches discussed in Section 3.4, by altering
the type dimension w.r.t. the different types of energy approximation approaches.
3.3. Existing Energy Profiling Techniques
As mentioned above, energy profiling approaches can be separated into hardware- and
software-based approaches. In the following, an overview on related work on both
domains of energy profiling is given.
3.3.1. Hardware-Based Energy Profiling
Hardware-based energy profiling techniques use external power metering hardware to
profile the energy consumption of a DUT. They can be further decomposed into two
major groups (cf. Fig. 3.2): (1) power meter approaches typically profile a standard
mobile device’s energy consumption by bypassing the connection between the device and
its battery, (2) special profiling-purpose device approaches in contrast, using devices or
mainboards especially designed for the purpose of energy profiling.
Power-Meter Based Approaches
The following related work applies power meters connected to standard mobile devices
for the purpose of energy profiling.
Hardware-Based Energy Profiling of PDAs Stemm and Katz [124] investigated the
energy consumption of two personal digital assistants (PDAs) (Apple Newton Message-
pad and Sony Magic Link) while focusing on their network communication. They pro-
filed the PDA’s energy consumption in different network states (e.g., sending, receiving,
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idle) and used their measurements to simulate the energy consumption of typical PDA
applications such as emailing and web browsing. To measure the PDAs’ energy consump-
tion, they bypassed their battery connection through a digital oscilloscope and collecting
respective voltage and amperage probes (off-device).
Hardware-Based Energy Profiling of Laptops Flinn and Satyanarayanan [31, 32] can
be considered as one of the first groups which profiled the energy consumption of mobile
devices. They investigated the energy consumption of laptops by bypassing their external
power supply through a multimeter and used program counters and process IDs available
under the Linux OS to correlate the measured energy consumption with individual exe-
cuted applications. Although they used an off-device profiler for power rate probes, their
profiler also had an on-device component to retrieve probes from the program counters.
Based on their findings they developed the Odissey OS, which allows for the dynamic
adaptation of applications’ fidelity to decrease its included energy consumption (e.g., by
switching video players from color to black and white video replay).
Hardware-Based Energy Profiling of Mobile and Smart Phones Balasubramanian et
al. [9] focused on optimizing the energy consumption of mobile applications by reducing
the communication overhead of Internet services. They measured the energy consump-
tion of Symbian-operated devices using a software-based profiler (cf. Sect. 3.3.2), as
well as Windows-Mobile operated devices using external measurement hardware, by-
passing the device’s battery connection and picking probes with 5kHz (off-device). They
investigated different usage scenarios (emailing, news feeds, web search) and developed
TailEnder, an energy-efficient communication protocol aiming to combine multiple indi-
vidual messages to one communication stream as well as prefetching content that is likely
to be required in the near future.
Lin et al. [75] profiled the energy consumption of location sensors in Android-operated
devices (e.g., GPS module and WiFi or cellular-network triangulation-based location
services) by bypassing the device’s power supply through a Monsoon power meter (off-
device) [82]. They developed a middleware service called a-Loc, optimizing location
information for location-based applications by trading between the required location
accuracy and the location sensor’s energy consumption.
Rice and Hay [109] executed test cases from a test server and traced test events by
using the logging system provided by Android-operated devices. To synchronize time
stamps of logged test events on the DUT and the power rate probes of their external
measurement hardware (off-device), they switched the device’s backlight on and off for
multiple times, leading to multiple bursts in the profiled energy consumption, allowing
for the synchronization of test events and power rate probes. Rice and Hey focused on
profiling the energy consumption caused by the DUT’s WiFi communication.
Palit et al. [94] focused on the average energy consumption for typical application use
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cases on different mobile platforms (e.g., Android and Blackberry), using a test server
and bypassing the device’s power supply through an external power meter (off-device).
They focused on the identification of different system configurations (e.g., volume and
display brightness) and their influence on the device’s energy consumption [1,6].
Thiagarajan et al. [126] investigated the energy consumption of Android-operated
devices to download, render, and display web pages during web browsing. They bypassed
the device’s battery connection through an Agilent 34410A digital multimeter [2] (off-
device) and instrumented existing web browser applications to correlate logged browsing
events with power rate values. Their profiling results showed that web pages not espe-
cially designed for mobile devices can cause large communication and energy overheads.
Vallina-Rodriguez et al. [130] evaluated advertisement services for Android- and iOS-
operated mobile devices. They bypassed the device’s battery connection through a
Monsoon power meter [82] and showed that current advertisement services waste large
amounts of energy, due to missing caching mechanisms.
Hoque et al. [57] investigated the energy consumption of video streaming services
and applications on five mobile platforms (Android, Symbian, Meego, iOS, and Win-
dowsPhone), by bypassing the devices’ battery connections through a Monsoon power
meter [82] (off-device). They profiled the energy consumption for six streaming tech-
niques and showed that the streaming technique as well as the used communication
network (e.g., WiFi or 3G) can have a significant impact onto the streaming’s energy
consumption.
Summarizing, he major advantage of hardware-based profiling approaches is their
accuracy w.r.t. the sampled power rate probes. Measurement hardware allows for pro-
filing frequencies up to several kiloHertz, while having small measurement errors only.
Besides high profiling frequencies and low measurement errors, hardware-based profiling
approaches introduce small probe effects only, as the profilers typically are off-device
profilers. Thus, the introduced probe effect is a hardware-based probe effect only (small
variations in measured power rates due to introduced resistors of the measurement hard-
ware). The major disadvantage of hardware-based profiling approaches is caused by the
expensive measurement devices. The external hardware necessary for accurate measure-
ments can easily cost several thousand Euros. Besides, the measurement hardware has
to be integrated into the DUT’s power supply which typically requires the modification
of the device’s power supply, possibly disintegrating batteries and cutting cables, leading
to devices no longer usable for normal usage scenarios. Additionally, as hardware-based
measurements typically require connections to multimeter hardware, in most cases they
are only applicable for in-the-lab but not in-the-field tests. Furthermore, these invasive
modifications are necessary for each DUT. Another drawback of hardware-based pro-
filers is that they profile the devices’ energy consumption as one hardware component
only. Decomposing the device’s energy consumption onto individual hardware modules
requires the use of devices especially designed for profiling, as discussed in the following.
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Special Profiling-Purpose Devices
The following related work applies special profiling-purpose devices or customized stan-
dard mobile devices for the purpose of energy profiling.
Customized Mobile Devices for Energy Profiling Carroll and Heiser [14] profiled the
energy consumption of one specific mobile phone. Therefore, they selected a phone with
public available circuit schematics and added sense resistors to the power supply rails
of the individual hardware modules by modifying the phone’s hardware. Voltage and
current have been profiling from this sense resistors by using a National Instrument PCI-
6229 power metering card [84], and a profiling PC (hardware-based off-device profiling).
They executed different use cases such as playing music, sending emails or performing
phone calls. Afterwards, they derived an energy consumption model based on a linear
regression system. They showed that the utilization of the individual hardware modules
highly depends on the kind of application to be executed and that the CPU cannot be
considered as the major power consumer for all mobile use cases.
Höpfner et al. compared soft- and hardware-based energy profilers for Android de-
vices [56]. They realized a hardware-based profiling approach (off-device) that picks
power rates from a device’s mainboard. For this purpose, they extracted the board’s
power management chip and bypassed its power supply through an external power meter,
allowing probe frequencies up to 100kHz. Although their solution allows highly precise
and accurate measurements, it involves quite complicate and invasive hardware modi-
fications for each profiled test device.
Hardware Boards for the Purpose of Energy Profiling The ARM energy probe is a spe-
cific hardware-based energy profiler for devices based on the Advanced RISC Machines
(ARM) architecture [5, Ch. 12]. The ARM energy probe provides three power connectors
to be connected with special-purpose ARM boards supplied with power measurement
pins to pick voltage, current or energy probes. The ARM energy probe comes together
with an integration into the ARM Development Studio, an Eclipse-based IDE for ARM-
operated software applications (allowing for hardware-based off-device energy profiling).
Although the ARM energy probe was designed for coarse-grained energy profiling only,
it supports probe frequencies of up to 10 kHz. Although, in theory, the ARM energy
probe seems to be an optimal candidate for the energy profiling of mobile devices, it
requires the application of ARM hardware allowing on-board energy profiling, which
includes some but not all smart phones and tablet PCs.
3.3.2. Software-Based Energy Profilers
Software-based energy profiling approaches use built-in power metering sensors to profile
the energy consumption of mobile devices. Therefore, they are typically on-device pro-
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filers. Existing approaches can be separated into approaches built-on (1) hardware-based
sensors (e.g., the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) or hardware per-
formance counters), and (2) approaches applying energy consumption services provided
by middleware or operating systems (e.g., the Android Battery Manager, the Nokia
Energy Profiler (NEP), and PowerTop).
Hardware-Based Energy Interfaces
The following related work applies hardware-based energy interfaces for the purpose of
energy profiling.
The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface The ACPI is a standardized inter-
face designed for the energy management of desktop PCs, notebooks, and server sys-
tems [55]. Besides the energy management and its configuration (e.g., timeouts when
to switch devices into standby or sleep states), the ACPI also exposes information on
the device’s power supply, its current state and—for batteries—their current amperage,
voltage and remaining capacity. On Linux-operated devices, ACPI information about
the device’s power supply is exposed as files into the virtual proc file system whose values
are altered with frequent update rates, supporting eased access from applications and
middleware services by simply reading the power supply information from the file sys-
tem. As the Android OS bases on the Linux OS, mobile devices operated with Android
can be profiled by applying ACPI information from the proc file system.
Höpfner et al. compared soft- and a hardware-based energy profiling approaches in [56]
(cf. Sect. 3.3.1). They used information available from the proc file system on Android-
based mobile devices and evaluated the accuracy of this approach for sorting algorithms
(on-device). They claimed that the precision of software-based energy profiling is suffi-
cient for comparative and total demand measurements. However, their software-based
profiling approach uses information on the remaining capacity of the DUT’s battery
only. Besides, they based their assumptions exclusively on long running sorting algo-
rithms which have quite stable energy consumption behavior during their execution time
and utilize CPU and memory. Thus, slow probe frequencies as supported by the ACPI
are sufficient for their profiling. Therefore, it can be assumed that ACPI-based energy
profiling is sufficient for comparative measurements of long running tasks with stable
energy consumption but not for short running tasks or task with varying energy charac-
teristics (e.g., the composition and submission of an email).
Josefiok et al. [62] introduced an energy abstraction layer (EAL), providing several
software-based energy profiling capabilities (on-device) for different mobile devices in a
transparent manner (i.e., by providing the same interfaces on all supported devices).
Thir EAL includes a prototypical implementation for Android providing ACPI-based
profiling, as well as battery-manager based profiling (see below), and an approximation
approach based on energy state charts (cf. Sect. 3.4.1). Unfortunately, they did not
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Device Type Voltage Current Frequency
ASUS Transformer TF 101 X - 1Hz
Google Nexus 7 (8GB) X - 1Hz
HTC Desire S X X 1/30Hz
Samsung Galaxy Nexus X - 1/50Hz
Table 3.1.: Supported battery information and probe frequencies via ACPI for investi-
gated Android devices.
evaluate the accuracy of the provided profiling techniques nor compared them with each
other.
Considering advantages and disadvantages of ACPI-based profilers, their major advan-
tage is their easy implementation. A simple file-read is sufficient to expose the required
information on the battery’s current power rate and capacity. Besides, they can easily
be ported from one device to another, as long as the devices’ OSs support ACPI access
via file reads. The names and location of the files to be read may differ, but the im-
plementation of the profiler can remain the same. However, ACPI-based profilers come
together with several major drawbacks: First, on most devices, the refresh rates of the
ACPI information is too low to continuously profile the devices’ power rate (as shown
for four Android devices in Table 3.1). The major reason is that ACPI was not de-
signed for profiling, but for power management only, where coarse-grained information
and low refresh rates are sufficient, as the battery information is typically used to trigger
sleep or standby states. Second, on some devices only a fraction of the necessary infor-
mation is available. For example, several Android devices expose the current voltage
of their battery but lack the information on their current amperage (e.g., The ASUS
Transformer TF 101 and the Google Nexus 7, cf. Table 3.1). As energy consumption
is the product of voltage and amperage, without amperage picking power rates remains
impossible.1 Third, ACPI-based profiling requires many reads to the file system which
can cause probe effects increasing alongside with the probe frequency. Finally, simi-
lar to battery-bypassing hardware-based approaches, profiling the energy consumption
via the ACPI-based battery excludes the possibility to decompose the profiled energy
consumption onto individual hardware modules and executed applications.
Hardware Performance Counters Hardware performance counters are built-in proces-
sor registers that allow for the analysis of the performance of specific hardware modules
(e.g., typically, the CPU). Countable events include the number of executed instructions
and floating-point instructions as well as cache misses. As performance counters are
1It is possible to approximate the power rate based on the battery’s voltage and remaining capacity [139].
However, for continuous profiling this approximation remains complicate and computation intense,
causing higher probe effects.
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built-in registers, they come together with low performance overhead when applied for
profiling. Related work has applied hardware performance counters to construct energy
consumption models approximating energy consumption based on CPU performance
information [120]. For more fine-grained energy consumption analysis, besides hardware
performance counters, modern CPU architectures provide energy counters, exposing
CPU energy consumption in a similar manner. For example, Intel’s Sandy Bridge archi-
tecture exposes four CPU energy counters (CPU as a whole, CPU core, CPU graphics
subsystem, and CPU DRAM domain) providing energy consumption with a probe fre-
quency of 1kHz [49, 59]. Although the ARM architecture—which is broadly used in
mobile devices—provides performance counters similar to other architectures—to the
best of my knowledge—no energy counters are available for ARM processors, yet.
Singh et al. [120] developed an energy consumption model based on information avail-
able via hardware performance counters on the AMD Phenom architecture. They applied
information on L2 cache misses and CPU utilization to construct a linear regression
model to predict energy consumption. As training data they applied hand-written micro-
benchmarks executed in parallel on the system under test (SUT). They evaluated their
approach using NAS and SPEC benchmarks [8,122], resulting in approximation errors of
7.2% down to 3.9%. Their work shows, that generally, the energy consumption of com-
puter systems can be approximated accurately based on hardware performance counters.
However, their energy consumption estimation includes the energy consumption of CPUs
only. Thus, such approaches are only applicable for systems dominated by their CPU
energy consumption (e.g., server landscapes).
Hähnel [49] implemented HAECER, an (on-device) energy profiling framework for ap-
plications executed on the Fiasco.OC microkernel [89], based on the running average
power limit (RAPL) energy counters available on Intel Sandy Bridge processors. He
evaluated the RAPL counters’ accuracy by comparing their probes with probes from an
external power meter at the machine’s mainboard. The results showed a high correla-
tion between the energy consumption probes from the RAPL counters and the external
measurements. Thus, energy counters such as Intel’s RAPL counters can be applied for
energy profiling. However, these counters are highly platform-dependent and provide
information on CPU energy consumption only.
Comparing hardware performance and energy counters with other software-based pro-
filing approaches, their major advantages are the accuracy of the applied sensors as well
as the supported high probe frequencies. However, hardware performance and energy
counters come together with some disadvantages as well. First, the existence and type
of available counters highly depends on the underlying hardware architecture. Each
type of processor can provide a different set of counters and similar counters may have
different names, leading to solutions with adaptations for each supported hardware plat-
form. Second, hardware counters do support the investigation of the CPU’s energy
consumption only. This is accurate and sufficient for CPU-centric applications as typi-
cal for server landscapes. But, for mobile devices and their applications, other hardware
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components can dominate the device’s energy consumption as well (e.g., display or GPS
module [14]). Thus, hardware performance and energy counters are insufficient to profile
the energy consumption of mobile applications.
Energy Profiling based on OS-Specific Services
The following related work applies battery consumption or other energy information
services provided by the OS for energy profiling.
The Android Battery Manager Based on the battery information via the ACPI inter-
faces, Android provides a central battery manager [36] that can be used to retrieve the
voltage and the remaining capacity of the battery (as percentage only).
Zhuang et al. [142] implemented a middleware framework that optimizes the usage
and utilization of location-based sensors (i.e., GPS and network-based location sensors)
by trading between precision, timeliness and energy consumption. They evaluated the
energy savings of their framework by using Android’s software-based battery interface
(on-device) to monitor the remaining capacity of the battery over usage time and iden-
tified energy savings for location-based applications of up to 75%.
Kapetanakis et al. [66] developed an Android application to log the battery charging
level of an Android device during usage (on-device). Afterwards, they used their appli-
cation to evaluate the energy consumption of a 3D web application while varying the
display brightness and disabling the web browser’s caching functionality. To analyze the
energy efficiency, they logged the battery voltage level every five minutes to compare the
long-term efficiency of the compared browser settings. Thus, the Android battery mana-
ger can be applied for coarse-grained long-term evaluation of energy efficiency based on
battery voltage level information. However, it allows for comparative measures only.
As mentioned above, Josefiok et al. [62] introduced an energy abstraction layer (EAL)
providing several software-based energy profiling capabilities for different mobile devices
in a transparent manner (on-device). Besides an ACPI-based approach, their proto-
typical implementation provides a simple energy profiling approach based on the remain-
ing battery’s capacity in percent (provided by the Android battery manager), allowing
the coarse-grained profiling of Android devices for time intervals, discharging at least
one percent of the battery’s capacity.
As the Android battery manager is based on the information available via the ACPI,
the major advantages and disadvantages are the same as for ACPI-based profilers. How-
ever, the interface abstracts from device-specific file names in the proc file system and
is, thus, easier portable than approaches using the proc file information directly. The
major advantage of the Android battery manager is its easy application and portability
over all Android devices. The major disadvantages are the low probe frequency, and the
lack of amperage information. Furthermore, in contrast to ACPI-based approaches, the
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Android battery manager is OS-specific and thus, cannot be reused for mobile devices
operated with other OSs (e.g., iOS and Symbian).
The Nokia Energy Profiler The Nokia Energy Profiler (NEP) is a software application
for Nokia mobile phones, providing battery information (voltage, current) as well as (on-
device) energy profiling with probe frequencies of up to 4Hz, as well as further hardware
information (e.g., CPU, RAM, network and 3G utilization) [18, 86]. Besides the energy
profiling between the manual start up and termination of the NEP, it allows to predict
the total remaining uptime of a DUT if operated under similar conditions as during
profiling. The profiled data can be stored on the device and used for offline analyses
afterwards. Thus, the NEP can be used to easily profile the energy consumption of Nokia
devices, even when the phone is operating in its standby mode. Besides, the NEP also
exposes an application programming interface (API) to provide the same information to
be used by other applications (e.g., third-party profilers).
Xiao et al. [137] profiled YouTube video replay on Nokia mobile phones based on
the NEP. They compared the energy consumption of several YouTube use cases (e.g.,
video upload, download and replay) using WiFi and 3G for network communication and
showed that 3G uses about 1.5 times the energy necessary for video replay via WiFi
connections. Their work shows that software-based energy profilers with sufficient probe
frequencies (e.g., 4Hz) can be applied to evaluate the energy consumption of coarse-
grained software events such as the execution of complete use cases instead of single
method invocations within an application.
For the development of their TailEnder protocol (cf. Sect. 3.3.1) Balasubramanian et
al. [9] measured the energy consumption of Symbian devices using the NEP in contrast
to Windows Mobile devices where they applied external measurement hardware, due to
lack of sufficient software-based energy profilers on Windows-Mobile operated devices.
Hoque et al. [58] evaluated the energy consumption of audio streaming on Nokia
smart phones by applying the NEP. They presented a proxy-based solution that buffers
constant audio streams into bursts before sending them to the mobile client. As a con-
sequence, the client’s network module can power down between receiving the individual
bursts which decreases the energy consumption of audio streaming by up to 65% for
WiFi communication.
Similar to the other battery-sensor based approaches, the NEP comes with major
advantages such as easy and cheap applicability and disadvantages such as increased
probe effects and less accurate measurements. However, in contrast to the Android
battery manager, the NEP provides probe frequencies of 4Hz which can be considered
as sufficient for comparative measurements and exposes both voltage and amperage
information. The major drawback of the NEP is its limitation to Symbian-operated
devices whose market share can be considered as no longer important in today’s market
of mobile devices and is expected to be further decreased in the near future [60].
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PowerTop PowerTop is an (on-device) tool, analyzing the energy consumption of PCs
by measuring the CPU time of applications, device drivers and kernel options on Linux-
operated machines [131]. On battery-operated devices, PowerTop uses the information
available from the ACPI to approximate the energy consumption of individual appli-
cations. However, its major focus is on identifying applications hindering the CPU
from switching into sleep states and not energy profiling. PowerTop currently supports
Intel, AMC, ARM and UltraSparc architectures. It does not support Android-operated
devices, yet, but portability to Android devices is topic of current discussions on the
project web site [131].
The major advantage of PowerTop is its easy installation on Linux-operated machines.
However, as PowerTop was not designed for energy profiling, it comes together with
major disadvantages, too. First, PowerTop does not allow for picking voltage or current
probes, neither the battery’s remaining capacity. Next, it does neither allow for pro-
filing the total energy consumption of a mobile device nor the consumption of individual
hardware modules. However, PowerTop allows for a coarse-grained decomposition of the
total energy consumption onto individual executed applications and, thus, the identi-
fication of major energy bottlenecks in system configurations. As PowerTop allows for
the coarse-grained analysis of mobile devices’ energy consumption only—to the best of
my knowledge—there is no existing work applying PowerTop for the profiling of mobile
applications.
3.3.3. Comparing Software- and Hardware-Based Profilers
After presenting related work from both software- and hardware-based profiling, the
advantages and disadvantages of both techniques are shortly summarized in the following
(cf. Table 3.2). Whereas hardware-based profilers allow for both comparative and total
demand measures, most software-based profilers allow for comparative measures or the
identification of general energy consumption trends only. In some cases, software-based
profilers (e.g., hardware performance counters) allow for the precise profiling of some
hardware modules (i.e., CPU and their submodules). Whereas in general, software-
based profilers are easier to implement, more reusable and less expensive, they are also
less accurate and provide lower probe frequencies.
3.4. Energy Approximation Approaches
As energy consumption information on mobile devices is mostly imprecise, several re-
search groups focus on developing energy models that can be used to approximate the
energy consumption on mobile devices. Typically, these models are developed using
training data from either software- or hardware-based profilers as presented above.
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HW-based SW-based
PM SPPD ACPI ABM NEP PT HPC
Voltage probes + + + + + - -
Current probes + + (+) - + - -
Energy probes + + (+) - + + +
Remaining capacity - - + (+) - - -
Probe frequency + + - - (+) - +
Probe effect + + - - - - +
Accuracy + + - - (+) - +
Comparative measures + + (+) (+) + + +
Total demand measures + + (+) (+) + - -
Quantitative measures - + - - - - -
Decomposition to
individual applications
- - - - - + -
Table 3.2.: Advantages and disadvantages of software- and hardware-based profiling
approaches (PM = Power Meters, SPPD = Special-Purpose Profiling Devices,
ABM = Android Battery Manager, NEP = Nokia Energy Profiler, PT =
PowerTop, HPC = Hardware Performance Counters).
3.4.1. Existing Energy Approximation Approaches
Existing approaches can be considered as using one of the following modeling techniques
to approximate the energy consumption of mobile devices: (1) instruction-based energy
models, (2) energy state charts, or (3) linear regression. All of them are shortly presented
in the following. Finally, advantages and disadvantages are briefly discussed.
Instruction-Based Energy Models
Instruction-based energy models associate energy consumption of a device with indi-
vidual instructions of the executed applications. Each instruction is associated with an
energy cost that the device will consume each time, when the instruction is executed.
These cost functions are typically derived during a training phase, where the same in-
structions are executed multiple times while profiling their average energy consumption
in parallel.
An example for an instruction-based energy model for mobile devices stems from Hao
et al. [50]. They executed instrumented code on a DUT and derived execution traces of its
bytecode. Afterwards, these traces were used to compute the code’s energy consumption
based on a CPU energy consumption profile containing energy consumption functions
for each bytecode instruction. The approach has been implemented and evaluated for
simple algorithms like QuickSort or matrix operations executed on the Android platform.
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Further research groups have focused on instruction-based energy models for desktop
applications, for example for the Java bytecode instruction set as Lafond and Lilius [74]
and Seo et al. [114].
The major drawback of instruction-based energy models is their assumption that the
same instructions will always consume the same amount of energy, ignoring the exis-
tence of caches or external context dependencies (e.g., network connectivity) that can
highly influence the results. Moreover, for some instructions, energy consumption de-
pends on external data (e.g., the number of columns in a database) which cannot be
expressed in an instruction-based energy consumption model [114]. Finally, instruction-
based approaches focus on the device’s CPU, which is insufficient for mobile devices,
whose energy consumption is highly influenced by further hardware modules such as the
GPS module and the display backlight [14].
Energy State Charts
Whereas instruction-based energy models focus on associating power rates to single
instructions, energy state charts focus on modeling the hardware’s energy behavior.
With the introduction of standards such as Advanced Power Management (APM) and
the ACPI, hardware components consist of several operation (C) and performance (P)
states between which they can switch to save energy if they are not fully utilized (e.g.,
if a network device is not required, it can switch into a sleep state). Energy state charts
capture this behavior for all relevant hardware components including the information
after what timeout a hardware component will switch into another state and how much
energy the component will consume in each of its individual states. After the modeling
phase, energy state charts can be used to simulate the energy behavior of the hardware
system for individual workloads (i.e., application traces).
Cignetti et al. [17] developed and energy consumption simulator for mobile devices
based on the Palm OS. They profiled the energy consumption of the device’s hard-
ware modules for individual power states and constructed an extension to the Palm OS
emulator that allows to execute Palm applications on the emulator while simulating and
approximating their energy consumption.
Qian et al. [100] investigated the energy consumption of smart phones’ 3G module and
especially the impact of short communication bursts that can cause significant increases
of the device’s total demand energy consumption. They constructed an energy state
chart model for the smart phone’s network module and used communication trace data
(i.e., packets sent and received over time) to simulate the network module’s energy
consumption.
Another energy approximation approach based on energy state charts has been de-
veloped by Pathak et al. [96–98]. Applications were instrumented with additional logging
code for system call tracing. Afterwards, they were deployed on a DUT and typical usage
scenarios (e.g., Internet browsing or chess gaming) were executed. The recorded system
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traces were used to compute the applications’ energy consumption by simulating the
traces on a finite state machine model representing the device’s hardware components
and their different power states.
As mentioned above (cf. Sects. 3.3.2 and 3.3.2), Josefiok et al. [62] introduced an
energy abstraction layer (EAL) providing several software-based energy profiling capa-
bilities for different mobile devices in a transparent manner. Besides an ACPI-based and
an Android battery-manager based approach, their prototypical implementation provides
an approximation approach based on an energy profile for Android devices, provided as
an XML file on the device by its vendor. This profile indicates the energy consumption of
individual hardware modules if utilized. The utilization of the device’s individual hard-
ware modules during profiling is extracted from the proc file system and used together
with the energy profile to approximate the energy consumption. This approach can be
considered as a simple energy state-chart based approximation approach, whose quality
majorly depends on the quality (i.e., the accuracy) of the underlying energy profile.
As a major drawback, energy state charts are highly hardware-dependent in a manner
that they have to be modified for each device introducing new kinds of hardware modules
or existing hardware modules with new states. Furthermore, their complexity (and, thus,
their inaccuracy) increases with the number of modelled hardware modules and their
interdependencies. However, if energy state charts are precise enough, and sufficient
information on hardware utilization is available, they provide a good abstraction from
real energy consumption measurements.
Linear Regression Models
Another widely spread technique for energy approximation is the construction of linear
regression models that express the relation between a device’s hardware utilization and
its energy consumption. During a training phase, the hardware utilization is retrieved
from available sensor data (e.g., from the virtual proc file system on Linux- and Android-
operated devices). In parallel, the energy consumption is retrieved by using either
software- or hardware-based profilers. After the training phase, the hardware utili-
zation information is sufficient to approximate the device’s energy consumption either
at runtime or offline from utilization traces.
Shye et al. [118,119] logged the hardware utilization of mobile phones to identify major
bottlenecks in their energy efficiency. They constructed a linear regression model to
approximate mobile phones’ energy consumption based on hardware utilization. They
showed that energy consumption is mostly caused by the phone’s CPU as well as its
display’s lightning and that linear regression models can be applied to accurately model
the total energy consumption of mobile devices.
In [20], Cuervo et al. presented their MAUI approach, which focuses on code offloading
from mobile devices in cases where cloud services are more energy-efficient. Methods
within applications that can be offloaded are annotated by the application developer.
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At runtime, the MAUI system monitors the application’s execution and decides whether
or not to offload the code into the cloud, based on experience of past executions of the
same method. Cuervo et al. did not profile the application’s energy consumption at
runtime, but monitored its hardware utilization instead. Then, the energy consumption
was approximated based on a linear regression system they designed beforehand.
Zhang et al. [139] constructed an energy consumption model for software applications
based on hardware utilization. They executed test cases on Android devices, whereby
profiling the energy consumption of the device using external measurement hardware.
Based on the results they computed linear regression equations as a basis for an Android
application called PowerTutor. PowerTutor is able to approximate the energy consump-
tion of applications currently executed on the device, based on their CPU time and the
device’s hardware utilization.
Dong et al. [22] developed an energy consumption model for mobile devices predicting
power rates for individual applications based on the energy consumption information
available via the ACPI and the proc file system. They developed a linear regression model
that allows for predicted power rates with frequencies up to 100Hz with an evaluated
accuracy of 88%.
Kjærgaard and Bluck [69] computed energy consumption models for Nokia Symbian
smart phones. Their PowerProf tool executes multiple benchmarks on the devices, each
utilizing different hardware devices such as CPU, display, and WiFi. In parallel, the
tool profiles the device’s energy consumption by using a software-based energy profiler.
A genetic algorithm was used to transform profiling data into a linear regression model
predicting the phone’s energy consumption based on data on its hardware utilization.
Another linear regression model to predict the energy consumption of mobile appli-
cations has been developed by Zhao et al. [140]. The energy consumption of Android
devices was profiled via a software-based profiler and used to compute linear regression
equations expressing the device’s energy consumption based on its hardware utilization.
Afterwards, Zhao et al. used their energy consumption model to predict the device’s
uptime based on the batteries remaining capacity and the current approximated energy
consumption.
Jung et al. [63] developed an application called DevScope that constructs online
power models based on linear regression for Android-operated smart phones by using
the Android battery manager. They claimed to overcome the drawbacks of software-
based profilers such as their low probe frequencies. Based on their power approximation
model called DevScope they constructed the tool AppScope [138], allowing the decompo-
sition of a device’s total energy consumption onto individual executed applications. They
evaluated their tool by comparing it with a hardware-based energy profiler, resulting in
approximation errors for profiled applications between 0.9% and 14.7%.
Similar to other energy approximation approaches, the major drawback of linear
regression models is their hardware-dependence. However, the application of linear
regression models can be considered as rather easy, as their learning phases can be
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automated. Furthermore, they can be used to approximate the energy consumption
of mobile devices at runtime. Thus, many energy approximation approaches based on
linear regression models exist.
3.4.2. Comparing Energy Profilers and Approximation Approaches
In general, energy approximation approaches cannot provide results being as accurate as
real measurements from energy profilers. The reason is that energy models approximate
energy consumption based on other available information (e.g., hardware utilization).
However, energy approximation approaches can be more accurate than software-based
profilers, as hardware utilization is often available with higher refresh rates than battery
sensor information. For example, Dong et al. [22] claim that they developed a linear
regression model being 88% as accurate as a hardware-based energy profiler with a
probe frequency of 100Hz. Nevertheless, in these cases the energy model training phase
requires a highly accurate hardware-based energy profiler as the training data must be
highly accurate to result in an accurate energy model.
In contrast to energy profilers, energy approximation requires a learning phase for
which an energy profiler is required, being as accurate as possible. Furthermore, this
learning phase must be reexecuted for each device, the constructed energy model should
be used for. However, if the learning phase can be automated, the effort to construct a
new energy model for each DUT can be reduced.
In contrast to energy profilers, some energy models do not provide live data (i.e., they
cannot be used to approximate the energy consumption of applications while they are
executed, but require an offline analysis). For example, energy state charts such as the
approaches of Qian et al. [100] and Pathak et al. [96] require the simulation of hardware
utilization traces and instruction-based energy models require the simulation of appli-
cation code instead of its real execution [50]. Anyhow, other approaches such as linear
regression models like the approach of Zhang et al. [139] provide mobile applications
with live data on their approximated current energy consumption.
Although energy approximation requires a training phase and an energy profiler for
each device type it shall be applied to, approximation approaches can be considered as
being more portable than hardware-based energy profilers, as a trained model can be
reused for every mobile device consisting of the same hardware components as the device
used for the training data [139].
3.5. Decomposing Energy Consumption on Single Applications
As discussed above and can be seen in Table 3.2, most hardware- and software-based
energy profilers do not allow for the correlation of devices’ total demand or individual
hardware modules’ energy consumption to the applications and services executed on
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them during profiling. Thus, in the following, a short overview on existing techniques to
correlate energy consumption and executed applications on mobile applications is given.
SystemTap
SystemTap is a tool allowing for the dynamic instrumentation of Linux-based OSs, in-
cluding Android [61, 107]. It provides a simple scripting language to define events and
handlers to collect, filter and extract data from the current running applications for per-
formance analysis. Traceable information available via SystemTap includes the currently
executed thread, process and user IDs, as well as the name of the currently running pro-
cesses. Similar to SystemTap, other Linux-based tracing tools exist (e.g., DTrace [47]).
However—to the best of my knowledge—SystemTap is the only one of these tracing tools
applied for the association between mobile device’s profiled energy consumption and its
executed applications.
The energy approximation approach of Pathak et al. [96–98] (cf. Sect. 3.4.1) applies
SystemTap. The system traces they used to approximate the energy consumption con-
tains information from the SystemTap tool to correlate hardware utilization (and thus,
energy consumption) to executed applications.
As SystemTap is a Linux tool widely spread on Linux distributions, it is available
on most mobile devices based on the Linux OS. Information available from System-
Tap can be easily extracted and combined with existing software-based energy profiling
services. However, for hardware-based energy profilers, the correlation with SystemTap
information requires a new profiling service on the DUT, introducing an additional probe
effect.
The Android Activity Manager
The Android activity manager is a central service on Android devices that enables
Android applications to access information of currently running applications, processes
and services [35].
Yoon et al. developeded the tool AppScope [138], allowing the decomposition of a
device’s total energy consumption onto individual executed applications. The approach
is based on the energy approximation approach by Jung et al. [63] that applies a linear
regression model to approximate the energy consumption of the DUT based on infor-
mation available via the Android battery manager (cf. Sect. 3.4.1). Yoon et al. used the
Android activity manager to associate the profiled consumption onto individual executed
applications. They evaluated their approach by executing and profiling multiple appli-
cations in parallel, showing that their approach is able to reasonably associate energy
consumption bursts to the specific application causing the respective burst.
Oliner et al. [88] developed a community-based black-box approach to identify energy
bugs in mobile applications. They designed the Carat app [127], which continuously
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picks power rate probes and a list of currently executed applications and processes on
mobile devices (on-device). Afterwards, this data is collected and evaluated on a web
server, by comparing it with data from other users using the same applications. Thus,
Carat allows the identification of applications that consume unexpectedly large amounts
of energy for specific users only and can thus be assumed to contain energy bugs. The
Carat app is available for iOS and Android. The Android implementation bases on the
Android battery manager and the Android activity manager to correlate software-based
total demand energy consumption to individual executed applications.
As the Android activity manager was designed to assess information on the currently
running applications and processes, it can be easily integrated into Android applications
working on this information. Thus, it can be applied to correlate energy consumption
with the currently running applications and services. However, as the activity manager
was designed to retrieve this information only, it provides less insights than SystemTap,
which can be configured for special purpose usage with its own scripting language.
3.6. Summary
This chapter presented existing approaches for software- and hardware-based energy
profilers as well as several existing approaches approximating energy consumption based
on other existing hardware information such as CPU utilization or network traffic. The
advantages and disadvantages of software- and hardware-based profilers as well as their
advantages and disadvantages in contrast to energy approximation approaches have been
discussed. Afterwards, approaches to correlate the total energy consumption of mobile
to individual executed applications and services have been presented.
As discussed above, in general, hardware-based energy profiling approaches are more
accurate than software-based approaches. Furthermore, they do not introduce major
probe effects by executing the profiling code on the same machine that is currently
profiled. Although some energy models allow for online approximation of energy con-
sumption from other hardware information, each energy model can only approximate
real measurements and, thus, is less precise.
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A Generic Framework for Software Energy
Profiling and Testing
This chapter is based on the following publications:
Claas Wilke, Sebastian Götz and Sebastian Richly: JouleUnit - A Generic
Framework for Software Energy Profiling and Testing In: Proceedings of the 2013
Workshop on Green In/By Software Engineering (GIBSE 2013), ACM, New York,
2013, pp. 9–14.
Claas Wilke, Sebastian Richly, Sebastian Götz, and Uwe Aßmann: Energy
Profiling as a Service In: Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop on Energy Aware
Software Engineering and Development (EASED@GI 2013), Vol. 220 of LNI,
Gesellschaft für Informatik, Bonn, 2013, pp. 1043–1052.
In this chapter, JouleUnit is presented, a generic energy profiling framework for ICT
applications that allows for unit-test driven energy profiling. With its generic design,
JouleUnit supports energy profiling over large ranges of the energy profiler dimensions
introduced in Section 3.2. As the supported range includes the energy profiling of mo-
bile devices, JouleUnit is used in the subsequent parts of this thesis for the energy
profiling of mobile applications as well as their comparison. Based on the literature
presented in Chapter 3, general requirements for energy profiling frameworks are iden-
tified in Section 4.1. Afterwards, the JouleUnit framework is presented in Section 4.2.
To demonstrate the generalizability and reusability of JouleUnit, two instantiations of
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JouleUnit for different ICT platforms are presented: Android-operated mobile devices
(cf. Sect. 4.4.1) and NAO robots (cf. Sect. 4.4.2). Besides, it is shown how the JouleUnit
instantiation for Android applications can be extended to provide a profiling service for
developers that cannot afford their own energy profilers in Section 4.5. Possible use
cases for the application of JouleUnit during the development of energy-aware mobile
applications are discussed in Section 4.6.
The contributions given in this chapter are the following:
• A requirements analysis for generic software energy profiling frameworks
(Section 4.1).
• JouleUnit, the first generic framework for software energy profiling support-
ing software- and hardware- as well as on- and off-device profiling for several
different ICT platforms (Section 4.2).
• Two reusable and publicly available instantiations of JouleUnit that can be
reused to profile Android and NAO robot applications (Section 4.4).
• The provision of JouleUnit’s instantiation for Android devices and an energy
testing infrastructure comprising several real mobile devices as an online web
service, allowing energy testing for mobile application developers, even if they
cannot afford the setup of an own energy profiling infrastructure (Section 4.5).
4.1. Requirements for Energy Profiling Frameworks
Based on the evaluation of existing profiling approaches in Chapter 3, four major require-
ments for energy profiling frameworks have been identified: /R1/ support for workload
definition and execution, /R2/ support of profiling capabilities, /R3/ support for test
run coordination, and /R4/ result evaluation, presentation and preservation. These four
requirements are discussed and further subdevided in the following.
Workload Capabilities
The first group of requirements /R1/ comprises the workload’s definition and execution.
/R1-1/ Support for workload execution To execute deterministic application scenarios
on a DUT, the framework should allow the definition of workloads and their execution
on the DUT. To allow a broad range of different profiling scenarios, the workload’s
granularity should range from single method invocations lasting only fractions of seconds
up to complex use case scenarios lasting several minutes or even a few hours.
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/R1-2/ Support for set up and tear down functionality Besides the workload defi-
nition, the framework should allow preparing the individual workloads’ execution with
setup functionality for their execution environment (e.g., preparation of test data, setup
of the application environment and application configuration) as well as the respective
tear down functionality for this environment after the workload’s execution.
/R1-3/ Event logging To allow for the synchronization of the executed workloads and
their subevents with their respective energy consumption, the framework should allow
for the logging of events during the workload’s execution (e.g., the start and stop events
of the individual executed use cases and the corresponding time stamps for these events).
Profiling Capabalities
The second group of requirements /R2/ comprises the profiling of the DUT’s energy
consumption.
/R2-1/ Energy consumption profiling First, of course, the framework should allow to
profile the energy consumption of electronic devices in an easy manner. Between the
explicit start and stop of the profiler, probes should be picked from the DUT periodically.
Afterwards, the framework should allow computing the total energy consumption as well
as the average power rate between each pair of two arbitrary given time stamps within
the profiled time interval.
/R2-2/ Automated profiler calibration As different devices and power meters allow
to pick new probes with different frequencies, the profiler should automatically adapt
to the respective probe frequencies for each DUT. Besides, the profiler should allow
estimating the base consumption of the DUT (i.e., its consumption in idle operation)
and the estimation of the probe effect caused by the profiling.
/R2-3/ Support of software- and hardware-based profiling To support a broad range
of devices and to ease the reuse of the framework for other profiling scenarios, a pro-
filing infrastructure that allows both software- and hardware-based profiling should be
developed.
/R2-4/ On- and off-device profiling Whereas software-based profiling is typically rea-
lized as a process running on the DUT, hardware-based profiling is typically realized
by using test servers, observing the DUT, reducing noise and probe effects. Thus, our
solution should support both on- and off-device profiling.
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/R2-5/ Easy integration of new profiling devices Besides the support of hardware-
and software-based profiling, different types of devices that provide profiling data (e.g.,
devices operated with different OSs and different power metering devices) should be
integrable by implementing only a few framework classes.
/R2-6/ Parallel profiling of multiple devices As more complex testing and profiling
scenarios may require the parallel energy profiling of multiple devices, the framework
should support the profiling of multiple DUTs in parallel.
/R2-7/ Support to profile further hardware information As often debugging requires
the association of devices’ energy consumption with their hardware’s utilization, the
framework should allow integrating the profiling of further hardware utilization (e.g.,
CPU frequency, WiFi traffic) in an easy manner.
Test Run Coordination
A third group of requirements /R3/ comprises requirements to synchronize the profiler
and the workload execution as well as the synchronization of their logged events.
/R3-1/ Coordinated profiler and workload execution The profiler and the workload’s
execution should be coordinated and triggered in a way that the profiler is started before
the workload’s execution and the profiler is automatically terminated after the workload’s
termination. First starting and lastly terminating the profiler is necessary to ensure that
the energy consumption of all use cases and events of the executed workload is profiled
completely.
/R3-2/ Eased execution of multiple test runs To allow the profiling of representative
energy consumption results, it is often necessary to execute the same use cases multiple
times, limiting and eliminating statistical outliers. Thus, the framework should allow
triggering multiple runs of the same use cases and their profiling in an easy manner.
/R3-3/ Synchronization of software and hardware events The events logged by the
profiler (i.e., power rates) and the events logged by the workload’s execution (i.e., start
and stop events) have to be synchronized by their time stamps to allow a correct corre-
lation of workload events and their caused energy consumption.
/R3-4/ Synchronization of system clocks As the system clocks of different devices
involved into the profiling process (i.e., typically a test runner PC and a DUT) may
differ in their local time, it is necessary to synchronize the devices’ system clocks allowing
correct event synchronization (cf. /R3-3/).
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JouleUnit Coordinator
Concepts to deploy and execute workloads, coordinate profiling and evaluate results.
Workload Runner
Concepts to define use cases and data, 
as well as for their execution.
Energy Profiler
Concepts to pick power rate probes
and to compute energy consumption.
JouleUnit Workbench
Concepts to trigger profiling, and to preserve, export and present profiling results.
Figure 4.1.: The top-level architecture of the JouleUnit framework.
Result Evaluation and Presentation
The fourth and last group of requirements /R4/ comprises requirements to evaluate,
preserve and present the profiling results.
/R4-1/ Further result evaluation Besides the simple correlation of logged use case
events and their respective energy consumption, often, further result evaluation is neces-
sary (e.g., to compute statistical measures such as average energy consumption, standard
deviation and result distribution). Thus, the framework should include support for this
kind of statistical evaluation.
/R4-2/ Result preservation To preserve profiling results and to allow the import of the
profiling data into other tools (e.g., statistical tools) it is necessary that the framework
allows to preserve and export the profiling results in a standardized file format such as
comma-separated values (CSV) files.
/R4-3/ Result presentation To support a fast profiling feedback and to allow its users
the investigation of profiling results, besides the export functionality the framework
should comprise functionality to graphically present the profiling results. The presen-
tation should include a tabular presentation of energy consumption for individual and
average use cases’ execution as well as a time-axis based graphical representation, asso-
ciating the DUT’s energy consumption and possibly further hardware statistics (e.g.,
CPU utilization, WiFi traffic) over execution time.
4.2. JouleUnit’s Top-Level Architecture
Based on the requirements outlined above, the JouleUnit framework has been designed,
consisting of three layers and four major components as depicted in Figure 4.1. First,
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<<device>>
:TestRunnerPC
:JouleUnitCoordinator
<<device>>
:DeviceUnderTest
:WorkloadRunner
:EnergyProfiler
(a) On-device profiling.
<<device>>
:PowerMeter
<<device>>
:TestRunnerPC
:JouleUnitCoordinator
<<device>>
:DeviceUnderTest
:WorkloadRunner
:EnergyProfiler
(b) Off-device profiling.
Figure 4.2.: Typical deployment scenarios of JouleUnit layers.
the workload runner component provides concepts for workload definition as well as the
definition of test data and capabilities to prepare and tear down individual test runs.
Besides their definition, this layer is also responsible to execute the workloads on the
respective DUT. Second, a profiling component provides capabilities for sampling the
DUT’s energy consumption and functionality to estimate probe effects and the DUT’s
base consumption when running in idle mode. The JouleUnit coordinator is responsible
to issue both workload execution and profiling. Besides, this component is responsible
to synchronize the results from workload execution and energy profiling. Finally, the
JouleUnit workbench on top of the other components integrates the JouleUnit framework
into the Eclipse IDE and supports editors, wizards and views to define workloads, trigger
profiling and to preserve and present the profiling results.
The separation of the framework into its individual building blocks allows the real-
ization of these blocks as individual black-box components that can be implemented as
separate threads, possibly executed on multiple different devices (e.g., a test runner PC
and a DUT). Figure 4.2 illustrates two typical deployment scenarios for the individual
framework components (the JouleUnit workbench is excluded as it always runs on the
test runner PC). Figure 4.2(a) shows a scenario where software-based profiling is used.
Thus, both the workload runner and the profiler are executed on the DUT, whereby the
JouleUnit coordinator runs on a test runner PC that collects data from both workload
runner and profiler. Figure 4.2(b) shows a typical hardware-based profiling scenario.
The workloads are executed on the DUT, but the profiler runs on the test runner PC
communicating with a power meter attached to the DUT’s power supply.
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The Workload Runner
As outlined above, the workload runner of JouleUnit must support the definition of
individual use cases for their execution on the DUT (/R1-1/), as well as functionally
to prepare and tear down test data for the individual executed use cases (/R1-2/).
As classical unit testing frameworks already provide these capabilities, these concepts
are reused from the well-known JUnit testing framework [11]. Individual use cases are
specified as JUnit test cases that can be deployed and executed on the DUT by the
JUnit test runner. The major advantage of reusing a well-known framework is that
developers can write their profiling workloads in a similar manner to classical unit test
cases. Furthermore, even existing functional unit tests can be reused to evaluate the
energy consumption of an application under test (AUT) by simply reusing this test
cases as workload definitions for the respective AUT during the profiling of its energy
consumption. However, if users want to integrate other workload runners than JUnit,
this is also possible. As the workload runner is triggered by the coordinator component
(explained in more detail in the following), this functionality can be easily be replaced
by triggering another testing framework or workload runner than JUnit.
To support the propagation of time stamp events from the respective executed use
cases to the JouleUnit coordinator component (/R1-3/), the internal result propagation
mechanism of JUnit’s test-runner component can be reused as it logs the beginning and
termination of test cases to propagate the test results to its test report. For further fine
granular events, additionally, platform-specific event propagation can be implemented
that has to be realized by each individual instantiation of the JouleUnit framework (e.g.,
in Section 4.4.2 the Android logging service logcat is used to propagate fine-granular
Android test events).
The Energy Profiler
To address the group of profiling requirements /R2/, three general profiling interfaces
have been designed (cf. Fig. 4.3, interface layer) that can be implemented rather easily
to bind the profiling framework to individual platforms and power metering devices
(/R2-5/). JouleProfilers are responsible to profile DUTs resulting in EnergyProfiles
which consist of a collection of PowerRate values.
Each instance of the interface PowerRate represents a power rate probe of a specific
DUT at a certain point in time. It provides the profiled power rate in mW together
with a time stamp. For different DUTs, different implementations of PowerRate can
exist (e.g., PowerRates for Android have been implemented that use the information
available from the software-based battery interface as well as for external power meters
such as Yokogawa’s WT210 power meter). These device-specific implementations are
hidden behind the interface and thus, most of the remaining profiling code can be reused
device-independently (/R2-5/).
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1 /* Start profiling. */
2 AndroidProfiler profiler = new AndroidProfiler();
3 profiler.calibrate();
4 profiler.startProfiling();
5
6 /* Deploy the application on the device under test and run the test code here. */
7 /* ... */
8
9 EnergyProfile profile = profiler.endProfiling();
10 Log.d("JouleUnit", "Test cost: " + profile.getConsumedEnergy());
Listing 4.1: Software-based profiling of an Android application using the profiler com-
ponent of JouleUnit.
An EnergyProfile contains a set of PowerRate values and allows computing the
consumed power of the DUT during the time interval between the first and the last
PowerRate value of the profile as well as for each other time interval between these time
stamps (/R2-1/). As different PowerRate implementations abstract from the profiled
devices, EnergyProfile is implemented as a reusable, device-independent class. How-
ever, two subclasses exist that allow structuring EnergyProfiles hierarchically using
the Composite pattern [34], allowing for the parallel profiling of multiple DUTs (/R2-6/,
cf. Fig. 4.3, framework layer).
The interface JouleProfiler abstracts from profilers implemented for different plat-
forms and DUTs. JouleProfilers are responsible to continuously picking PowerRate
values from a device during profiling. Accordingly, different implementations can exist
(e.g., an AndroidProfiler and a WT210Profiler) allowing both on- and off-device as
well as software- and hardware-based profiling (/R2-3/, /R2-4/). Similar to Energy-
Profiles, JouleProfilers can be structured hierarchically (cf. Fig. 4.3, framework
layer). Most of the code within the JouleProfiler class can be reused for all DUTs.
Thus, an AbstractJouleProfiler exists that can be reused and extended for new
JouleProfilers (cf. Fig. 4.3, framework layer). Only one method to create new Power-
Rate values during profiling for the specific DUT has to be implemented for each new
JouleProfiler which leads to an easy instantiation of JouleUnit’s profiling classes
(/R2-5/, cf. Fig. 4.3, instantiation layer). As different battery sensors and power meters
allow for different refresh rates of their probes, the JouleProfiler interface provides a
method to calibrate itself. During calibration, the profiler measures at which frequency
new probes are available and adapts itself to this refresh rate, avoiding unnecessary
profiling overhead at runtime. Besides the profiling frequency, the calibration method
estimates the profiler’s probe effect as well as the base consumption of the DUT in its
idle mode when no AUT is executed (/R2-2/).
Listing 4.1 shows a code snippet that uses an AndroidProfiler to profile the energy
consumption of an Android application via the DUT’s software-based battery interface.
First, the profiler is created and calibrated (Lines 2–3). Afterwards, the profiling is
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started, the AUT is executed, and the profiling results are retrieved (Lines 6–9). Finally,
the profiling results are logged to Android’s default log (Line 10).
stop
Coordinator Profiler WorkLoadRunner
deploy workloads
create & init
start
start
start
init
values (probes)
finished
stop
profile
analyse and export results
results (success/failure)
tear down
run workload
Figure 4.4.: Communication between the different JouleUnit components.
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Coordinator Profiler WorkLoadRunner
deploy workloads
create & init
compute time stamp offset
time stamp offset
compute time stamp offset
time stamp offset
Figure 4.5.: Time synchronization between the different JouleUnit components.
The Coordination Layer
The JouleUnit execution layer is responsible to trigger the workload’s execution as well
as the parallel energy profiling of the DUT (/R3-1/). Figure 4.4 illustrates the activities
of the coordinator and its communication with both the workload runner and the profiler
component. First, the coordinator deploys the workloads on the DUT. Afterwards, the
profiler is initialized and started. Then, the workload’s execution is triggered. To allow
multiple executions of the same use cases, the coordinator can be configured to trigger
the workload’s execution multiple times within one profiling run (/R3-2/).
Workload Event and Probe Synchronization
During the profiling process, events from the workload’s execution are collected and used
to compute the energy consumption of individual use cases and events (/R3-3/). This
data typically consists of named events associated with time stamps. After the work-
load’s execution has terminated, the coordinator is notified. The coordinator stops the
profiler and retrieves the profiled power rates. Finally, the coordinator uses the retrieved
logged workload events and associates them with the profiled power rate probes and
thus, computes the energy consumption and execution time for the individual profiled
application use cases (/R3-3/).
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Time Synchronization As the workload runner and the profiler can be deployed on
different devices (e.g., a test runner PC and the DUT), it is likely that the system clocks
of both machines are not fully synchronized and thus, time stamps of power rate probes
and the logged workload events may differ w.r.t. their machines’ local time used for
their time stamps. Thus, before the workload execution and profiling are triggered, the
coordinator requests both the workload runner and the profiler to compute time stamp
offsets allowing to synchronize their local time stamps with a global clock (cf. Fig. 4.5,
/R3-4/). An appropriate solution to compute these time stamps is the application of
the Network Time Protocol (NTP) that allows the computation of time stamps to a
global clock (e.g., Universal Time Coordinated (UTC)) with millisecond precision [106].
If more precise time synchronization is required, the Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
can be applied instead, allowing precision up to a few nanoseconds [106]. However, as
long as the power rate probe frequency does not outperform the millisecond range, the
application of the NTP should be sufficient for time synchronization.
Coordinator Implementation As the workflow of the coordination layer is rather com-
plex and large parts of this workflow can be reused for all AUTs and DUTs, JoleUnit
provides an abstract default implementation of the coordination layer, the JouleUnit-
Coordinator class (cf. Fig. 4.6). The class encapsulates the entire workflow to run a
workload on a DUT and to profile its energy consumption in parallel, including time
synchronisation and possibly hardware profiling. The execution is started by invoking
the method runTestRun() that subsequently calls all the other methods of the Joule-
UnitCoordinator class which represent the specific subtasks of the profiling process.
The other methods of the JouleUnitCoordinator are abstract methods that have to
be provided by each coordinator implementation. They are responsible to retrieve time
stamps from the DUT and the test runner, to deploy, trigger and undeploy workloads to
be executed on the DUT, to start and stop the profiling using a specific EnergyProfiler
and possibly further hardware profiling (/R2-7/), and to propagate the results of a termi-
nated profiling run to other components or frameworks (e.g., the JouleUnit workbench).
During the execution of the method runTestRun(), the JouleUnitCoordinator cre-
ates a TestSuiteProfile that encapsulates the EnergyProfile from the profiling layer
as well as logged test events (and possibly other profiled hardware information (/R2-7/),
e.g., the CPU utilization). For each workload event consisting of a start and stop time
stamp, the TestSuiteProfile contains a TestCaseProfile providing functionality to
compute the duration and energy consumption of the respective workload event, con-
sidering the possible time synchronization between workload runner and profiler.
By defining the general workflow for coordinated profiling in the JouleUnitCoordi-
nator class, the binding of the coordinated profiling and workflow execution becomes
rather easy for certain DUTs, as it is shown below by applying the framework to different
DUTs in the following sections of this chapter. Furthermore, by reusing all device-
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Figure 4.7.: Screenshot of the JouleUnit workbench.
independent parts of the process, erroneous implementations of complex tasks such as
time synchronization can be avoided by reusing a well tested and established default
implementation.
The JouleUnit Workbench
The third and top-most layer of the JouleUnit framework is realized by the JouleU-
nit workbench that allows for the execution of JouleUnit profiling runs as well as the
presentation of the profiling results.
The workbench was realized as a set of Eclipse plugins, consisting of wizards to trigger
profiling as well as views to present the profiling results. Figure 4.7 shows a screenshot
of the JouleUnit workbench within Eclipse. As JUnit is reused for profiling workload
execution, the existing JUnit UI extensions for Eclipse can be reused. On the left-hand
side, the JUnit runner view documents the results of a workload’s execution. For profiling
result presentation (/R4-3/), a table-based view at the center bottom of the workbench
summarizes the duration and energy consumption of each logged test event as well as
the average duration and consumption for workloads executed multiple times, allowing
for further result evaluation w.r.t. to their accuracy (/R4-1/). On the top center of the
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off-device
Realize Time 
SynchronizationWhere to
profile?
on-device
Instantiate
Workload Runner
Instantiate
Energy Profiler
Realize
Coordinator
Figure 4.8.: The JouleUnit instantiation process.
workbench, another view graphically presents the test results by highlighting the test
events (green canvas in background), the power rates (blue), as well as further profiled
DUT hardware behavior such as CPU utilization (red) and network traffic (yellow). To
export profiling results and import them into other tools for further statistical evaluation,
the workbench also provides a wizard exporting profiling results into CSV files (/R4-2/).
As the JouleUnit workbench is only loosely coupled to the other JouleUnit layers and
all wizards and views are based on device-independent interfaces, all views and tools of
the workbench can be reused for each instantiation of the JouleUnit framework without
modifications at the workbench layer. The only functionality that has to be customized
is the selection of the respective JouleUnitCoordinator responsible for profiling of the
certain DUT.
4.3. Instantiating JouleUnit for a Platform
After presenting the platform-generic energy profiling framework JouleUnit, the general
process to instantiate JouleUnit for a platform that shall be energy-profiled is outlined
in the following. The general instantiation process is shown in Figure 4.8 and consists
of four steps: (1) time synchronization realization, (2) workload runner instantiation,
(3) energy profiler instantiation, and (4) coordinator instantiation. All four steps are
explained in more detail in the following.
Realizing Time Synchronization
Before starting with the first process step to instantiate the JouleUnit framework, the
framework user should decide, whether to realize on- or off-device profiling. If on-device
profiling shall be used, and thus, both the workload runner and the energy profiler
component are deployed on the DUT, time synchronization is not necessary as all events
to by synchronized are logged based on time stamps from the same system clock.
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Otherwise, if off-device profiling shall be used, the first process step for time synchro-
nization is essential, ensuring correct profiling results. Therefore, the framework user has
to set up a mechanism to compute an offset of the DUT’s system clock, based on the NTP
and to propagate this offset to the coordinator component running on the test runner
device. For example, such a mechanism could consist of a simple Java application that
connects to an NTP server and sends the result to the coordinator component afterwards.
The offset computation for the test runner device in contrast, has not to be provided by
the framework user, as this functionality is implemented as default functionality within
the coordinator component of JouleUnit.
In some cases it can be necessary to profile the energy consumption of devices having
no Internet connection and being, therefore, unable to compute an NTP-based time
stamp offset. In these cases, the framework user has to create its own mechanism to
synchronize the system clocks of test runner and DUT, for example by switching an
energy-intense module of the DUT on and off several times and synchronizing these
events with the respective power rates from an energy profiler executed from the test
runner device as proposed by Rice and Hay [109].
Instantiating the Workload Runner
The second process step is the initiation of a workload runner. As mentioned above, it is
proposed to apply JUnit as workload runner component when using JouleUnit for energy
profiling. Thus, if a framework user wants to instantiate the framework for a certain
platform, he has to check whether he can use JUnit as a workload runner on the DUT.
Furthermore, if off-device profiling shall be used, he has to realize a mechanism to trigger
the execution of JUnit test cases remotely and to propagate the logged time stamps for
executed test cases to the test runner device. Of course, instead of applying JUnit, it is
also possible to use another type of workload runner component. For example, a simple
shell script can be used to trigger a workload on a Linux machine. However, in this
case, the framework user is responsible to log the individual workload events by himself,
whereas JUnit logs test case events automatically.
Instantiating the Energy Profiler
The third step of the instantiation process is obviously the most important step, as
it comprises the instantiation (and possibly the implementation) of an energy profiler.
First, the framework user should decide whether to use a software- or hardware-based
profiler.
If the DUT comes with built-in and accurate-enough power sensors, they can be
applied for energy profiling. As JouleUnit comes with several existing energy pro-
filer implementations, the framework user has to check whether he may reuse an exis-
ting implementation (e.g., a Linux implementation based on the proc file system or
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Windows implementation based on the Windows power management API). Otherwise,
the framework user has to implement his own energy profiler, by instantiating the
classes PowerRate and JouleProfiler as exemplary shown for the WT210Profiler in
Figure 4.3.
If no sufficient built-in power sensors on the DUT exist, a hardware-based profiler has
to be used. In most cases, the framework user has to bypass the device’s battery or of-
the-wall power connection through a multimeter to obtain power rate measures. He may
either use a Yokogawa WT210 multimeter and the existing WT210Profiler instantiation,
or has to implement his own implementation of the PowerRate and JouleProfiler
classes for the multimeter device of his choice.
Instantiating the Coordinator
Finally, to put everything together and allow coordinated profiling, the framework user
has to instantiate the coordinator component for his use case, combining his time syn-
chronization, workload runner and energy profiler components. Therefore, the frame-
work user has to instantiate the class JouleUnitCoordinator, as exemplary shown in
Figure 4.6 for the AndroidJouleUnitCoordinator.
By implementing the method computeTimestampOffsets() he either integrates the
call of his mechanism to compute NTP offsets on the DUT, or another time stamp
computation approach. If on-device profiling shall be used and, therefore, no offsets are
required, this method can remain empty. To integrate the workload runner being used,
the methods deployTestCases(), runTestCases() and undeployTestCases() have to
be implemented. Within this methods, the JUnit test cases have to be deployed and trig-
gered on the DUT or another workload runner may be called. If only the triggering of the
workload is required, the methods for deployment and undeployment can remain empty.
By implementing the method startEnergyProfiling() the energy profiler to be used
is integrated. Here, the framework user configures whether to use a on- or off-device pro-
filer. Finally, the methods startHardwareProfiling() and stopHardwareProfiling()
can be used to integrate further profilers for other aspects than energy (e.g., CPU uti-
lization), and the method propagateResults() can be used to propagate the profiling
results to other components or applications (e.g., the JouleUnit workbench).
4.4. Two Instantiations of the JouleUnit Framework
In this section, it is exemplary shown how to instantiate the JouleUnit framework to
two platforms, being Android-operated mobile devices and NAO robots. Besides these
two instantiations, also implementations of EnergyProfilers for Windows- and Linux-
operated laptops have been realized, based on the ACPI-available battery information.
As the refresh rates appeared to be rather low on evaluated devices (between 1/30Hz and
1/60Hz), these instantiations were not further evaluated. However, if the experienced
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refresh rates are sufficient for profiled scenarios or better power sensors (e.g., hardware
performance counters) are available, JouleUnit can be applied for the energy profiling
and testing of desktop (and possibly server applications) as well.
4.4.1. JouleUnit for Android
To allow the energy profiling and benchmarking of Android applications, the JouleUnit
framework has been instantiated for Android applications. In the following, the imple-
mentation details for the Android instantiation are described, according to the process
steps described in the previous section.
Time Synchronization
As discussed above, for time stamp synchronization (/R3-4/) of events logged on the
DUT and the test runner PC, the usage of the NTP is proposed. This requires the
computation of an offset between the UTC and DUT’s local system clock. Therefore,
a simple Android service application has been implemented that can be installed on
an Android device and triggered via the Android Debug Bridge (ADB)1 provided by
the Android software development kit (SDK) [39]. This service logs the computed time
stamp offset into Androids standard logging system logcat. By reading the Android log
on the test runner device via the ADB, the offset is fetched from the DUT by the test
runner device.
The functionality to deploy the NTP service application on the DUT, to trigger its
invocation and receive its result is realized in the computeTimestampOffsets() method
of the AndroidJouleUnitCoordinator implementation. The only drawback of this
implementation is that both the test runner PC and the DUT require a working Inter-
net connection to invoke the NTP service. Otherwise they will not be able to compute
the offsets. Thus, as a fallback, if one of both devices is not connected to the Internet,
the JouleUnitCoordinator tries to manually adapt the time stamps, assuming that all
logged test events will be located within the time interval after start and before termi-
nation of the profiler. Although this solution is working, it is—of course—less accurate
depending on how long the delays between start and termination of test case and profiler
execution are.
Workload Runner Instantiation
To define and run workloads on Android-operated devices, the existing Android exten-
sion of the JUnit framework provided by the Android SDK is reused. The time stamps
for the start and termination of the executed test cases are again propagated from
1The ADB is a central service allowing to communicate with via USB or Bluetooth available Android
devices via shell commands (e.g., to install and uninstall applications as well as to remotely trigger
their execution).
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the DUT via its default log to the test runner PC via the ADB. More fine granular
events as whole test cases can be handled as well, they have only to be logged to
the DUT’s log from the test code manually (by using the commands Log.d("started
- eventToBeLogged"); and Log.d("stopped - eventToBeLogged");). The methods
deployTestCases(), runTestCases(), and undeployTestCase() are therefore used to
deploy and undeploy the JUnit test cases packed as an application package file (APK)
onto the DUT via the ADB, as well as to trigger their execution via the ADB.
Energy Profilier Instantiation
As both software- and hardware-based profiling of Android applications shall be sup-
ported, two different profilers were implemented for these two purposes. The selection
of the energy profiler to be used is realized within the AndroidJouleUnitCoordinator
implementation and the instantiation and start of the respective profiler is triggered
within the method startEngeryProfiling().
Hardware-Based Profiling For hardware-based profiling a JouleUnit profiler has been
implemented that uses a Yokogawa WT210 power meter to obtain power rate probes
from the DUT’s battery, by bypassing the battery-device connection. The profiler runs
as a separate thread on the test runner PC and communicates with the power meter via
the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). By using the composite profiler concept of
JouleUnit (cf. Fig. 4.3), multiple power meters can be used for profiling in parallel (e.g.,
for profiling the DUT’s battery as well as the power consumed by the DUT via its USB
connection to the test runner PC).
Software-Based Profiling For software-based profiling, the power rate probes have to
be picked from the DUT. Thus, an Android service application has been designed for
this purpose. It is deployed and started on the DUT via the ADB, and picks such probes
periodically from the proc file system on the DUT has been designed. Afterwards, the
probes are propagated to the test runner PC via Android’s logcat logging service.
The Coordination Layer
The coordinator used for the energy profiling of Android-operated devices triggers the
respective time synchronization, workload runner and energy profiler services presented
above. The ADB is used to deploy both AUT and the workloads on the DUT. Android’s
extension of the JUnit framework is used to trigger the workload execution. For the
propagation of test events from the DUT to the test runner the central Android logging
system logcat is reused.
To allow the profiling of further hardware utilization besides energy consumption,
an additional Android service application similar to the software-based profiler can be
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deployed and triggered on the DUT. Based on the information available from the proc
file system, the utilization of the DUT’s CPUs, its display’s brightness and the communi-
cation data send via WiFi is frequently propagated to the test runner PC via the DUT’s
logging capabilities.
4.4.2. JouleUnit for NAO Robots
NAOs are humanoid robots built by the french company Aldebaran as a robot platform
for universities applicable for both, teaching and research [3]. Research on NAOs mostly
focuses on soccer applications as their implications raises research challenges for several
fields in computer science, including artificial intelligence and face recognition, as well
as the coordination of robot swarms. However, a central problem for NAO robots is
their limited energy resources, as they are typically operated with batteries. Thus, NAO
research also includes the optimization of their movements algorithms w.r.t. energy con-
sumption. For example, Kulk and Welsh optimized the energy consumption of NAO
walking algorithms [72]. To evaluate the generalizability of JouleUnit and its appli-
cability to other kinds of devices besides Android, the JouleUnit framework has been
instantiated for the energy profiling of NAO robot applications.
Time Synchronization
As for the NAO robot instantiation of the JouleUnit framework only on-device profiling
has been realized, time synchronization is not necessary. Therefore, the computeTime-
stampOffsets() method of the NaoJouleUnitCoordinator implementation remains
empty.
Workload Runner Instantiation
To remotely trigger movements of NAO robots from Java applications, a web service
exposing the NAOs’ API as simple HTTP requests has been developed [46]. A Java-
based utility class encapsulates the web service requests and, thus, allows to control
NAO robots via simple method invocations [46]. To define workloads to be profiled,
JUnit test cases are used, consisting of such method invocations triggering the NAO
behavior under test. As an example, Listing 4.2 shows such a test case initiating a NAO
robot getting up and down. To execute the defined behavior on a NAO, the JUnit test
case can be executed on a test runner PC that is connected to the NAO robot under
test via an Ethernet or WiFi connection.
Therefore, instead of deploying JUnit test cases on a NAO robot, they are executed on
the test runner device triggering the respective behavior of the NAO via the web service.
Thus, the deployTestCases() and undeployTestCases() methods of the coordinator
instantiation remain empty whereas the runTestCases() implementation triggers the
execution of the respective test cases.
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1 /** A simple test case letting a NAO standing up and sitting down. */
2 public void testStandUpAndSitDown() {
3 NaoUtil.standUp(nao);
4 NaoUtil.sitDown(nao);
5 NaoUtil.setStiffness(nao, 0.0f);
6 }
Listing 4.2: A simple NAO robot test case to be profiled.
Energy Profiler Instantiation
To profile the NAO’s energy consumption, an energy profiler for NAO robots has been
instantiated, again using the web service exposing the NAO’s API mentioned above [46].
As the NAO’s battery interface supports probe frequencies of up to 20Hz, which allows
quite accurate measurements, no further hardware-based profiler for NAO robots has
been implemented. Therefore, the NaoEnergyProfiler is running as a separate thread
on the test runner PC, periodically picking power rate probes from the NAO robot
via web service calls. To reduce the probe effect introduced by this frequent WiFi
communication, power rate probes are buffered on the NAO robot, before transmitted
as bundles to the test runner PC.
Coordinator Instantiation
The coordinator instantiation for NAO robots triggers the JUnit framework to execute a
given test suite (containing the respective workloads) and executes a NaoJouleProfiler
in parallel. The remaining coordination code is reused from the abstract coordinator
implementation provided by JouleUnit.
4.4.3. Lessons Learned
The two instantiations present for Android-operated mobile devices and NAO robots
demonstrated that the JouleUnit framework can be instantiated for different platforms
rather easily. The separation of the framework into several loosely coupled compo-
nents allows an easy an transparent implementation of different profilers (e.g., both
hardware-based and software-based profilers for Android applications. Large parts of
the framework’s functionality are provided as abstract classes and can be, therefore,
reused for different framework instantiations (e.g., parts of the time synchronization and
the general coordination workflow). Based on the framework instantiation for Android-
operated devices multiple case studies have been conducted evaluating and comparing
the energy consumption of Android applications (cf. Chapter 9).
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<<device>>
:AndroidDeviceN
<<device>>
:PowerMeter
<<device>>
:ProfilingServer
:JouleUnitCoordinator
<<device>>
:AndroidDevice1
:WorkloadRunner
:EnergyProfiler
:ProfilingService
…
<<device>>
:DeviceSwitch
Service 
API
Figure 4.9.: Top-level architecture of the profiling service.
4.5. Energy Profiling as a Service
Although theoretically, a generic energy profiling framework such as JouleUnit allows
every mobile application developer to set up his own energy profiling infrastructure, the
setup of such an infrastructure is a resource-intensive task; both in terms of development
time and financial resources, as measurement hardware is likely to cost several thousand
Euros. Besides the investment into profiling hardware, developers have to invest into
several mobile devices to allow the energy profiling of their applications on multiple real
devices, ensuring the energy-awareness of their applications on devices from different
hardware vendors.
To address this problem, a publicly available profiling infrastructure accessible via a
web service has been realized. The profiling service encapsulates the JouleUnit instan-
tiation for Android devices together with a hardware-based profiling infrastructure con-
sisting of multimeters and multiple selectable Android devices usable for energy profiling.
Besides, IDE-based tooling allows for an easy and transparent integration of the profiling
service into existing development processes for mobile applications.
General Architecture of the Profiling Service
To realize the profiling server, a test server connected to multiple Android devices and
energy measurement hardware bypassing the power supplies of these devices have been
set up. Therefore, the JouleUnit architecture was extended by a DeviceSwitch that
can bypass the connection between multiple Android devices and their batteries (cf.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10). The DeviceSwitch can be triggered to bypass the power con-
nection of another Android device programmatically which allows users of the profiling
service to decide between multiple Android devices. Besides, a profiling service compo-
nent exposes the API of the profiler as a web service.
The profiling service allows to easily trigger and execute profiling jobs remotely.
Besides, the batching of multiple profiling jobs is supported (even for different applica-
tions), being executed on the DUT (or multiple DUTs) subsequently and automatically.
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Figure 4.10.: The profiling infrastructure provided via the JouleUnit web service.
IDE Integration
To further ease the creation and profiling of test cases, the profiling service has been inte-
grated into the JouleUnit workbench. Application developers can specify on which device
and how often (and possibly under which conditions, e.g., display backlight enabled or
disabled) they want to execute their test runs via the profiling service. Afterwards, the
AUT as well as the test cases are deployed on the profiling server and the profiling is
triggered automatically.
By providing an Eclipse-based front-end for the profiling service, application develop-
ers that cannot effort their own profiling infrastructure, are enabled to develop energy-
aware mobile applications. They are able to trigger profiling runs from a well-known
development environment, allowing energy feedback during the implementation of mobile
applications and thus, similar development and testing processes as possible with classi-
cal functional unit tests.
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4.6. Possible Usage Scenarios for JouleUnit
With its unit-based design and its transparent IDE integration, JouleUnit allows the exe-
cution of reproduceable energy tests that allow for comparable testing results. Therefore,
JouleUnit can be used for the development of energy-aware mobile applications in several
ways:
1. Application developers can test and profile their applications in an exploratory
manner by profiling the functionalities they expect to be candidates for energy
optimization. Once they have identified functionalities with unexpected high con-
sumptions, they can aim to optimize and validate their optimizations based on the
reexecution of their unit tests. Besides, they can apply coverage criteria to evaluate
which functions of their applications remain as open tasks for further profiling and
optimization.
2. Furthermore, developers can use JouleUnit for energy debugging. If users report
unexpected behavior, they can try to emulate the reported problems with the
profiling service and investigate the profiling results to identify the problem and a
possible bug fix.
3. Next, they can use JouleUnit for impact analysis during the introduction of new
features. For example, they can profile their application with and without inte-
grated advertisement banners, known to be energy-inefficient in many cases [135].
They can also evaluate the impact on modifications of synchronization mecha-
nisms or simply evaluate the energy consumption while running their applications
as background services (e.g., for email clients polling for new messages in the back-
ground frequently).
4. Additionally, JouleUnit can be applied as the back-end for regression testing and
continuous integration. Once developers have conducted a representative set of
energy test cases for their applications, they can trigger the execution of this test
cases after each modification of the respective application in their versioning system
or during a nightly build and, thus, can avoid the release of changes to their appli-
cations that introduce new energy bugs, leading to frustrated users and negative
application ratings (cf. Sect. 2.2.3).
5. As it is shown in the subsequent chapters of this thesis, besides its application
for the development of energy-aware mobile applications, JouleUnit can also be
applied for energy benchmarking and labeling. Therefore, JouleUnit also founds
the basis for the energy benchmarking and labeling process presented in Part III
of this thesis.
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4.7. Summary
In this chapter, JouleUnit has been presented, a platform-generic energy profiling frame-
work for ICT applications. By reviewing related work in the Chapter 3, the lack of
device- and application-independent energy profiling frameworks has been examined.
Thus, requirements for a generic energy profiling framework have been analyzed and a
corresponding architecture has been derived.
Based on the classification of energy profilers introduced in Section 3.2, it was shown
that JouleUnit supports a large range of differently configured energy profilers (cf.
Fig. 4.11). The instantiations for Android devices and NAO robots represent two
different usage scenarios of the framework; showing the applicability and reusability
of the framework for different kinds of devices and applications. Besides, the general
possibility of using the framework for the energy profiling of laptop, desktop and server
applications has been shortly evaluated by providing two energy profiler implementations
based on the ACPI battery information available under the Windows and the Linux OSs.
To allow the energy-aware development of Android applications for developers that can
not afford an investment into their own profiling infrastructure, the Android instantiation
of JouleUnit has been exposed as a web service. Finally, multiple usage scenarios how
JouleUnit can be applied to allow and improve the development of energy-aware Android
applications have been discussed.
JouleUnit is publicly available and can be obtained from [134]. Until today, it has
been reused by other research groups and testing companies, including the Computer
Networks Group of the Technische Universität Dresden [132] and the T-Systems Multi-
media Solutions (MMS) [125]. Further German software development and testing com-
panies are currently considering the integration of JouleUnit into their mobile application
development and testing processes.
As JouleUnit allows the systematic, reproducible and comparable energy evaluation of
mobile applications in a unit-test driven way, its Android instantiation forms the basis
for the remaining parts of this thesis. In the following chapters, JouleUnit is applied
for the automated profiling and benchmarking and the derivation of energy labels to
compare the respective mobile applications.
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Part III.
Energy Benchmarking and Labeling
for Mobile Applications
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5
An Energy Labeling Process for Mobile
Applications
This chapter is based on the following publication:
Claas Wilke, Sebastian Richly, Georg Püschel, Christian Piechnick, Sebastian Götz
and Uwe Aßmannn: Energy Labels for Mobile Applications In: Proceedings of the
1st Workshop for the Development of Energy-aware Software – 1. Workshop zur
Entwicklung Energiebewusster Software (EEbS 2012), Vol. 208 of LNI, Gesellschaft
für Informatik, Bonn, 2012, pp. 412-425.
In the introduction of this thesis, two central research challenges for the development
and deployment of energy-efficient mobile applications have been outlined (cf. Sect 1.2).
Whereas the preceding chapters addressed the first challenge (the provision of tooling
for the development of energy-aware mobile applications), the following chapters address
the second challenge: the provision of energy comparability for mobile applications, by
applying benchmarking and labeling of their energy consumption.
In this chapter, a general process for benchmarking the energy consumption of mobile
applications is presented. Benchmarks are designed for specific usage domains, and
are bound and executed for individual mobile applications afterwards. The binding is
realized in a semi-automated manner, by applying techniques from model-driven software
development (MDSD) and model-based testing (MBT). Whereas this chapter presents
the overall process, the subsequent Chapters 6 to 8 investigate the individual process
steps in more detail, followed by an evaluation of the overall process in Chapter 9.
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The contribution given in this chapter is the following:
• A process to systematically evaluate the energy consumption of mobile appli-
cations (Section 5.2).
5.1. Requirements for Energy Benchmarking and Labeling
Before presenting the energy benchmarking and labeling process, requirements for such
a process are identified and discussed in the following. Traditionally, to compare mobile
applications, the only rating criterion is the applications’ popularity within a community
(e.g., five star grading system as in Google Play [41]). To extend this approach by energy
consumption as an additional comparison criterion, this work proposes the introduction
of energy labels similar to the well-known energy labels introduced by the European
Union for the comparison household appliances such as washing machines or fridges [28].
To realize a process supporting the semi-automated energy profiling of mobile appli-
cations, as well as the computation of energy labels, the following group of benchmarking
requirements /R5/ can be identified:
/R5-1/ Identification of use cases for usage domains To allow the comparison of
mobile applications from a usage domain w.r.t. their energy consumption, a set of repre-
sentative use cases has to be defined, describing typical and representative use cases for
applications of this usage domain (e.g., for the usage domain of email clients, a typical
use case would be the composition and sending of an email). These use cases found the
basis for all test cases being part of the energy benchmark for this usage domain.
/R5-2/ Definition of benchmarks for usage domains To compare applications from a
usage domain w.r.t. their energy consumption, their consumption must be evaluated for
all use cases of the usage domain in a comparable manner. Thus, for each usage domain,
a benchmark including test cases for all identified use cases—where necessary with a
set of varying test data (e.g., the use case send email can lead to several executions of
this use case with emails of different length, with or without attachments of different
sizes)—has to be defined. Afterwards, such a benchmark can be used, to execute and
profile the energy consumption for all applications belonging to this usage domain with
the same test data and, thus, leads to comparable results.
/R5-3/ Binding of the benchmark’s test cases to individual applications To allow
the automated execution of the benchmark’s individual test cases for a certain AUT,
the test cases must be bound to the user interface (UI) of the respective application
(i.e., defining which buttons have to be pressed to perform a certain activity, e.g., to
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send a certain email with the respective application). Thus, a methodology is required
supporting an easy binding of the defined test cases to specific applications, while reusing
their general workflow and test data, allowing for the comparative execution of the same
test cases for multiple applications.
/R5-4/ Profiling the energy consumption of mobile applications To evaluate the
energy consumption of each individual application belonging to a usage domain, it is
necessary to profile the applications’ energy consumption while executing the bench-
mark in parallel. Thus, a test infrastructure is required that executes the benchmarks
automatically.
/R5-5/ Defining weights of individual use cases for the average energy consumption
As different use cases can differ in their energy consumption for a certain AUT (e.g., use
cases including network traffic typically cause higher energy consumption than use cases
without network traffic), a methodology to rate the individual use cases’ importance
for the approximation of applications’ average energy consumption is required. If a
user performs specific use cases more often than others (e.g., some users use mobile
email clients for message reception and reading only, whereas other users also send
emails from their mobile devices), the average energy consumption of an application can
depend on these varying usage frequencies. Thus, besides the identification of use cases’
energy consumption, it should be possible to configure the average energy consumption
computation w.r.t. user-specific needs and interests.
/R5-6/ Approximation of average energy consumption To compare applications from
the same usage domain w.r.t. their energy consumption, it is necessary to compute or
approximate their average energy consumption, based on the profiled data from the
benchmark execution and the weights of the individual use cases (cf. /R5-5/). The
approximation should result in a single value representing the application’s average
energy consumption (i.e., its average power rate) in the specified usage scenario, being
accurate enough to realistically compare the application with other applications from
the same usage domain.
/R5-7/ Derivation of energy labels from applications’ energy consumption Once
the average energy consumption for individual applications has been computed, energy
labels rating the applications based on their consumption have to be derived. These
are necessary, to allow users searching for energy-aware mobile applications in a fast
and comprehensible way, comparing applications based on their energy consumption,
without requiring the investigation of all the measured average energy consumptions for
individual application use cases.
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Figure 5.1.: The energy benchmarking and labeling process.
/R5-8/ Semi-automization of the labeling process The energy benchmarking and
labeling of mobile applications requires several individual process steps, such as use
case identification, benchmarking, and label computation. Therefore, such a process
should be realized as automated as possible, ensuring that it can be realized for a large
amount of applications on a web server such as in typical market place scenarios. Thus,
techniques automating the test cases’ generation, as well as automated benchmarking,
average consumption approximation, and label computation are required.
5.2. The Labeling Process at a Glance
Based on the requirements discussed in the previous section, this thesis proposes a process
for the semi-automated benchmarking and energy labeling of mobile applications. The
overall process consists of five steps (cf. Fig. 5.1): (1) service modeling, (2) service model
binding, (3) benchmarking, (4) usage modeling, and (5) energy consumption estimation.
All five steps are described in the following in more detail.
(1) Service Modeling
To compare mobile applications from a usage domain, a prerequisite for their compari-
son is the identification of representative use cases (cf. /R5-1/). Thus, during service
modeling, general use cases for a usage domain are specified, resulting in a service model
comprising these use cases (e.g., the service model for the usage domain of email clients
can comprise use cases such as checking for new mails, reading a mail, and writing a
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mail). The service model can be understood as a set of typical states, an application of
this domain can have (e.g., waiting for the selection of an email account, waiting for the
selection of an email in an inbox, and displaying a specific email) and a set of transitions
between these states, representing typical user interactions (e.g., selecting an account,
selecting a mail to be opened, and closing a mail).
Afterwards, based on the service model, abstract test cases, forming the benchmark
for the usage domain are defined (cf. /R5-2/). They can be understood as paths through
the service model (e.g., a sequence of transitions to open an email account and selecting
an email to be read). Besides, they define test data to execute the respective paths for
an AUT (e.g., the name and login of an email account or the text of an email to be sent).
Theoretically, such paths can be derived from the service model automatically (e.g., by
applying test case generation tools relying on graph coverage). However, defining such
test cases manually will result in more representative test cases and, thus, more accurate
benchmarking results for the evaluated usage domain.
Together, the service model and the abstract test cases form an abstract benchmark
which specifies, how to profile an application of a certain usage domain (e.g., email
clients). The technical realization of these test cases for each application (e.g., which
buttons, text fields, etc. have to be used to run the tests for a certain email application)
is not part of the service model, but is part of the the following, second process step.
When realizing the benchmarking process for a market place providing energy labels
for mobile applications, the service modeling step would be realized by a benchmark
designer. A benchmark designer has sufficient domain knowledge for a specific usage
domain, being able to extract typical services and to design representative abstract test
cases. Although theoretically application vendors could be responsible to design such
a benchmark, a neutral institution or the market place provider should be responsible
for service modeling to avoid benchmarks designed in advantage for specific applications
belonging to the respective usage domain.
(2) Service Model Binding
If a new application shall be evaluated, the abstract test cases have to be concretized
for this application (cf. /R5-3/). Thus, during service model binding, the transitions of
the service model are bound to sequences of application-specific UI interactions (e.g.,
the transition open inbox is bound to a click event on the button “inbox”). The result
is a set of concretized test cases for the application, ready for execution. The advantage
of binding the individual transitions of the service model to UI interactions instead of
writing the testing code for each abstract test case, is that the code of a bound transition
can be reused for each concretized test case including this transition. Thus, large amounts
of the test code can be derived and generated from the service model and the binding
in an automated manner. How the abstract test cases are concretized or bound to a
specific application and how the testing code is generated, is described in more detail in
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Chapter 6.
As application vendors or developers typically know their applications best, they
should be responsible to deploy their applications together with a service-model binding
in the market place. However, the deployment of test cases by the vendors together with
their applications requires trust that vendors will not realize dummy bindings, leading
to test cases causing less energy consumption than the use cases intended for bench-
marking. Thus, it could be sensible, to investigate test cases provided by application
vendors by a neutral organization, either based on spot tests or in a systematic manner.
(3) Benchmarking
Once concrete test cases for an application are available, they can be executed and pro-
filed (cf. /R5-4/). This process step is majorly realized by reusing the JouleUnit profiling
framework presented in Chapter 4. As in the context of an automated benchmarking pro-
cess for mobile applications in a market place (cf. /R5-8/) an automated energy profiling
is required, the profiling service introduced in Section 4.5 is applied for benchmarking.
The benchmarking step results in an energy model for each profiled application, describ-
ing its energy behavior in the context of the specified use cases. The energy model can
be considered as being a simple path-based set of measured mean power rates for the
individual profiled test cases, or an automata-based model providing energy annotations
for all transitions of a service model (e.g., transitions such as displaying an email or
sending an email are annotated with power rates expressing the mean power rate of the
application when being in these states). Both energy modeling approaches are discussed
in more detail in Section 6.3.
As mentioned above, the benchmarking process step can be performed in an automated
manner. However, application vendors should be able to investigate the results for their
applications, to identify potential for optimization within their applications.
(4) Usage Modeling
Although the benchmarking results are sufficient to compare the energy consumption
of mobile applications, their average power rates can be highly influenced by the usage
behavior of individual application users. Thus, it is sensible to adapt the approxi-
mation of average power rates to the usage requirements of individual application users
(cf. /R5-5/). Thus, during usage modeling, the usage behavior of individual users is
modeled. In this thesis, two different options to construct a usage model are considered.
First, application users can estimate their usage behavior by creating a usage model
manually, by simply rating the importance of individual use cases (e.g., a user can
specify that he is writing five times the emails he is reading on his mobile device). The
second possibility is to derive a usage model by gathering all necessary information
automatically. This can be achieved by installing a special usage recording application,
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constantly monitoring the user’s usage behavior on his mobile device for applications of
the respective usage domain. The resulting usage model can either be a simple set of
weights for the individual use cases of a usage domain, or again metadata annotating the
transitions of the service model with average durations (e.g., the average time to browse
mails in the inbox) and statistical information (e.g., how often an email is written).
Both usage modeling approaches, as well as the automated logging of usage data and
the derivation of usage models are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
Depending on whether the usage model is created by the user or derived from recorded
usage data, the usage modeling step can be either executed automatically or performed
by the application user manually.
(5) Energy Consumption Estimation
After modeling a usage-domain specific benchmark, profiling the energy consumption of
the respective applications, and selecting or creating a usage model, the gained energy
and usage models can be combined to approximate the average energy consumption of
mobile applications (cf. /R5-6/). By exchanging or altering the usage model, the approxi-
mation can be adapted to other usage scenarios. Moreover, for energy approximations
for other mobile devices, the energy model can be exchanged. This way, the labeling
process allows for an easy adaptation to other user, software and hardware contexts.
Based on the energy consumption estimates for a usage domain, energy labels can be
specified for each profiled application (cf. /R5-7/).
The final process step of energy estimation can be realized in a rather automated
manner. Application users searching for mobile applications are only responsible to
specify queries against the market place’s database and the energy labels of applications
belonging to the respective usage domain are computed automatically. How energy
consumption estimation and the computation of energy labels can be realized is discussed
in more detail in Chapter 8.
5.3. Summary
In this chapter, a process for the semi-automated energy profiling and labeling of mobile
applications has been presented. General requirements for the energy labeling of mobile
applications have been analyzed, resulting in a process consisting of five steps, being
(1) service modeling, (2) service model binding, (3) benchmarking, (4) usage modeling,
and (5) energy consumption estimation. The process steps service modeling, service
model binding, and benchmarking are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. Following,
Chapter 7 focuses on the usage modeling more specifically. Afterwards, Chapter 8
discusses multiple solutions for the energy consumption estimation process step. Finally,
Chapter 9 evaluates the overall process for multiple usage domains.
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The last chapter presented a process for the energy labeling of mobile applications. This
chapter focuses on the three first process steps in more detail, being (1) service modeling,
(2) service model binding, and (3) energy benchmarking. It is shown, how techniques
from MDSD and MBT can be applied to ease the specification of service models and
application-independent test cases, as well as to automate the generation of concrete test
code, representing the benchmark instantiations for individual applications. Afterwards,
the derivation of energy models from the benchmarking results is discussed. Finally, this
chapter comprises a short summary of the implementation of these three process steps
for Android applications.
The contributions given in this chapter are the following:
• A mechanism specifying service models for usage domains and benchmark test
cases in an application-independent manner (Section 6.1).
• A mechanism binding these application-independent test cases to applications
in a way that executable testing code can be generated from these specifications
without further source code modifications (Section 6.2).
• Two different energy modeling approaches to derive and store energy con-
sumption information from the benchmarking results, for individual appli-
cations of a usage domain (Section 6.3).
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6.1. Application-Independent Benchmark Specifications
As discussed in Chapter 5, as a prerequesite for energy benchmarking, general use cases
of the usage domain to be evaluated have to be identified and specified in an application-
independent manner (cf. /R5-1/). Thus, this thesis proposes a simple notation for service
models, as well as the specification of application-independent test cases that have to be
bound to the individual applications afterwards.
Domain-Specific Service Models
Usage-domain specific services models are defined as directed state transition systems:
A service model M is a tuple (S, sinit, sfinal, T ) where
• S is a finite set of states,
• sinit ∈ S is the initial state,
• sfinal ∈ S is the final state,
• T ⊆ S × S is a set of directed transitions.
Each state si in a service model M represents a state which an application of this usage
domain can have, and each transition tj represents a state change triggered by a user
interacting with the respective application (e.g., by pressing a button or entering text
into a text field). Besides transitions triggered by user interaction, transitions can be
triggered by the application itself as well (e.g., a new incoming message can alter the
state of an email application). Apart from states representing application states, decision
and merge nodes can be used to express more complex transitions between individual
states (e.g., to decide between a background and foreground state or to merge outgoing
transitions of the respective states). On this level of abstraction, service models do not
define any semantics w.r.t. execution time nor energy consumption of their states and
transitions, as they are used for the abstract definition of typical use cases only. However,
the semantics of service models are extended in the subsequent steps of the labeling
process, by enriching them with energy and usage behavior information (cf. Sects. 6.3
and 7.2).
Similar to common notations for state transition systems, a graphical notation based
on Unified Modeling Language (UML) activity diagrams [87] is proposed for service
models, where states are represented by rectangles and transitions are represented by
arrows connecting states, whereby the arrows indicate their direction. Decision and
merge nodes are annotated by diamonds, initial states are indicated by filled circles, and
finite states are illustrated as surrounded, filled circles. Both transitions and states can
be labeled with names giving a more precise understanding of their meaning.
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Application
Start View
Account View
Mail Compose
View
Mail View
start app stop app
add account delete account
close accountopen account
open mail
close mail
read mail
open attachment
check for mails
browse mails
send mail
forward mail
new
mail
delete mail
write mail add attachment
stopstart Background 
Service
start background service stop background service
run in background
Figure 6.1.: Example service model for email clients.
Figure 6.1 shows an example usage model for email client applications, consisting
of seven states (including the initial and final states) and 23 transitions. If an email
client is started, it can either be started as a foreground service, where the email app
will be in its default start view state (typically being a view showing all email accounts
configured for this email client), or it can be started as a background service, periodically
checking for new incoming messages. Transitions allow for adding further accounts or
to remove them respectively, to open an account, download, browse, read, delete and
forward mails, as well as to send new mails. As can be easily noticed, some functionality
provided by almost every email client is excluded (e.g., the possibility to modify general
settings). However, in the context of their energy consumption evaluation such use cases
can be ignored, as they are not likely to be executed frequently. Instead, only the most
representative functionality for applications from this usage domain should be considered
in the service model.
Also observable is the fact that service models can vary in their granularity. For
example, the addAccount transition could be enriched with further states to be reached
(e.g., a state displaying a view to configure settings for ingoing mails or outgoing mails,
respectively). However, in this case, the hiding of this functionality within only one
transition is more sensible, as individual email clients can differ in their number of views
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and steps required to configure a new email account. By hiding all this functionality
within one transition, each mapping to a specific email client can declare a different
workflow within its binding code (as explained in more detail in Sect. 6.2). In general,
a service model should model the usage domain at a granularity level being likely to be
supported by all belonging applications in a similar manner.
The major advantage of application-independent service models is that they provide
a good starting point for the definition of usage-domain use cases, forming the usage
domain’s benchmark, as it is discussed in more detail in the following. Besides, service
models can be used to evaluate whether or not a set of use cases comprising a benchmark,
covers all reachable states and transitions within the service model (e.g., by applying
coverage criteria such as state coverage or transition coverage [4]).
Domain-Specific Benchmark Specifications
Once the service model for a usage domain has been defined, use cases (and the respective
test cases) can be derived from this service model, defining a domain-specific benchmark
(cf. /R5-2/). Afterwards, the defined use cases can be realized and implemented as
concrete test cases for each application belonging to this usage domain, by implementing
the use cases manually. However, as it is shown in the following, defining the test cases
in an abstract, application-independent manner, allows for the generation of concrete
testing code and, thus, leads to less implementation effort and more easier benchmark
maintenance.
Based on a specified service model, each use case of a usage domain can be described
as a path through the service model, starting in the initial state, traversing a sequence
of transitions (and visiting the respective states) and, finally, reaching the final state.
For example, one simple use case for the service model shown in Figure 6.1 checking an
email account for incoming mails can be defined by the following sequence of transitions:
start, startApp, openAccount, checkForMails, closeAccount, stopApp, stop.
Although this sequence of transitions describes a regular use case for the usage domain,
it does not represent a valid test case yet; as for the derivation of executable test cases test
data is required.1 For example, for the given use case checking for new incoming mails,
it can be necessary to declare for which email account the use case shall be executed
(e.g., by giving a unique identifier for the respective email account, for example an email
address). For other test cases, more test data can be required (e.g., if an email shall be
sent, besides the account from which to send the email, also the recipient, a subject and
a message have to be provided).
Thus, summarizing, for the definition of application-independent test cases, both the
specification of (1) paths through the service model as well as (2) respective test data
1According to Ammann and Offutt, a test case consists of test case values (test data) and expected
results as well es pre- and postfix values “[. . . ] necessary for a complete execution and evaluation of
the software under test” [4, p. 15].
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1 ServiceModel services:mailClient
2
3 TestData {
4 openAccount[accountName : String]
5 writeMail[to : String, subject : String, msg : String]
6 }
7
8 TestCase CheckForNewMails (Checks for new mails.):
9 start
10 startApp
11 openAccount ["account@example.org"]
12 checkForMails
13 closeAccount
14 stopApp
15 stop
16
17 TestCase SendMail (Sends a short mail.):
18 start
19 startApp
20 openAccount ["account@example.org"]
21 newMail
22 writeMail ["recipient@example.org", "A subject", "A short message."]
23 sendMail
24 closeAccount
25 stopApp
26 stop
27
28 /* More test cases here ... */
29
30 Background TestCase BackgroundService (Runs the background service for fifteen minutes.):
31 setUp SetupAccount
32 tearDown DropAccount
33 start
34 startBackgroundService
35 runInBackground [900]
36 terminateBackgroundService
37 stop
Listing 6.1: A simple benchmark specification for email clients according to the service
model shown in Fig. 6.1.
for these paths are necessary, to transform the use cases described by the paths into
executable test cases.
For the definition of benchmarks consisting of abstract test cases, comprising paths
through a service model as well as additional test data, this thesis proposes the appli-
cation of a simple domain-specific language [70] (DSL) for the specification of usage-
domain specific benchmarks. Listing 6.1 shows a simple example for such a textual
benchmark specification, relating to the service model shown in Figure 6.1. First, the
service model of the benchmark specification is referenced in Line 1. Afterwards, for
transitions requiring test data, this test data is specified as attributes consisting of
names and types (Lines 3 to 6). Following, in the example, three test cases are specified:
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one test case checking for new incoming emails (Lines 8 to 15), one test case sending
a short email (Lines 17 to 26), and a third test case running the email application
as a background service for fifteen minutes (Lines 30 to 37). As can be seen, all test
cases specify a sequence of transitions through the service model and where transitions
requiring test data are used, this test data is provided additionally (e.g., Lines 11, 20
and 22). Besides, the background test case relates to two other test cases (SetupAccount
and DropAccount, both not shown in the listing) that have to be executed beforehand
and afterwards respectively, to ensure that the background test is executed with a valid
configured email account (Lines 31 to 32).
As shown above, based on this benchmark specification language, test cases can be
defined in an easy and application-independent manner. The application-independent
definition of test cases comes together with the following advantage: it allows the bench-
mark designer to focus on application-independent use cases. As benchmarks should be
designed in a fair, application-independent manner, the definition of the benchmark’s
test cases without focusing onto single applications helps to design test cases not being
affected by the functionality of certain applications belonging to this usage domain.
6.2. Instantiation Benchmarks for Individual Applications
After defining application-independent test cases for a usage domain, these test cases
have to be bound to each application that shall be profiled (cf. /R5-3/). Thus, the
abstract test cases have to be instantiated for the individual applications under test by
binding the transitions of the service model to the application-specific UI. Afterwards,
concrete testing code for each test case can be generated for the bound application
automatically.
Application-Specific Test Case Bindings
To bind the abstract benchmark specification to an application, for each transition
defined within the service model, a mapping to the application has to be given. The
mapping comprises a set of UI commands (e.g., pressing a button, or entering a text),
and can use the test data defined within the benchmark specification for these com-
mands (e.g., to enter the recipient of an email into an address field). Besides, the test
case binding comprises some application-specific test information (e.g., the name of the
application being tested), necessary to generate executable testing code.
To define test case bindings in an easy manner, this thesis proposes a second DSL
for transition bindings. Listing 6.2 shows an example test case binding for the email
benchmark specification shown in Listing 6.1 and the K-9 Mail Android application [64].
First, a name for the binding, the referred service model and the referred benchmark
specification are given (Lines 1 to 3). Afterwards, Android-specific test information is
given, necessary to support the generation of executable testing code (Lines 5 to 8). If
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1 BenchmarkInstantiation K9MailTests
2 for ServiceModel services:mailClient
3 and BenchmarkSpecification mail
4
5 /* Android-specific information. */
6 package under test : "com.fsck.k9"
7 activity under test : "com.fsck.k9.activity.Accounts"
8 android target : 2-3-3
9
10 /* Transition mappings. */
11 checkForMails :
12 CLICK ON LAST ELEMENT IN LIST 0
13 WAIT 1000
14 COMMENT "Wait until pull is complete."
15 WAIT FOR TEXT NOT LIKE 2 "Lade"
16 WAIT 1000
17
18 closeAccount :
19 CLICK ON SCREEN 55 100
20 WAIT 1000
21 CLICK ON SCREEN 55 100
22 WAIT 1000
23
24 newMail :
25 COMMENT "Click on the button to write an email."
26 CLICK ON SCREEN 500 1130
27 WAIT 1000
28
29 openAccount :
30 CLICK ON TEXT accountName
31 WAIT 1000
32
33 sendMail :
34 COMMENT "Click on the button to send the mail."
35 CLICK ON SCREEN 550 100
36 WAIT 1000
37 WAIT FOR TEXT NOT LIKE 2 "Sende"
38 WAIT FOR TEXT NOT LIKE 2 "Verarbeite"
39
40 start:
41 NONE
42
43 startApp:
44 NONE
45
46 stop:
47 NONE
48
49 stopApp:
50 NONE
51
52 writeMail :
53 ENTER TEXT AS CHARS 0 to
54 ENTER TEXT AS WORDS 1 subject
55 ENTER TEXT AS WORDS 2 msg
Listing 6.2: A test case binding for the email client test cases specified in Listing 6.1.
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testing code for other mobile platforms should be generated, this would be the only part
of the binding being different. Following, from Line 10, bindings for all transitions of the
service model, and thus, for all test cases defined in the benchmark specification are given
(the example shows the transitions used for the first two test cases given in Listing 6.1
only). As can be seen, each transition is identified by its name, followed by a number
of UI commands such as clicking on the screen, or UI widgets (e.g., Lines 12 or 19),
entering texts (e.g., Lines 53 to 55) or waiting for changes in the UI (e.g., Lines 15
or 37) or specified time intervals (e.g., Line 13). Besides, comments can be used to
further structure the test case binding as well as the generated code (e.g., Line 14),
and empty statements can be used to specify empty mappings for transitions triggered
automatically (e.g., the startApp and stopApp transitions, Lines 41 and 44). Transitions
used in multiple test cases within a benchmark specification (e.g., the openAccount and
closeAccount transitions, cf. Listing 6.1) have to be mapped only once, leading to more
compact specifications reducing redundancy typically existing in testing code.
Application-Specific Test Case Generation
Based on the service model, the abstract benchmark specification, and the test case
binding for a specific application, the test cases to profile this application can be gene-
rated automatically. Figure 6.2 illustrates schematically how the necessary information
is extracted from the aforementioned artifacts to generate executable JouleUnit testing
code. The central result of the code generation is a Java class, containing JouleUnit test
cases for all test cases defined within the benchmark specification of the respective usage
domain.
Listing 6.3 shows an excerpt from the testing code generated for the test case binding
for the K-9 Mail mail client as specified in Listing 6.2. Therefore, the following infor-
mation is extracted from the given artifacts to generate the testing code:
1. For each transition ti existing within the service model SM , a method is generated
that encapsulates the code being executed when the ti is triggered (cf. Lines 17
to 22 in Listing 6.3). Where transitions require parameters for testing data, these
parameters are added to the method signature.
2. For each test case tcj defined within the benchmark specification, a test method
is defined that contains the specified sequence of the transitions Ttcj belonging to
tcj (e.g., Line 8 to 15 in Listing 6.3), by representing each transition tk ∈ Ttcj as a
method call to the respective method generated for tk (cf. Lines 10 to 14). Where
test data is required, this test data is shipped to the method call as arguments (cf.
Line 10 and 12).
3. As the test case binding contains the application-specific testing information, the
constructor of the generated test class (that declares which Android application
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1 public class K9MailTests extends ActivityInstrumentationTestCase2 {
2
3 /** Constructor. */
4 public K9MailTests() {
5 super("com.fsck.k9", launcherActivityClass);
6 }
7
8 /** Sends a short mail. */
9 public void testSendMail() {
10 openAccount("account@example.org");
11 newMail();
12 writeMail("recipient@example.org", "A subject", "A short message.");
13 sendMail();
14 closeAccount();
15 }
16
17 /** Helper method for transition newMail. */
18 private void newMail(String testTag) {
19 /* Click on the button to write an email. */
20 robotium.clickOnScreen(500, 1130);
21 robotium.sleep(1000);
22 }
23
24 /* ... */
25 }
Listing 6.3: An excerpt from the testing code generated from the test case binding given
in Listing 6.2.
and activity shall be tested) is derived from the test case binding (cf. Lines 3 to 6
in Listing 6.3).
4. For each transition ti existing within the service model SM , its binding is extracted
from the test case binding and inserted into the method generated for ti, whereby
each statement from the test case binding (e.g., CLICK ON TEXT) is replaced by a
Java code snippet representing the respective UI interactions (cf. Lines 19 to 21
in Listing 6.3). To perform the respective UI interactions under Android, the
Robotium framework [111] is applied, as it exposes a large amount of functionalities
to ease the UI testing of Android applications.
The resulting Java class comprises executable testing code for all test cases defined
within the abstract benchmark and can be used to profile the respective application
with JouleUnit as outlined in Chapter 4. In the subsequent section, it is shown how the
profiled energy consumption for all use cases can be stored as an energy model. But
beforehand, some major advantages of the separation of benchmark specifications into
abstract test cases and concrete test case bindings are discussed:
By separating test data and abstract test case specifications from concrete transition
bindings, the UI interactions for a specific transition have to be defined only once per
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application. Thus, additional test cases can be realized rather easily by defining new
sequences of transitions within the abstract benchmark specification or by duplicating
existing sequences with new test data. The concrete test cases can be derived and
generated afterwards for all applications bound with test case bindings to the respective
usage domain, saving a large amount of implementation effort and, thus, development
time. Besides the eased implementation of new test cases, existing test cases can be
modified and extended rather easily. Similarly, if an application evolves (e.g., if the text
of a button to be pressed to trigger a specific transition changes), the transition mapping
has to be adapted only once. All related test cases can be updated (by regeneration)
automatically. As each transition is defined only once, besides the general reduction
of redundancy of UI interaction code, also the likelihood of implementation errors is
reduced. If a transition mapping is erroneous, it is very likely that the fault will appear
within one of the affected test cases, and thus, all test cases using this transition will be
corrected soon.
Besides the advantages of separating abstract test cases and concrete transition map-
pings, this approach also introduces a drawback during test code maintenance. The
separation of abstract test case definitions and concrete transition mappings leads to
maintenance processes being more hard to comprehend. Instead of modifying indivi-
dual test cases, abstract test cases and related transition mappings have to be modified
separately. However, it is always possible to investigate the resulting testing code to
understand the impact of the latest changes. Tooling for round-trip engineering and
traceability (e.g., by applying the techniques of Seifert [113]) could help to decrease the
impact of this drawback (e.g., by allowing the modification of generated testing code
and propagating the changes to the test case binding automatically).
6.3. Deriving Energy Models from Profiling Results
Once application-specific test cases have been generated, they have to be executed
to retrieve comparable energy consumption information for the respective application
(cf. /R5-4/). As the JouleUnit framework presented in Chapter 4 is reused for this
process step, the test case execution and energy profiling are not described in the
following. However, the resulting energy consumption information has to be stored
as an energy model to allow the computation of average energy consumption values and
energy labels afterwards (cf. /R5-6/). Thus, in this section, two different alternatives
for energy models are discussed: (1) a simple path-based energy modeling approach,
storing the profiling results as simple tuples of average power rates and execution times
for each profiled test case, and (2) a test-case independent, automata-based approach
that extracts the average power rates for the individual transitions of the service model
and stores them as metadata for the service model. In the following, both approaches
are presented, together with a discussion of their advantages and disadvantages.
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6.3.1. A Simple Path-Based Energy Model
The first, energy modeling approach takes the average profiling results for individual
executed test cases and stores them in a simple tuple-based manner:
Given is:
• A set of use cases Ud = {u1, u2, . . . un} for a usage domain d.
A path-based energy model EMa, for an application a belonging to the usage domain
d is defined as:
• EMa = {(p1, et1), (p2, et2), . . . (pn, etn)}, being a set of tuples (pi, eti) for each
path (or use case) through a service model ui; whereby pi represents the average
power rate profiled for this use case and eti represents its average profiled
execution time.
For example, if the test cases defined for the email example given above were profiled and
an energy model EMak9mail for the K-9 Mail application would be derived, this energy
model could be specified as follows:
• Ue = {u1, u2, . . . un} = {CheckForMails, SendMail, . . . BackgroundService}
• EMk9mail = {(1.61W, 10.6s), (1.39W, 111.8s), . . . (0.25W, 900.0s)}
6.3.2. An Automata-Based Energy Model
As a second possibility for the derivation of energy models, an abstraction from the
specific results of individual profiled test cases is proposed. The major idea is that,
instead of storing average power rate values for the individual profiled test cases, the
average power rate values for the transitions defined in the service model are stored (e.g.,
the average power rate for the transition open account is computed as the average power
rate from its execution in all profiled use cases). Therefore, the energy model does not
express the average power rates for individual test cases, but can be used to approximate
the energy consumption of (1) the profiled test cases and (2) other use cases defined on
the service model, not being profiled, by simulating their execution on the energy model.
Given is:
• A service model SMd = (S, sinit, sfinal, T ), for a usage domain d, as defined in
Section 6.1.
An automata-based energy model EMa for an application a, belonging to the usage
domain d is defined as follows:
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• EMa = {(p1, et1), (p2, et2), . . . (pn, etn)} is a set of tuples (pi, eti) for each tran-
sition ti ∈ T ; whereby pi represents the average power rate profiled for this
transition and eti represents its average execution time. eti may remain unde-
fined (eti = ε), if a transition’s execution time depends on user interaction and
has thus, to be specified by the respective user.
Figure 6.3 shows an example graphical representation of a automata-based energy model
EMk9mail for the email client service model defined in Figure 6.1 and the profiled energy
consumption for the K-9 Mail mail client application. As can be seen, all transitions are
annotated with average power rates, except for the start, startApp, stop, and stoppApp
transitions, which have not been profiled, as the K-9 Mail mail client is initially started
it its ApplicationStartView and thus, the transitions can be considered as having zero
execution time and thus, zero power rates.
Besides the average power rate of each transition, a automata-based energy model
requires average execution times of each transition, as both values are required to com-
pute the average power rate or consumed energy of a use cases approximated on this
energy model afterwards. However, in some cases it is more sensible to derive the exe-
cution time values from the user’s usage model, as some transitions my highly depend
start app
[0mW, 0s]
stop app
[0mW, 0s]
add account
[1590mW, 71.4s]
delete account
[1529mW, 14.4s]
stop
[0mW, 0s]
start
[0mW, 0s] Background 
Service
start background service
[0mW, 0s]
stop background service
[0mW, 0s]
run in background
[253mW, ε]
Account View
Mail Compose
View
close account
[1852mW, 3.2s]
open account
[1699mW, 2.7s]
open mail
[1662mW, 2.1s]
close mail
[1768mW, 1.7s]
read mail
[1520mW, ε]
open attachment
[1695mW, 6.3s]
check for mails
[1800mW, 3.9s]
browse mails
[1614mW, ε]
send mail
[2099mW, 6.7s]
forward mail
[1928mW, ε]
delete mail
[1691mW, 6.5s]
write mail
[1563mW, ε]
add attachment
[1715mW, ε]
Application
Start View
Mail View
new mail
[1893mW, 1.6s]
Figure 6.3.: Example energy model for the K-9 Mail mail client application and the
service model defined in Figure 6.1.
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on the user’s usage behavior (e.g., it is likely that different users have different exe-
cution times for the write mail transition of the email client service model shown in
Figure 6.1). Therefore, the energy model shown in Figure 6.3 shows execution times for
some transitions, where execution times for other transitions are declared to be filled by
the respective usage model of a user whose average energy consumption for the respec-
tive application shall be computed (e.g., for the transitions write mail and read mail,
marked with an ε in Figure 6.3). The information which transitions depend on the user’s
interaction speed and, thus, on execution times provided by the usage model should be
declared within the service model (e.g., by introducing two types of transitions declaring
the origin of their execution time), to ensure that the energy and usage models of all
applications and users belonging to the usage domain provide execution times for the
same transitions.
Once power rates and execution times are given, an automata-based energy model
can be used to approximate energy consumption values for the profiled as well as other
use cases based on the transitions from the service model (e.g., a use case sending
multiple mails or sending, receiving and reading mails alltogether). Therefore, a usage
model defining probabilities for individual transitions of the service model is required.
How such a usage model can be defined is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7. The
approximation of a user’s average energy consumption for a specific application based
on an energy model and a user model is described in more detail in Section 8.1.
6.3.3. Advantages and Disadvantages
Both energy modeling approaches come together with advantages and disadvantages.
Whereas the path-based energy model is limited by representing the energy consumption
of the profiled test cases only, it is both less complex and likely to be more accurate for
the profiled use cases; as their profiled power rates and execution times are not mixed up
in average values for the individual transitions of the service model. However, it is limited
to the profiled test cases and therefore, new profiling runs are necessary, whenever other
scenarios and use cases than the beforehand profiled scenarios shall be considered. It is
therefore, more limited w.r.t. the adaptation of the energy model to the users’ individual
usage scenarios and requirements.
The automata-based energy model, in contrast, is more abstract and thus, allows for
the consideration of further use cases, for which no real energy measurements have been
done. However, the approach is more likely to introduce approximation errors. Power
rates for the individual executed transitions within the executed test cases are bundled in
an average power rate for each transition, which may be less accurate for the respective
transition in the context of individual use cases. Especially for transitions whose power
rate is context-dependent (e.g., the average power rate of the transition send mail in
Figure 6.3 may highly vary for use cases were the respective mail includes or excludes
an attachment), an average power rate over all its uses may introduce high errors, due
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to high variance in the profiled power rates. In these cases, the energy model (and
the underlying service model) could be extended by either (1) introducing additional
transitions and decision nodes based on the context of the respective transitions (e.g.,
by extending the send mail transition in Figure 6.3 by two additional transitions and
a decision node differentiating mails in- and excluding attachments), or (2) by allowing
the energy model to annotate the service model’s transitions with formulas instead of
average power rate values, including parameters to adapt the power rate value to the
specific context of the transition (e.g., by modifying the power rate of the transition
send mail in Figure 6.3 from a constant value to a formula such as 2100mW + 50mW
* $attachmentSizeInMB). Such formulas could be derived by the application of linear
regression [24] to the profiled transition power rates, together with further metadata
(e.g., the attachment size in Megabytes). However, parametrized power rates are not
further investigated in this thesis, as the proposed energy models are considered as being
sufficient for the computation of energy models.
In Chapter 9, both energy modeling approaches as well as the complete benchmarking
and labeling process are evaluated in terms of their accuracy and applicability for the
energy labeling of mobile applications.
6.4. Realizing the Energy Benchmarking Process for Android
Within this work, the complete benchmarking and labeling process has been realized
for Android applications. The implementation of the service modeling, service model
binding, and energy benchmarking steps, bases on existing tooling for the Eclipse IDE,
as existing tooling for Android such as the Android Developer Tools (ADT) is Eclipse-
based as well [37].
The Eclipse modeling framework (EMF) [123] is the de-facto standard metamodeling
framework for Eclipse-based modeling tools. Thus, the realization of service models,
as well as the implementation of the DSLs for benchmark specifications and test case
bindings bases on the EMF. For the modeling of service models further concepts from
the UML [87] were reused, as all concepts required for service models are comprised by
existing UML elements. The Eclipse model development tools (MDT) [26] implemen-
tation of the UML and the publicly available Papyrus editor [16] have been applied
instead of building an own graphical editor for service models.
The implementation of the benchmark specification DSL as well as the test case bind-
ing DSL were realized by applying the EMF-based parser and printer generator EMF-
Text [52]. For the test code generation as outlined in Section 6.2 the XPand template
engine [27] has been applied. The implemented code generator results in executable
Android test projects that can be compiled by the ADT to deployable APK files exe-
cutable on Android devices with JouleUnit as introduced in Chapter 4.
Test case execution and benchmarking have been realized with the JouleUnit profiling
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service presented in Section 4.5. The resulting energy models were stored in a simple
DSL realized with EMFText as well, however, its content (simply key-value pairs) is too
trivial to be further discussed within this work.
6.5. Summary
This chapter described the first three process steps of the energy labeling process intro-
duced in Chapter 5. It has been shown, how service models can be specified, abstracting
from functionality provided by individual applications, belonging to one usage domain
and defining functionality representative for benchmarking applications from the respec-
tive usage domain. Benchmark specifications are separated into an abstract, application-
independent and a concrete application-specific part. By expressing test cases in an
abstract manner and by binding the used transitions in test case bindings, the maintain-
ability of the benchmark specification is improved. Besides, this approach also reduces
the implementation effort and thus, the implementation time. Following, an example for
the generation of concrete, executable testing code for a mobile application was given
and it was discussed, how the benchmarking results can be stored using two different
types of energy models.
By the techniques presented in this chapter, the generation of application-specific
testing code and the execution of these benchmarks can be automated, leading to a
semi-automated energy labeling process for mobile applications. The remaining steps
of the benchmarking and labeling process are introduced and further discussed in the
subsequent chapters. Afterwards, Chapter 9, evaluates the complete labeling process in
multiple case studies.
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In Chapter 5, a process for the energy labeling of mobile applications has been intro-
duced, consisting of five process steps. Besides the energy profiling of mobile appli-
cations, the process requires the identification or definition of weights for the individual
use cases belonging to the service model of a usage domain; allowing the user-specific
approximation of applications’ energy consumption and thus, user-specific energy labels
(cf. /R5-5/). Therefore, the labeling process includes the process step usage modeling,
resulting in a model, representing the user-specific usage behavior for a usage domain.
This chapter focuses on this process step and outlines two different solutions for the
derivation of usage models, expressing usage behavior for mobile applications. Besides
the two modeling approaches, an approach for the automated recording usage behavior—
allowing the derivation of usage models in an automated manner—is presented.
The application of different usage models, as well as their impact on the computation
of energy labels is evaluated in Chapter 9.
The contributions given in this chapter are the following:
• Two different modeling approaches expressing the user-specific usage behavior
for usage domains of mobile applications (Section 7.1).
• An instrumentation-based usage profiling methodology, allowing the recording
of usage behavior at the application level and with method call granularity
(Section 7.2).
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7.1. Defining Usage Models for Energy Labeling
As discussed above, the introduced process for the energy benchmarking and labeling
of mobile applications should support the user-specific adaptation of the label compu-
tation (cf. /R5-5/). Therefore, usage models are required, expressing user-specific usage
behavior for a usage domain (cf. Sect. 6.1). Related to the two different energy modeling
approaches presented in Section 6.3, in this section, two different usage models are pro-
posed: (1) a simple usage modeling approach, defining weights for the use cases of the
respective usage domain, and (2) a usage modeling approach abstracting from weights
for individual use cases and expressing probabilities for the individual transitions of the
service model instead, being stored as metadata for the respective service model. In the
following, both approaches, as well as their advantages and disadvantages are presented.
7.1.1. A Simple Usage Model Defining Weights for Individual Use Cases
The first, usage model simply defines weights for the individual use cases of a service
model (cf. Sect. 6.1). Each use case is weighed with a factor, declaring by which extend
the use cases’ energy consumption shall be considered in the average energy consumption
computed for the application’s energy label. More formally, such a usage model can be
defined as follows:
• For a given set of use cases Ud = {u1, u2, . . . un} for a usage domain d,
• A usage model UMu for a user u, is defined as UMu, consisting of user-specific
weights for all use cases ui ∈ Ud, whereby wi ∈ R ∧ wi ≥ 0.
For example, if a user ue is checking three times for incoming message while sending
mails only once, a simple usage model for the example email service model given in
Figure 6.1 could be expressed as follows:
• Ue = {u1, u2, . . . un} = {CheckForMails, SendMail, . . . BackgroundService}
• UMue = {(3.0)u1 , (1.0)u2 , . . . (20.0)un}
The usage model could be either configured by the user manually, via self-estimation
of the weights for each individual use case, or being derived from recorded usage data
(as further discussed in the following in Sect. 7.2). Afterwards, the usage model can be
easily applied to compute the average energy consumption and thus, the energy label
for each application w.r.t. the user’s personal usage behavior (cf. Sect. 8.1).
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7.1.2. A Usage Model Abstracting from Individual Use Cases
As a second possibility, a more general usage model is proposed, abstracting from weights
for individual use cases. The idea is to define weights for the transitions in the service
model of the usage domain instead:
• For a given service model SMd = (S, sinit, sfinal, T ), belonging to a usage
domain d, as defined in Section 6.1,
• A usage model UMu for a user u can be defined as follows:
UMu = {(w1, ut1), (w2, ut2), . . . (wn, utn)}, consisting of a set of tuples (wi, uti)
of user-specific probabilities and user-specific execution times for each transition
ti ∈ T , whereby wi ∈ R ∧ wi ∈ [0, 1].
• uti can be undefined (uti = ε), if an execution time eti is defined for the same
transition ti within the corresponding energy model EMa (∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} ∧
n = |EMa| = |UMu| : (∃(pi, eti) ∈ EMa : eti 6= ε ∨ ∃(wi, uti) ∈ UMu : uti 6= ε).
Figure 7.1 shows an example usage model UMue for a user ue and the email client service
model SMmail defined in Figure 6.3. As can be seen, all transitions tj ∈ TSMd are
annotated with probabilities, declaring how likely they will be triggered by a respective
user, once a specific state in the service model is reached during the user’s activities.
For example, when reaching the Mail Compose View, with a probability of 43% the
user will write a mail, with a probability of 14% he will add an attachment, and with
a probability of 43% he will send the mail afterwards. Besides, some transitions are
associated with an average execution time uti, for example the write mail and the add
attachment transtions. The usage model can be used together with an automata-based
energy model (cf. Sect. 6.3.2) to compute the average energy consumption for a user
behaving according to the usage model (cf. Sect. 8.1).
In theory, similar to the simple weight-based usage model, such a usage model can be
created by self-estimation. However, it is more likely that a probabilistic usage model is
derived from recorded usage behavior data, as it is unlikely that a user is able to estimate
correct probabilities for all transitions within a service model. Thus, in the following, this
thesis proposes an approach, allowing for the derivation of a probabilistic usage model
based on recorded usage data (cf. Sect. 7.2). Alternatively, such probabilities could also
be derived from the simple weight-based usage model, by extracting the probabilities
from all weighed use cases and the occurrences of the transitions within the paths of the
respective use cases through the service model.
7.1.3. Advantages and Disadvantages
After presenting two different modeling approaches for the expression of usage behavior,
the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches are discussed in the following.
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Figure 7.1.: Example usage model for the emailing service model of Figure 6.1.
On the first sight, the first usage modeling approach appears to be more appropriate,
as such a usage model is both, more simpler to create and to maintain, as well as easier to
comprehend by application users. However, as discussed above, the second, probability-
based usage model can be derived from the first one and, is also applicable for the
expression of usage behavior. Users can configure their usage model by simply defining
weights for the individual use cases of a benchmark, and the corresponding probabilities
of the usage model can be derived in the background automatically.
In general, the decision, whether to use the weight-based or the probability-based usage
model depends on the decision which of the energy models presented in Section 6.3 is
used, as the energy model consisting of average power rates for the individual use cases
cannot be used together with the probability-based usage model.
Chapter 9 evaluates both usage modeling approaches together with the complete
energy profiling and labeling process in terms of their accuracy and applicability for
the energy labeling of mobile applications.
7.2. Deriving Usage Models from Recorded Usage Data
As discussed above, the usage models describing the user-specific behavior for a certain
usage domain of mobile applications, can be either created by the user’s self-estimation,
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or derived from recorded usage data automatically. In this section, an approach for the
automated derivation of usage models from recorded usage data is presented. There-
fore, existing approaches are evaluated first, and the new, instrumentation-based usage
profiling approach is presented afterwards.
7.2.1. Existing Work Recording Mobile Application Usage Behavior
In recent years, several research groups have recorded and studied the usage behavior
of mobile application users. However, as it is shown, none of the existing approaches
supports the recording of usage behavior at a granularity level required for the energy
labeling process presented in this work (i.e., the recording of used applications and
services and their usage time).
Rahmati and Zong conducted a study on the usage of mobile applications by teenagers
between 15 and 18 years in an American community with an average income below
the poverty line [104]. They gave each participant a mobile phone having a logging
application deployed to log the usage behavior of the participant. They did not log
which applications their participants used, but focused on how often the phones were used
with display enabled. Besides the display state, they logged the phones’ battery charging
level and network signal strength. In earlier work the same group evaluated the charging
behavior of mobile device users for both laptop PCs and mobile phones [10, 102, 103].
They deployed a simple logging application on a set of laptop PCs and mobile phones and
logged their battery level as well as their charging state while being in idle or operation
mode every 300 seconds. The results of the study by Banerjee, Rahmati et al. [10] have
been reproduced by Heikkinen et al. [53] in 2007 and 2008 within two logging-based
studies for Nokia Symbian-operated devices; logging application launches, the devices’
battery level, and recharging events.
Demumieux et Losquin [21] designed a usage profiling application compatible for Sym-
bian and Windows CE phones that allows the logging of user activities in a coarse-grained
manner. Their application can log how often and how long specific applications are used
as well as incoming and outgoing phone calls and SMS messages, and basic user inter-
action paths (e.g., which keys where pressed to navigate through a menu). However,
although their application allows coarse-grained usage profiling and the replay of logged
navigation paths, it is not able to log user activities at the granularity required to derive
usage models for energy labeling.
Falaki et. al [29] investigated the usage behavior of individual smart phone users based
on a logging-based usage survey. They developed a logging application for Windows-
Mobile and Android-operated mobile devices that logs the devices’ screen state, as well
as the applications used by the users (which application is active when and how long),
the devices’ battery state, and the network traffic the usage is causing.
Shye et al. [118, 119] logged the hardware utilization of Android users over a six-
month period to gain insights into the typical energy consumption of mobile devices.
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Their application logged hardware utilization including CPU, display, WiFi, as well as
the battery state, and the currently executed applications based on process IDs.
In [116] Shepard et al. presented their LiveLab application, a public available appli-
cation to conduct usage studies based on logging data for the iPhone 3GS. LiveLab allows
for the logging of various hardware states (e.g., battery, accelerometer, WiFi, bluetooth,
GPS), as well as location data (GPS, network cell tower), executed applications (when
started, how long used), and network data (downlink bandwidth, signal strength, type
of network connection). Besides, the logging application was implemented in an energy-
efficient way by listening to system events instead of polling certain hardware states, and
reusing existing logging data where possible instead of relogging the same information.
Soikkeli et al. [121] investigated context dependencies in the usage behavior of smart
phone users. They used a logging-based approach to log the begin and termination of
applications on mobile devices and whether they are running in the foreground. Besides,
they tracked the location of their participants by logging GSM cell IDs and WiFi net-
works being used.
Oulasvirta et al. [91] focused on the checking behavior of mobile application users (i.e.,
the amount of short usage sessions that only include the check for new content, e.g., the
reception of new emails or news feed messages). Besides a diary-based study, they also
conducted two studies based on logging applications for the Android G1 smart phone
and laptop PCs. Their logging applications recorded the devices’ CPU utilization and
active network interfaces as well as the screen state and the currently active application.
As the overview on existing work in the domain of mobile application user studies
shows, many approaches exist that either focus on the devices’ battery consumption and
their users’ charging behavior or on the kinds and duration of used applications over
time. Most existing studies base on logging applications. However, none of the existing
loggers allows for the logging of events at a granularity level required for the purpose
of this work, such as the logging of the individual executed application services or use
cases.
7.2.2. Requirements for Mobile Usage Recording
After revising related work and existing approaches in the domain of mobile usage pro-
filing, in the following, the requirements for usage recording sufficient to derive user-
specific usage models for the energy labeling process proposed in this work are identified.
This set of usage profiling requirements /R6/ comprises the following requirements:
/R6-1/ Recording of used applications and services The envisioned methodology has
to record which applications each user uses how often. This requires recording each
application started during the supervised time interval. Besides, as more fine-granular
information is required (i.e., which application services the user uses how often), the
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same information has to be recorded on the service invocation level (e.g., it has to be
recorded, how often a user composes or reads emails).
/R6-2/ Recording of usage time Besides the information which application and ser-
vices a user uses, to compute average power rates, also the duration of the individual
invoked applications and services is required. Thus, the envisioned methodology has to
record how long each user uses which application and how long the invocation of indi-
vidual services lasts (e.g., it has to be recorded when an user starts to compose a mail,
how long this composition lasts and how long the sending of the mail lasts, afterwards).
/R6-3/ Insurance of privacy concerns As recording user-specific data interferes with
the user’s privacy, some privacy concerns should be considered. No personal data should
be recorded to derive usage models, meaning that no content data (e.g., email addresses,
phone numbers, message content, recorded pictures, location data) should be recorded.
The recorded data should only comprise the information mentioned above (cf. /R6-1/
and /R6-2/).
/R6-4/ Transparency of recorded data During recording, the user should always be
able to inspect the data being recorded in an easy and comprehensive manner. Besides,
the user should be able to decide, whether or not to include the data to the derived
usage model, or whether to delete the recorded data.
/R6-5/ Automated, orthogonal recording The recording of usage data should be
performed in an automated manner, meaning that the user has not to interact with the
application responsible for recording. Besides, the recording application should perform
orthogonally to other applications, meaning that the recording does not influence the
functionality of other applications, nor does it impact the user experience (e.g., the
performance of the mobile device) in a noticeable manner.
/R6-6/ Usable without device modification Besides orthogonality to other appli-
cations, the recording application should not require to modify the device used for
recording. For example, some logging activities require the modification of the device’s
OS (e.g., allowing the granting of administrative permissions, i.e., rooting). Moreover,
the recording application should be installable on the device without the granting of any
additional permissions.
/R6-7/ Energy efficiency Finally, as also pointed out by Shepard et al. [116], the
recording of usage data is likely to increase the device’s energy consumption and thus,
can affect the usage behavior if the device’s battery is uncharged more quickly. Thus,
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the recording application should operate energy-efficiently, meaning that the device’s
uptime has not to be affected significantly by the usage recording.
7.2.3. Instrumentation-Based Usage Recording
In the following, a solution for the automated derivation of usage models is presented.
It is based on a logging application running on the mobile devices, being responsible
to log the user-specific application and service usage. Although logging coarse-grained
application usage on mobile devices can be realized rather easily (e.g., by logging when
which application is started and how long it remains active or in the foreground), more
fine-grained data is more complicate to retrieve, as it requires application-specific infor-
mation (e.g., to log when a button to send an email has been clicked or when a new
message has been downloaded from a mailing server). As also outlined above—to the best
of my knowledge—none of the existing usage recording approaches for mobile devices is
able to collect the necessary information, how often and how long individual application
services are used by specific users.
To allow more fine-grained usage profiling and to support the requirements /R6-1/
and /R6-2/, this thesis proposes the application of code instrumentation. Additional
logging code is inserted into applications, whose usage behavior shall be recorded, sending
events to a central logging service, each time a method is invoked and, thus, collecting
all the necessary information to derive the usage behavior of the user, while using the
instrumented application.
Activity
Instrumented
Application
Logged Data
Application-
specific
Usage Profile
Product
1. 
Instrumentation
2. 
Usage Profiling
3.
Analysis
Application
Figure 7.2.: Instrumentation-based application-specific usage recording.
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Figure 7.3.: Subactivities of the instrumentation process step.
Figure 7.2 outlines the general process of the instrumentation-based usage recording
approach. First, the application for which the usage behavior shall be recorded is instru-
mented (i.e., additional logging code is inserted at the begin of each method within the
application, logging time stamps indicating the method’s invocation). Afterwards, the
application is installed on the device of a user, whose behavior shall be recorded, resulting
in logged usage data. As this data consists of time stamps and IDs of all the application
methods invoked during the profiling interval, it is analyzed automatically afterwards,
associating the invocation of individual application methods to certain executed use cases
and thus, deriving a usage model as presented in Section 7.1.
To evaluate the feasibility of the instrumentation-based profiling approach, the process
has been implemented for Android applications [54]. In the following, all three steps of
the profiling process and their realization for Android applications are explained in more
details. The instrumentation approach has been evaluated in a field study, documented
in evaluation chapter of this thesis (cf. Sect. 9.3).
Instrumenting Android Applications
Typically, Android applications are shipped to Android devices as APK files, which is a
file format based on the Java archive (JAR) format [78, pp. 92]. However, in contrast
to JARs, APK files do not contain standard Java bytecode, but bytecode compiled for
the Dalvik virtual machine [40]. Thus, existing solutions to instrument Java bytecode
(for example the aspect-oriented programming (AOP) implementation AspectJ [25]) are
not directly applicable for the instrumentation of compiled Android applications. Thus,
the approach presented in this work follows a different approach for instrumentation,
consisting of the three sub-steps shown in Figure 7.3: decompilation, instrumentation
and recompilation.
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Decompilation First, the compiled APK file is unzipped and decompiled into Jasmin
code, a human readable assembler language executable on Java virtual machines [79,80].
For the decompilation step, the publicly available dex2jar library [43] is applied.
Instrumentation Afterwards, the logging code is inserted into the application. Thus,
at the beginning of each method, additional code logging the following information is
inserted:
• The time stamp of the method’s invocation,
• The canonical name of the method being called,
• The canonical name of the Android activity triggering the method call.
The Listings 7.1 and 7.2 show the Jasmin code for the onCreate() method of the main
activity of a simple Android application. Listing 7.1 shows the Jasmin code without
instrumentation and Listing 7.2 the instrumented Jasmin code. Similar logging code is
inserted into each method of the application being instrumented, except the methods
reused from the Java standard library (and its standard Android extensions). Thus, the
onCreate() method of an Android activity is instrumented, and logged, but method
calls of standard libraries such as Object.toString() are not instrumented and thus,
not logged. However, as all methods belonging to the application to be profiled are
instrumented, the invocation of services provided by the application can be profiled,
fulfilling the requirements /R6-1/ and /R6-2/.
Recompilation Afterwards, the instrumented Jasmin code is recompiled and packed
to an APK file. Finally, the APK file is signed to be runnable on Android devices.
For recompilation, again, the dex2jar library [43] is applied, and for APK signing, the
signapk library [44] is used.
Implementation of the Instrumentation Service Besides the logging of invoked appli-
cations and services, the requirements analysis revealed that application users should
be able to investigate which information has been logged. Furthermore, they should be
ablete to decide which information shall be recorded at all /R6-4/. By instrumenting
single applications for usage recording, users can decide, which applications shall be
instrumented, and thus, for which applications their usage behavior shall be recorded.
To ease the instrumentation step, an Android application has been designed, allowing
for the on-device instrumentation of the installed applications [54]. Users can select
applications they want to instrument, can investigate the logged information and can
restore the original applications not containing the instrumented logging code at any
time during the usage recording.
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1 .method protected onCreate(Landroid/os/Bundle;)V
2 aload 0
3 aload 1
4 invokespecial android/app/Activity/onCreate(Landroid/os/Bundle;)V
5 aload 0
6 ldc_w 2130903040
7 invokevirtual org/qualitune/jouleunit/android/example/MainActivity/setContentView(I)V
8 return
9 .limit locals 2
10 .limit stack 2
11 .end method
Listing 7.1: Jasmin bytecode for a simple onCreate() method.
1 .method protected onCreate(Landroid/os/Bundle;)V
2 /* ----- Logging code -------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
3 .catch java/lang/NoSuchMethodError from L297 to L298 using L299
4 L297:
5 invokestatic java/lang/System/currentTimeMillis()J
6 invokestatic java/lang/Long/valueOf(J)Ljava/lang/Long;
7 astore 44
8 aload 0
9 new android/content/Intent
10 dup
11 ldc "org.jouleunit.usageprofiler.action"
12 invokespecial android/content/Intent/<init>(Ljava/lang/String;)V
13 ldc "broadcastForUsageProfiler"
14 new java/lang/StringBuilder
15 dup
16 invokespecial java/lang/StringBuilder/<init>()V
17 aload 44
18 invokevirtual java/lang/StringBuilder/append(Ljava/lang/Object;)Ljava/lang/StringBuilder;
19 ldc ";onCreate"
20 invokevirtual java/lang/StringBuilder/append(Ljava/lang/String;)Ljava/lang/StringBuilder;
21 invokevirtual java/lang/StringBuilder/toString()Ljava/lang/String;
22 invokevirtual android/content/Intent/putExtra(Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/String;)Landroid/content/
Intent;
23 invokevirtual org/jouleunit/android/example/MainActivity/sendBroadcast(Landroid/content/Intent;)V
24 L298:
25 /* ----- End of logging code. ------------------------------------------------------------------ */
26 aload 0
27 aload 1
28 invokespecial android/app/Activity/onCreate(Landroid/os/Bundle;)V
29 aload 0
30 ldc_w 2130903040
31 invokevirtual org/jouleunit/android/example/MainActivity/setContentView(I)V
32 return
33 /* ----- Logging code -------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
34 L299:
35 astore 47
36 goto L298
37 /* ----- End of logging code. ------------------------------------------------------------------ */
38 .limit locals 48
39 .limit stack 42
40 .end method
Listing 7.2: Instrumented Jasmin bytecode for a simple onCreate() method.
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1 12/12/2012 16:06:01.508; Method: onCreate(..) called: "K-9 Mail" started;
2 Activity: com.fsck.k9.activity.setup.WelcomeMessage
3 ~ afterwards; 2x Method: onCreate(..) called; Activity: ~
4
5 ...
6
7 12/12/2012 16:06:44.485; Method: refresh(..) called;
8 Activity: com.fsck.k9.activity.Accounts
9 ExecutionTime of method: 17 ms
10 12/12/2012 16:06:44.518; Method: synchronizeMailboxStarted(..) called;
11 Activity: com.fsck.k9.activity.Accounts
12 ExecutionTime of method: 33 ms
Listing 7.3: Excerpt from a logging file for the K-9 Mail application.
Usage Profiling
Besides the instrumentation of Android applications, for which usage behavior shall
be recorded, a central service is required, collecting and storing the information of the
individual instrumented applications.
Thus, a central logging service has been implemented [54] that listens on the mobile
device to logging events caused by instrumented applications. Each time, an instru-
mented method is invoked, the logging code sends a message (i.e., a broadcast message)
that is received by the logging service. The logging service extracts the logged infor-
mation, additionally computes the execution time of each method call, and stores the
information in a central logging file. Besides, the logging application allows users to
investigate or delete the logged information from their instrumented applications at any
time (cf. /R6-4/).
The logged information is stored in a text file on the Android device that can ei-
ther be downloaded from the device via a USB connection or send via email for fur-
ther analysis. Listing 7.3 shows an excerpt from usage information logged for the K-9
Mail application. First, the application has been started causing a call of the method
WelcomeMessage.onCreate() (cf. Lines 1 to 3). Afterwards, the Accounts.refresh()
method has been triggered, causing the execution of the method Accounts.synchro-
nizeMailboxStarted() (cf. Lines 7 to 12). Whereas the first method call lasted 17 milli-
seconds, the second call lasted 33 milliseconds (cf. Lines 9 and 12).
Analysis
After recording the application usage, the logging data has to be analyzed, deriving a
usage model as required for the energy benchmarking labeling process (cf. Sect. 5.2).
During this analysis step, the logged usage data is transformed into a transition-based
usage model as follows.
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Given are:
• For an application a of a usage domain d, having a service model SMd, as
defined in Section 6.1: SMd = (S, sinit, sfinal, T ).
• Recorded usage data UDa,u = MC for the application a and a user u, consisting
of a set of tuples MC = {mc1,mc2, . . .mcn},mci = (ai,mi, ti), expressing
individual method calls of certain methods mi on certain activities ai and their
recorded execution times ti.
The corresponding usage model UMu,d = {(w1, ut1), (w2, ut2), . . . (wn, utn)} for a
user u and the usage domain d as defined in Section 7.1.2 is derived as follows:
• Based on a mapping function map : MC → T ∪ {ε}, each method call mci is
either associated to a transition tj ∈ TSMd of the service model or ignored,
• The probability wj for each transition tj in the corresponding usage model
UMu,d is computed by the amount of all method calls mci associated to
the respective transition tj in relation to all method calls associated to all
transitions tl ∈ TSMd , leaving the same state s ∈ SSMd as the transition tj :
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} ∧ n = |TSMd | = |UMu,d| : ∀(wi, uti) ∈ UMu,d :
wj =
|⋃mci ∈MC : map(mci) = tj |
|⋃mck ∈MC : map(mck) = tl ∧ tl = (sl1, sl2), tj = (sj1, sj2), sl1 = sj1|
• The execution time utj for each transition tj in the corresponding usage model
UMu,d is computed as the average execution time of all execution times ti of
all method calls mci associated to the respective transition tj :
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} ∧ n = |TSMd | = |UMu,d| : ∀(wi, uti) ∈ UMu,d :
utj =
∑
i ti : mci = (ai,mi, ti) ∈ UDa,u ∧map(mci) = tj
|⋃mci = (ai,mi, ti) ∈ UDa,u ∧map(mci) = tj |
A Simple Example
To clarify the derivation of a usage model, a short example is given in the following.
The example consists of the very simple service model shown in Figure 7.4, having only
one state (besides its initial and final state), and three transitions. The following service
model SMe is given:
• SMe = (S = {s1, s2, s3}, sinit = s1, sfinal = s3, T ),
T = {t1, t2, t3} = {(s1, s2), (s2, s2), (s2, s3)},
where s2 represents the Account View state.
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stop [1.0s, 0.5]start [1.0s, 1.0]
Account View
read [2.0s, 0.5]
Figure 7.4.: Example service model for a very simple usage domain including annotated
usage data (execution times and probabilities).
Activity ai Method mi Execution time ti[s]
AccountActivity onCreate() 1.0
AccountActivity displayMessage() 3.0
AccountActivity onClose() 1.1
AccountActivity onCreate() 0.8
AccountActivity displayMessage() 2.5
AccountActivity displayMessage() 0.5
AccountActivity onClose() 1.1
AccountActivity onCreate() 1.2
AccountActivity onClose() 0.8
Table 7.1.: Example usage data UDe. Each line represents a tuple (ai,mi, ti) ∈ UDe.
The recorded usage data UDe is given in Table 7.1. It consists of three different usage
traces of an example application, each consisting of a sequence of method calls on an
AccountActivity. The first and second trace include a method call displayMessage,
whereas a third trace consists of the start and termination of the activity only.
The mapping function mape is defined as follows:
• mape : MC → T ∪ {ε} =

t1 for (ai,mi, ti) ∧ ai = AccountActivity
∧ mi = onCreate()
t2 for (ai,mi, ti) ∧ ai = AccountActivity
∧ mi = displayMessage()
t3 for (ai,mi, ti) ∧ ai = AccountActivity
∧ mi = onClose()
ε otherwise
Thus, the respective probabilities and execution times can be computed as follows:
• UMe = {(w1, ut1), (w2, ut2), (w3, ut3)},
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• w1 = 33 = 1.0,
• w2 = w3 = 36 = 0.5,
• ut1 = 1.0s+0.8s+1.2s3 = 1.0s
• ut2 = 3.0s+2.5s+0.5s3 = 2.0s
• ut3 = 1.1s+1.1s+0.8s3 = 1.0s
The resulting execution times and probabilities are also shown as annotations to the
transitions of the service model shown in Figure 7.4. The analysis of the logged usage
data and the derivation of usage models has been implemented as a Java application [54,
67]. This is—to the best of my knowledge—the first usage recording approach, allowing
for the recording of usage behavior at this granularity level, being the recording of
individual used services within the profiled applications.
7.2.4. Limitations
After presenting the developed usage recording approach, problems and limitations for
its current implementation—mostly identified during a field study (cf. Sect. 9.3)—are
discussed in the following.
Technical Limitations
First, a large amount of technical limitations has been identified:
On-Device Instrumentation To realize the usage recording as transparent as possible,
an Android application has been provided, allowing users to instrument their currently
installed applications on their device without requiring the download of their applications
onto a desktop PC, their instrumentation and reinstallation afterwards [54]. However,
this application is not able to instrument other applications without having root rights,
which contradicted the requirement excluding device modifications (cf. /R6-6/). There-
fore, a second instrumentation service has been implemented as a desktop PC appli-
cation, instrumenting mobile applications and installing them on a connected mobile
device automatically.
Non-Instrumentable Applications During the executed case study (further elaborated
in Chapter 9, some applications have been identified as being not instrumentable. The
reasons for this lack of instrumentation were twofold for the investigated applications:
1. Some applications could not be decompiled. No major reason for applications being
not be decompilable could be identified during the study.
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2. Some applications lost their functionality. In some cases these applications in-
cluded native, non-Java code, which might be a reason for the loss of functionality
after recompilation. In other cases the applications were not usable, due to the
modification of their signature (e.g., applications using third-party services based
on signatures such as advertisement)—which is inevitable due to modification and
recompilation.
These instrumentation-related issues cannot be resolved and are a limitation for the
approach in general that could only be resolved, if source code of the respective appli-
cations were available.
Incomplete Logging of User Activities For some applications, the logging code could
be instrumented successfully, but the logged usage data emerged to be incomplete. The
major reason for these incomplete logging may be that the instrumentation service cur-
rently does not support the instrumentation of (1) static methods, (2) abstract methods,
(3) inner classes [54]. Although these limitations exist for the instrumentation appli-
cation, they could be resolved by extending the instrumentation service for support of
such kinds of method calls and do not represent a general limitation for instrumentation-
based usage profiling approaches.
Erroneous Logging and Data Transmission Besides the incomplete logging, during
the case study, for some users the logging data appeared to be corrupted or lost during
submission (cf. Sect 9.3). Besides, in some cases, the logging data appeared to con-
tain errors w.r.t. the Android activity triggering a method call. All these problems are
implementation-related and could be addressed for further usage profiling studies.
Missing Aspects in Recorded Usage Data
Besides missing usage data due to erroneous logging code, the attentive reader might
identify further usage data sensible to be logged, but not recorded by the current
instrumentation-based approach:
Explicit recording of method execution times Currently, the logging code does log
the begin of method calls (after entering the method), whereas the exit of methods
is not logged explicitly. In contrast, the method’s execution time is computed by the
central logging service by computing the offset to the begin of the following method call
to be logged. Although sufficient in most cases, this assumption may introduce major
execution time errors, if an application is running idle for a long time period, waiting
for user input and is thus, not triggering any method calls at all. Thus, the logging
of execution time of method calls could be improved in future versions of the usage
recorder, by logging the termination of method calls explicitly.
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Explicit recording of method invocation results Besides the services being invoked
and their duration, in some cases, it is also sensible to record whether or not the invoked
services completed successfully. For example, the sending of an email could fail or could
be aborted by the users which should be considered by the methodology as the abortion
of services also reflects usage behavior of the user. Although noticed by the usage
recorder is most cases (e.g., if the submission is canceled by a back or abort button this
will result in a different method call trace), future work could investigate how to record
service invocation results more explicitly.
Explicit recording of context data Additionally, it can be sensible to record context
data as well. For example, if a user sends an email, it can be important to record
whether the mail is sent via WiFi or 3G, as such context information is likely to influence
the energy consumption implied by the service being triggered. Therefore, future work
should investigate how to record context data and integrate this information into service,
energy and usage models.
Juridical Issues
Besides technical issues there is also a juridical issue to be raised. To support instrumen-
tation, third party code is decompiled, modified, and recompiled. Although decompiling
is not forbidden generally [12], there are juridical limitations that may be crossed by the
presented approach. However, as decompilation is used for the insertion of additional
logging code only, it is not likely to cause any juridical consequences caused by mobile
application vendors.
Privacy Issues
As the logging of usage data at the application service level records personal data that
can reveal personal habits, it should be handled as private as possible (cf. /R6-3/).
Therefore, users are allowed to revise the logged data for each application manually and
can delete the data at any time. Submission of logging data is issued manually only.
Besides, users should be responsible by themselves to collect, as well as to evaluate their
usage data locally, and derive their own usage model for their personal needs only.
7.3. Summary
In this chapter, two different usage models, describing the usage behavior of individual
mobile application users in the context of a specific usage domain were presented.
Whereas the first usage model is a simple weight-based usage model, the second more
complex usage model bases on probabilities and execution times for the individual tran-
sitions within a usage domain’s service model.
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Besides, an instrumentation-based usage recording approach was presented, allow-
ing for the recording of application-specific user interaction and, thus, the automated
derivation of usage models at the granularity level of individual service or method in-
vocations. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first usage recording approach for
mobile applications, supporting the recording of usage behavior at this granularity level.
Apart from the derivation of usage models, the usage behavior recording mechanism
could be applied to identify use cases of a usage domain as the basis for a service
model designed in the service modeling process step (cf. Sect. 6.1), or to identify yet,
not considered use cases for such a service models. Both proposed usage modeling
approaches, as well as the usage recording methodology and the complete energy labeling
process are evaluated in Chapter 9.
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An Energy-Aware Market Place for Mobile
Applications
After giving an overview on the energy profiling process in Chapter 5, and presenting
its first four process steps in the Chapters 6 and 7, this chapter focuses on the final
process step, the energy consumption estimation (cf. /R5-6/). Thus, two different energy
consumption approximation methodologies, based on the energy and usage models intro-
duced in the preceding chapters are presented. After a detailed explanation of both
approximation methods, it is shown, how energy labels can be defined based on the
approximation results (cf. /R5-7/). Finally, a short outline of their implementation for
an energy-aware marketplace for mobile applications is given. Both energy approxi-
mation methods are evaluated together with the complete energy labeling process in the
subsequent Chapter 9.
The contributions given in this chapter are the following:
• Two energy approximation methods based on the energy and usage models
introduced in the preceding chapters (Section 8.1).
• A methodology to derive usage-domain specific energy labels from the approxi-
mated average power rates for mobile applications (Section 8.2).
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8.1. Approximating the Energy Consumption of Mobile
Applications
In this section, two energy-consumption approximation methodologies for mobile appli-
cations are presented. Both approaches base on the energy and usage models introduced
in the preceding chapters. Whereas the first methodology is a simple computation of the
weighed average power rate over a set of energy-profiled use cases, the second metho-
dology is a more complex, use-case independent technique, based on model checking [7].
8.1.1. A Simple Weighed-Mean Power Rate Approximation
The first, more simple energy approximation method bases on the path-based energy
model introduced in Section 6.3.1 and the weight-based usage model introduced in
Section 7.1.1. The idea behind this method is that users can decide with which weight
the average power rate profiled for individual use cases (or groups of use cases) belonging
to the usage domain of an application shall be considered in the average power rate over
all use cases of this application. Afterwards, this average power rate is simply computed
as the mean power rate over the weighed use cases.
Required Information
To compute the weighed mean power rate over all used cases, this approximation method
requires the following information as input:
• A set of use cases Ud = {u1, u2, . . . un} for a usage domain d,
• A path-based energy model EMa = {(p1, t1), (p2, t2), . . . (pn, tn)} for an appli-
cation a, belonging to the usage domain d as defined in Section 6.3.1, consisting
of a set of tuples (pi, ti) for each use case ui; whereby pi represents the average
power rate profiled for this use case and ti represents its average execution time,
• A usage model UMu = {w1, w2, . . . wn} for a user u, consisting of a user-specific
weight for each use case ui, as defined in Section 7.1.1.
Average Power Rate Computation
Based on the required information outlined above, the mean power rate PRau for
an application a and a user u can be approximated as follows:
PRau =
∑
0<i<n pi ∗ ti ∗ wi∑
0<i<n ti ∗ wi
(8.1)
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Thus, the mean power rate PRau is approximated by computing the sum of the average
energy consumption profiled for each use case ui, weighed with the user-specific weight
wi of this use case, and dividing the result by the sum of the weighed execution time for
all use cases ui.
A Simple Example
In the following, the computation of the average power rate PRaeue for a certain appli-
cation ae and a certain user ue is illustrated based on a short example. Given are:
• A set of two use cases Ue = {u1, u2}.
• An energy model EMae for an application ae consisting of the following values:
EMae = {(1.0W, 5s), (1.5W, 10s)}.
• A usage model UMue of a user ue consisting of the following values: UMue = {3, 1},
meaning that the user ue performs the use case u1 three times more frequently than
the use case u2.
According to Equation 8.1, the mean power rate PRaeue is approximated as follows:
PRaeue =
(1.0W ∗ 5s ∗ 3) + (1.5W ∗ 10s ∗ 1)
(5s ∗ 3) + (10s ∗ 1) =
15.0J + 15.0J
15s+ 10s
=
30J
25s
= 1.2W
8.1.2. Model-Checking Based Energy Approximation
The second, more complex energy approximation technique bases on the automata-
based energy model introduced in Section 6.3.2 and the probability-based usage model
introduced in Section 7.1.2. The idea behind this method is that instead of computing
the mean power rate over all use cases of the profiled usage domain directly, the derived
energy and usage information, based on the service model of the usage domain is used.
Thus, instead of using the profiled power rates for individual use cases, the average
profiled power rates for all transitions of the respective service model are considered. To
approximate an average power rate over all use cases and the user-specific probabilities
of the transitions in the service model, model checking is applied.
“Model checking is an automated technique that, given a finite-state model of a
system and a formal property, systematically checks whether this property holds for
(a given state in) that model [7, p. 11].”
Thus, for example, model checking allows to check whether a given finite-state model
will always reach its final state. Specific finite-state models also allow the computation
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of costs until reaching this state [7, pp. 816ff]. For the computation of an average power
rate, the service model together with the application-specific energy model and the user-
specific usage model are transformed into a Markov reward model (MRM), being a tuple
of a Markov chain M and a reward function assigning each state of the Markov chain
to a non-negative integer value [7, p. 817].
More general speaking, a Markov chain can be considered as a state-transition system
with a countable set of states and a set of directed transitions between these states.
Where the states can have labels, transitions are annotated with probabilities, indicating
how likely they will be fired, once a respective state is reached.
According to [7, p. 747f], a “(discrete time) Markov chain is a tuple M =
(S,P, ιinit, AP, L) where
• S is a countable, nonempty set of states,
• P : S×S → [0, 1] is the transition probability function such that for all states s:∑
s′∈S
P(s, s′) = 1,
• ιinit : S → [0, 1] is the initial distribution, such that
∑
s∈S ιinit(s) = 1, and
• AP is a set of atomic propositions and L : S → 2AP a labeling function.”
Alongside the informal definition of Markov reward models given above, rewards are
defined as a function mapping from states of a Markov chain to non-negative integer
values. To allow the definition and computation of rewards defined on transitions instead
of states, the definition used for MRMs in this work is slightly different to the definition
given in [7, p. 817]:
A Markov reward model (MRM) is a tuple (M, rew) with
• M a Markov chain with state space S
• and rew : S×S → Nm a reward function that assigns to each transition (si, sj)
where pi,j ∈ P > 0 a set of m non-negative integer rewards rew(si, sj) =
(r1, r2, . . . rm).
Once a Markov chain is given, a temporal logic such as Computation Tree Logic (CTL)
(or more specific, Probabilistic CTL (PCTL)), can be applied to check properties on the
MRM. PCTL is a two-stage logic consisting of state formulae, allowing the reasoning on
states, and path formulae, allowing the reasoning on paths [7, pp. 780ff]. For example,
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the PCTL expression ∀2¬down denotes the Boolean property that a defined state-
transition system will never reach the state labeled down [7, p. 323]. For MRMs, PCTL
can be extended by properties reasoning on rewards. For example, the average reward
earned by moving from a state t to any state within a set of states B ⊆ S can be
expressed as ExpRew(t |= 3B) [7, p. 830], where t |= 3B denotes all paths leaving the
state t and finally reaching a state b ∈ B.
In the following, it is shown how MRMs and PCTL can be applied to compute the
average power rate of mobile applications for a given service, energy and usage model.
For a more detailed discussion on Markov chains, MRMs, CTL and PCTL, the interested
reader is referred to [7].
Required Information
To approximate the average power rate of an application based on average power rates
for transitions in the service model, this approximation method requires the following
information as input:
• A service model SMd = (S, sinit, sfinal, T ), for a usage domain d, as defined in
Section 6.1.
• An automata-based energy model EMa = {(p1, et1), (p2, et2), . . . (pn, etn)} for
an application a, belonging to the usage domain d, as defined in Section 6.3.2,
consisting of a set of tuples (pi, eti) for each transition tj ∈ T ; whereby pi repre-
sents the average power rate profiled for this transition during benchmarking
and eti represents its average execution time.
• A usage model UMu = {(w1, ut1), (w2, ut2), . . . (wm, utm)} for a user u, as
defined in Section 7.1.2, consisting of a set of tuples (wk, utk) of user-specific
probabilities and a user-specific execution times for each transition tj ∈ T .
Average Power Rate Computation
To approximate the average power rate for a given service model SMd, an energy model
EMa, and a usage model UMu, they are translated into a Markov Reward Model
MRMau as follows:
• MRMau = (Mau, rewau) with
• Mau(S,P, ιinit, AP, L), where
– S consists of the states of the service model: S = SSMd
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– Pi,j =

p1,1 p1,2 · · · p1,n
p2,1 p2,2 · · · p2,n
...
...
. . .
...
pn,1 pn,2 · · · pn,n
, pij =

wk (wk, utk) ∈ UMu
∧ ∃tk ∈ TSMd :
tk = (si, sj)
1 si = sfinalSMd
∧ sj = sfinalSMd
0 otherwise
– ιinit = {d1, d2, . . . dn}, di =
{
1 si = sinitSMd
0 otherwise
– AP = S and L(s) = {s},
• and rewau(si, sj) = S × S → N× N
=

(pk ∗ etk, etk) (pk, etk) ∈ EMa
∧ ∃tk ∈ TSMd : tk = (si, sj) ∧ etk 6= ε
(pk ∗ utk, utk) (pk, etk) ∈ EMa ∧ (wk, utk) ∈ UMu
∧ ∃tk ∈ TSMd : tk = (si, sj) ∧ etk = ε
(0, 0) otherwise
In simple words, the MRMau consists of a set of states equal to the states of the service
model SMd, having a probability matrix P filled with the probabilities of the usage
model UMu. The reward function rewua maps the transitions of the service model
SMd to tuples of two values, representing their average energy consumption (product
of average power rate pk and average execution time, being either etk or tuk) and their
execution time (being either etk or tuk).
A reward function consisting of two individual values is required, allowing the com-
putation of both, the average energy consumption and the average execution time and,
thus, the computation of the average power rate in the following. For the computation
of the average energy consumption Eau and the average execution time tau, the following
PCTL expression has to be evaluated (i.e., checked against the MRM), computing the
average reward while starting in the initial state sinitSMd and terminating in the set of
final states {sfinalSMd}:
Rewau(Eau, tau) = ExpRew(sinitSMd |= 3{sfinalSMd}) (8.2)
Afterwards, the average power rate PRau can be computed as follows:
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PRau =
Eau
tau
(8.3)
A Simple Example
To clarify the model-checking based approximation approach, a short example is given in
the following. The example consists of the very simple service model shown in Figure 8.1,
having only one state (besides its initial and final state), and three transitions.
stop [1.0W, 1.0s, 0.5]start [1.0W, 1.0s, 1.0]
Account View
read [1.4W, 2.0s, 0.5]
Figure 8.1.: Example service model for a very simple usage domain (including annotated
power rates, execution times, and probabilities).
The service model SMe, the energy model EMae and the usage model UMue are defined
as follows:
SMe = (S = {s1, s2, s3}, sinit = s1, sfinal = s3, T = {(s1, s2), (s2, s2), (s2, s3)}),
where s2 represents the Account View state.
EMae = {(p, et)start, (p, et)read, (p, et)stop} = {(1.0W, 1.0s), (1.4W, ε), (1.0W, 1.0s)}
UMue = {(w, tu)start, (w, tu)read, (w, tu)stop} = {(1.0, ε), (0.5, 2.0s), (0.5, ε)}
Please note that the execution times of the transitions start and stop are defined in
the energy model EMae , whereas the execution time of the transition read is defined in
the usage model UMue . The transformation of the given models results in the following
Markov reward model MRMaue :
• MRMaue = (Maue , rewaue) with
• Maue(Se = {s1, s2, s3},Pe, ιinite , APe, Le), where
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– Pe =
0 1 00 0.5 0.5
0 0 1

– ιinite = {1, 0, 0}
– APe = Se and Le(s) = {s}
• and rewaue =

(1.0J, 1.0s) for (s1, s2)
(2.8J, 2.0s) for (s2, s2)
(1.0J, 1.0s) for (s2, s3)
(0.0J, 0.0s) otherwise
Checking the PCTL expression Rewaue results in:
Rewaue(Eaue , taue) = ExpRew(s1 |= 3{s3}) = (4.8J, 4s)
Leading to an approximated average power rate of:
PRaue =
4.8J
4.0s
= 1.2W
8.1.3. Advantages and Disadvantages
Similar to the comparison of both energy and usage modeling approaches, in the follow-
ing, advantages and disadvantages of both average power rate approximation approaches
are discussed.
Whereas the first, simple weight-average based approach is more simpler and, thus,
less computation-intense, the second, model-checking based approach allows the estima-
tion of average power rates independently of the predefined and profiled set of usage
scenarios. However, as the model-checking based approach requires both energy and
usage models that abstract from individual usage scenarios, it is more likely to intro-
duce approximation errors in terms of imprecise or incorrect energy and usage models.
Besides, the computation-intense transformation of service, energy and usage models into
an MRM as well as the model checking may be too computation-intense when approxi-
mating the average power rate for many applications in parallel (as being necessary for
the user-specific computation of energy labels in an online market place).
In Chapter 9, both approximation approaches are evaluated together with the complete
energy labeling process in terms of their accuracy and applicability for the energy labeling
of mobile applications.
8.2. Defining Energy Labels for Mobile Applications
Once the average power rates of mobile applications have been approximated, their
comparison is rather easy. However, to allow an even better comprehensibility for mobile
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Apps having the maximum power rate X
Apps having the maximum power rate 110% of X
Apps having the maximum power rate 120% of X
Apps having the maximum power rate 130% of X
Apps having the maximum power rate 140% of X
Apps having the maximum power rate 150% of X
Apps having the maximum power rate 160% of X
Figure 8.2.: Example energy labels for mobile applications.
application users, besides the approximated average power rate for each application,
energy labels indicating the relative energy efficiency of mobile applications compared
to their competitors are proposed (cf. /R5-7/).
Similar to existing energy labels by the European Union (e.g., for white goods or TV
sets), the energy label ranks individual applications with one of seven different grades
(A to G), whereas A is the best and G is the worst grade (cf. Fig. 8.2). As applications
belonging to different usage domains are likely to have different power rates (e.g., video
players may have higher power rates than email clients), energy labels are defined for each
usage domain (or genre) separately, allowing, for example, the comparison of different
email clients or video players, but not the comparison of an email client to a video player.
Thus, for each genre, a maximum power rate for applications being rated with the
energy label A is required. Besides, it has to be specified, how the maximum power
rates for the grades B to G are derived from this power rate. One possibility would
be to specify a percentual offset between the individual maximum power rates (e.g., in
steps of 10% as shown in Fig. 8.2). These ranges (e.g., in terms of percents) should also
be specified for each usage domain separately, as it is likely that applications of different
genres may vary in their average power rate more or less significantly.
Apart from the specification of ranges between the maximum power rates for the
individual grades, another decision is how to define the maximum power rate for the
A grade of a specific usage domain. Two different possibilities exist: (1) a top runner
approach, where the yet best profiled application of a usage domain always defines this
maximum power rate, or (2) a manually specified maximum power rate for the grade.
A top runner solution would imply that the maximum power rate for the A grade
would be altered (and thus, the labels of all applications belonging to the usage domain
could be altered as well), at every time a new best-performing application for the usage
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domain would enter the market. However, a big advantage of a top runner approach
would be that the maximum power rate would be always up-to-date, avoiding situations
where many applications would be ranked as A because they would be performing more
energy-efficiently than expected when the A power rate for this usage domain was defined.
When defining a maximum power rate for the A grade manually (e.g., by the bench-
mark designer designing the service model and the benchmark of the respective usage
domain, cf. Sect. 5.2), this would imply that the maximum power rate had to be updated
manually, once many applications, being more efficiently than originally expected would
have entered the market, and thus, leading to too many applications being labelled as
A within this usage domain.
Based on the considerations for energy labels as discussed above, the following com-
putation of energy labels for applications of a certain usage domain is proposed:
• The most energy-efficient application of a usage domain defines the base power
rate PRbase (top-runner approach),
• The maximum power rate being associated to the A label PRAmax is the power
rate PRbase plus an additional p percent (p ∈ [0, 1]) of this power rate:
PRAmax = PRbase ∗ (1 + p), whereas p has to be defined for each usage domain
individually,
• The ranges for the other energy labels are derived based on the same percentage
p, whereas their maximum power rate is the maximum power rate of the energy
label A plus an additional p percent of the top-runner power rate PRbase:
PRBmax = PRbase ∗ (1 + 2p), PRCmax = PRbase ∗ (1 + 3p),
PRDmax = PRbase ∗ (1 + 4p), PREmax = PRbase ∗ (1 + 5p),
PRFmax = PRbase ∗ (1 + 6p),
• All applications, whose average power rate is above the maximum power rate
of the F label PRFmax, are labeled with the energy label G.
Appropriate power rate ranges p between the individual energy label grades are evaluated
for two usage domains in Section 9.5.
8.3. The Energy-Aware Market Place
To demonstrate the applicability of the energy labeling process proposed within this
work, the complete process has been implemented as a web application, representing an
energy-aware market place for mobile applications.
According to the roles and process steps identified in Chapter 5, users can log in,
can define new usage domains and benchmark specifications, as well as can upload new
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1 ctmc
2
3 module usagemodel
4 // States
5 state : [0..2] init 0;
6 // 0 = InitialNode
7 // 1 = FinalNode
8 // 2 = Account View
9
10 // Transitions
11 [start] state = 0 -> 1.0 : (state’ = 2);
12 [read] state = 2 -> 0.5 : (state’ = 2);
13 [stop] state = 2 -> 0.5 : (state’ = 1);
14
15 // Transitions for final state(s)
16 [] state = 1 -> 1.0 : (state’ = 1);
17 endmodule
18
19 rewards "consumption"
20 [start] true : 1.0;
21 [stop] true : 1.0;
22 [checkForMails] true : 2.8;
23 endrewards
24
25 rewards "duration"
26 [start] true : 1.0;
27 [stop] true : 1.0;
28 [checkForMails] true : 2.0;
29 endrewards
Listing 8.1: Prism program derived from the example service, energy, and usage model
shown in Figure 8.1.
1 R{"consumption"}=? [F state = 1]
2
3 R{"duration"}=? [F state = 1]
Listing 8.2: Two Prism PTCL properties computing the average energy consumption
and execution time of a given Prism program.
applications and test case bindings for the existing usage domains. Afterwards, the appli-
cation test code is generated automatically and executed on the profiling infrastructure
as introduced in Section 4.5. Finally, the application’s average power rate is approxi-
mated and the submitted application appears as listed with an energy label within the
respective usage domain of the market place.
In the market place’s back-end, the test code generation is realized and automated
as explained in Section 6.4. For the following energy consumption approximation,
both approaches discussed in Section 8.1 have been implemented. Whereas the first,
weighed-average based approximation approach has been implemented in plain Java
code, the model-checking based approach has been realized by applying the PRISM
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model checker [73, 95]. The transformation of service, energy and usage models into
Prism programs has been realized by applying the XPand template engine [27]. The
Prism program generated for the energy approximation example given in Figure 8.1 is
shown in Listing 8.1. For each state of the service model, a node is generated (Lines 4
to 8). Each transition results in a transition with the respective probabilities from the
usage model (Lines 11 to 13). Additionally, another transition is generated, exiting and
leading to the final state (Lines 15 to 16), as final states are expressed within Prism in
terms of infinite loops. The power rates from the energy model, and the execution times
from the energy and usage model result in two reward functions having the respective
rewards as discussed in Section 8.1.2 (Lines 19 to 23 and Lines 25 to 29).
Listing 8.2 shows two PCTL properties in Prism syntax, computing the average energy
consumption and the average duration while reaching the final state, respectively. After
computing both properties with the Prism model checker, their results are used to com-
pute the approximated average power rate by a simple division within the Java code. The
energy-aware market place has been implemented using Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [90],
the JBoss Application Server [85], and a Microsoft SQL Server database [81] back-end.
Figure 8.3 shows a screenshot of the market place. On the left hand side, users
searching for energy-aware applications can select different usage domains (currently
being Live Wallpapers only), and can define weights for the individual use cases of
the currently selected usage domain (simple weight-based usage model approach). The
main part of the store lists all applications belonging to the selected usage domain and
labeled according to the current usage weights. The Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show the derived
labels for four different usage weights, showing that the energy labels of the respective
applications as well as their position in the ranking varies for different usage settings.
8.4. Summary
In this chapter, the final process step of the energy benchmarking and labeling process,
namely energy consumption estimation has been discussed. Two different methodologies,
approximating applications’ average energy consumption (i.e., power rates) based on
the energy and usage models presented in the preceding chapters have been presented.
Whereas the first approach computes simply weight-based mean values based on profiling
results, the second approach approximates the average power rate of an application based
on model checking on the service, energy and usage model.
Besides, the derivation of energy labels from approximated average power rates has
been discussed. Following, an implementation of the complete energy benchmarking and
labeling process as an online market place for mobile applications has been presented,
leading to the first energy-aware market place for mobile applications.
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Figure 8.3.: A screenshot of the energy-aware market place while listing live wallpaper
applications.
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(a) Energy labels considering all four use cases equally.
(b) Energy labels considering the active desktop time only.
Figure 8.4.: Energy labels for live wallpapers with different usage models (Part 1).
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(a) Energy labels considering the time the device is locked only.
(b) Energy labels considering the usage as unlock screen background only.
Figure 8.5.: Energy labels for live wallpapers with different usage models (Part 2).
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Evaluation
Parts of this chapter are based on the following publication:
Claas Wilke, Sebastian Richly, Sebastian Götz, Christian Piechnick, Georg Püschel
and Uwe Aßmann: Comparing Mobile Applications’ Power Consumption. In:
Software Engineering Aspects of Green Computing (SEGC) track at the 28th
ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC2013), ACM, New York, 2013,
pp. 1177–1179.
In this chapter, the complete energy benchmarking and labeling process proposed and
realized within this thesis is evaluated. First, the specification of service models and
abstract test cases as well as their binding to individual applications is evaluated for
six mobile web browsers and three mobile email clients in Section 9.1. Afterwards, in
Section 9.2, the resulting test code is used to energy profile the same applications on a
mobile device, showing that different applications can indeed vary in their energy con-
sumption for providing the same services. Besides, the profiling results are used to derive
energy models for all profiled applications. Following, Section 9.3 evaluates the usage
recording approach presented in Chapter 7 and documents a field study, deriving usage
models from recorded usage data for two mobile applications and twelve participants.
Afterwards, in Section 9.4, the derived energy models and usage models are applied to
approximate average power rates for the profiled applications, comparing both energy
approximation approaches presented in Chapter 8. Following, Section 9.5 evaluates the
derivation of energy labels based on profiling results for the six profiled web browsers,
as well as twenty live wallpapers. Finally, Section 9.6 concludes this chapter.
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The contributions given in this chapter are the following:
• Two case studies evaluating the process steps service modeling and service
model binding, showing that test case generation can decrease the implemen-
tation effort for testing code by about 77% to 88% (Section 9.1).
• Two case studies comparing the energy consumption of different web browsers
and email clients for the same use cases, showing that mobile applications can
indeed vary in their energy consumption while providing the same services and
that advertisement can (but not has to) have a negative impact on mobile
applications’ energy consumption (Section 9.2).
• A field study evaluating the usage recording approach presented in Chapter 7,
showing that the consideration of user-specific usage behavior is sensible and
that the derivation of usage models from recorded method call traces is possible
(Section 9.3).
• The evaluation and comparison of both energy approximation approaches
presented in Chapter 8 (Section 9.4).
• The evaluation of power rate ranges for the derivation of energy grades and
labels based on approximated average power rates for the profiled mobile appli-
cations (Section 9.5).
9.1. Benchmark Specification and Test Code Generation
To evaluate the first two steps of the benchmarking and labeling process (i.e., service
modeling and service model binding, cf. Sect. 6.1 and Sect. 6.2), benchmarks for two
usage domains have been realized, namely web browser and email client applications.
The defined service models, benchmarks and the evaluated applications are shortly pre-
sented in the following. Afterwards, an analysis quantifying the numbers of test cases
being defined and lines of testing code being generated, as well as some lessons learnt
by the implementation of the case studies are given.
9.1.1. Web Browser Case Study
As a first case study, the service model specification and test case generation were evalu-
ated for a set of mobile web browsers, based on use cases loading and rendering different
web pages, images and PDF files.
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stopBrowserstartBrowser
enterUrl
enterSearchString
loadAndViewSite
waitForDownload
clearCache
deleteDownload
BrowserActive
navigateBack
Figure 9.1.: A service model for web browsers.
Service Model
Figure 9.1 shows a simple service model for web browsers. It consists of only one state
(besides the initial and final state), representing an active web browser. Apart from
that, it comprises nine transitions, starting and stopping the browser, entering URLs or
search strings, waiting for the loading of web pages or downloads, navigating backwards
through loaded web pages, as well as clearing the browser’s cache and deleting down-
loads. Whereas the first seven transitions represent typical browser use cases, the latter
two transitions clearBrowserCache and deleteDownload are necessary to create exe-
cutable benchmarks, resetting the browsers state after a benchmark iteration. However,
these transitions can be simply removed during energy approximation, by setting their
probability to 0 in the respective usage model.
Benchmark Specification
The benchmark specified for the web browser case study consists of the use cases given
in Table 9.1, being use cases (1) loading and rendering web pages, (2) images, and (3)
PDF files, as well as (4) performing web searches. As test data, the web pages, images,
files, and search strings enlisted in Table 9.2 are used. The dummy web pages as well
as the images and PDF files are deployed on a test web server. As search string for
the web search, the 2011’s most often used keyword for Google news search is used:
’Fukushima’ [42]. All test cases have to be executed twice during each iteration of the
benchmark, loading the data with and without cleared browser cache.
The described use cases and test data result in a final set of 30 test cases for each
application, plus additional two test cases starting and terminating the AUT, 16 test
cases clearing the browser cache (using the transition clearBrowserCache) and two test
cases deleting download files from the DUT (using the transition deleteDownload).
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Use Case Description
Open a web page Enter the page’s URL, and load and show the
result for 20 seconds: startBrowser, enterUrl,
loadAndViewSite, navigateBack, stopBrowser.
Open an image Enter the image’s URL, and load and show the
result for 20 seconds: startBrowser, enterUrl,
loadAndViewSite, navigateBack, stopBrowser.
Download a PDF Enter the URL of the PDF to be downloaded
and wait for the file to be loaded for 20 seconds:
startBrowser, enterUrl, waitForDownload, navi-
gateBack, stopBrowser.
Performing a web search Enter the keyword into the address bar, and load
and show the result for 20 seconds: startBrowser,
enterSearchString, loadAndViewSite, navigate-
Back, stopBrowser.
Table 9.1.: Use cases of the web browser benchmark.
Category Data
Dummy web pages A plain HTML page
An HTML and JavaScript page
An HTML and CSS page
An HTML page with an embedded image
An HTML page with an embedded video
Real web pages http://www.google.com/
http://www.nytimes.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
Images JPEGs of 3.2MB and 351KB
Images GIFs of 4.3MB and 330KB
Files PDFs of 1.5MB and 233KB
Search Strings ’Fukushima’
Table 9.2.: Test data of the web browser benchmark.
Bound Applications
The specified benchmark has been instantiated for the publicly available Android web
browsers enlisted in Table 9.3, meaning that a transition binding has been specified for
each of these web browsers, as discussed in Section 6.2. Of the bound web browsers,
only the Easy Browser contains advertisement banners.
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Web browser Version Advertisement
Easy Browser 1.1.6 X
Firefox 10.0.4
Google Chrome 18.0.1
Maxthon Browser 4.6.2
NineSky Browser 2.5.1
Opera Mobile 12.0.4
Table 9.3.: Web browsers bound to the web browser benchmark.
Service model (cf. Fig. 9.1) 1 state
9 transitions
Benchmark specification 50 test cases
237 lines of code
Test case bindings
Easy Browser 48 lines of code
Firefox 86 lines of code
Google Chrome 72 lines of code
Maxthon Browser 75 lines of code
NineSky Browser 69 lines of code
Opera Mobile 109 lines of code
Average 76.5 lines of code
Generated test code
Easy Browser 608 lines of code
Firefox 626 lines of code
Google Chrome 632 lines of code
Maxthon Browser 628 lines of code
NineSky Browser 624 lines of code
Opera Mobile 634 lines of code
Average 625.3 lines of code
Table 9.4.: Quantitative aspects of the web browser case study.
Results
Table 9.4 gives an overview on the artifacts specified to bind the six evaluated browsers to
the browser benchmark. As can be seen, for a benchmark consisting of 50 test cases, their
implementation results in 625.3 lines of code for each browser bound to the benchmark
on average. However, as benchmarks are specified abstractly first (by using a benchmark
specification of 237 lines of code), the implementation effort required for each benchmark
instantiation is decreased, by requiring a test case binding consisting of 76.5 lines of code
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on average. Although the difference between lines of manually written test case bindings
and the lines of code being generated cannot be considered as the exact amount of
implementation effort being reduced, the decrease of manually written code from 625.3
lines of code to 76.5 lines of code (-88%) at least indicates a large reduction of the manual
implementation effort.
9.1.2. Email Client Case Study
As a second case study, the service model specification and test case generation were
evaluated for a set of mobile email clients, based on use cases sending and receiving
different emails, with and without attachments.
Service Model
Figure 9.2 shows a service model for email clients. It consists of five states representing
different views of an email client (besides the initial and final state, as well as two fork
and merge nodes). The major difference to the web browser case study is that this
service model also contains a state for email services running in the background, while
the email client itself is not running. This is necessary, as typical behavior for email
Application
Start View
Account View
Mail Compose
View
Mail View
start app stop app
add account delete account
close accountopen account
open mail
close mail
read mail
open attachment
check for mails
browse mails
send mail
forward mail
new
mail
delete mail
write mail add attachment
stopstart Background 
Service
start background service stop background service
run in background
Figure 9.2.: A service model for email clients.
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applications includes background activities checking for new mails constantly, likely to
be influencing the mobile devices’ overall energy consumption. Besides the states, the
service model consists of 23 transitions, starting the client or its background service,
sending and receiving mails, as well as, opening attachments and deleting mails.
Benchmark Specification
The benchmark specified for the email client case study consists of the use cases given
in Table 9.5, being use cases creating and deleting accounts, browsing mails, sending
and receiving mails with and without attachments, reading and deleting the respective
mails, as well as forwarding them. As often mails or their attachments are downloaded
when they are opened for the first time, the read mail use cases are performed twice
during each iteration of the benchmark, to evaluate whether or not the investigated
email clients support caching. As test data for the use cases involving mails, the mails
enlisted in Table 9.6 are used. Besides, the email client’s background service is tested
for 15 minutes while receiving (1) no messages, (2) receiving messages every, and (3)
receiving messages every fifth minute from a test server.
The described use cases and test data result in a final set of 34 test cases and three
additional background service tests for each application.
Bound Applications
The specified benchmark has been instantiated for the publicly available Android email
clients enlisted in Table 9.7, meaning that a transition binding was specified for each of
these email clients, as discussed in Section 6.2. MailDroid is delivered in two different
versions, a freely available version including advertisement banners and a professional
version that can be purchased for about 15 Euros and excludes advertisement. As net-
work traffic required to load advertisement banners might influence the results, both
versions of MailDroid have been evaluated. For their separation, the two different ver-
sions are called MailDroid and MailDroid Pro in the following.
Results
Table 9.8 gives an overview on the artifacts specified to bind the three evaluated email
clients to the emailing benchmark. As can be seen, for a benchmark consisting of 37 test
cases, their implementation results in 894.3 lines of code for the email clients bound to the
benchmark on average. However, as benchmarks are specified abstractly first (by using
a benchmark specification of 526 lines of code), the implementation effort required for
each benchmark instantiation is decreased, by requiring a test case binding consisting
of 209.3 lines of code on average. Although the difference between lines of manually
written test case bindings and the lines of code being generated cannot be considered as
the exact amount of implementation effort being reduced—especially as only three email
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Use Case Description
Set up an account Entering login data and configuring the used mail proto-
col and server settings: start, startApp, addAccount,
stopApp, stop
Delete an account Select a mail account from the application and delete all
its messages and the server settings: start, startApp,
deleteAccount, stopApp, stop
Check for new mails Select a mail account, open the inbox, press the button to
check for new messages, and wait until the check has been
finished: start, startApp, openAccount, checkForMails,
closeAccount, stopApp, stop
Browse mails Select a mail account, open the inbox, and browse through
the contained mails: start, startApp, openAccount,
browseMails, closeAccount, stopApp, stop
Read a mail Select an account, open the inbox, select and open a mail,
wait the respective time to read the entire message. If
the mail has an attachment, open it: start, startApp,
openAccount, openMail, readMail, (openAttachment),
closeMail, closeAccount, stopApp, stop
Write a mail Select an account, switch to the view to compose a
new message and enter its text. If the mail shall
have an attachment, add the attachment. Press the
submit button, and wait until the message has been
sent: start, startApp, openAccount, newMail, writeMail,
(addAttachment), sendMail, closeAccount, stopApp, stop
Forward a mail Select an account, open the inbox, select a mail, press
the forward button, enter the recipient’s address, press the
submit button and wait until the message has been sent:
start, startApp, openAccount, forwardMail, writeMail,
sendMail, closeAccount, stopApp, stop
Delete a mail Select an account, open the inbox, select a mail, and
press the button to delete the mail: start, startApp,
openAccount, deleteMail, closeAccount, stopApp, stop
Run in background Start the background service and run it for fifteen
minutes. In parallel, emails are sent to the email
account from the test server with predefined frequen-
cies: start, startBackgroundService, runInBackground,
stopBackgroundService, stop
Table 9.5.: Use cases of the email client benchmark.
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Mail Description
Short mail A mail with text of 460 characters (2KB)
Long mail A mail with text of 920 characters (3KB)
Picture mail A mail with a picture attachment (3.2MB)
Note mail A mail with a textual note as attachment (110 characters)
Speech mail A mail with a speech memo of 40 seconds speech (62KB)
Table 9.6.: Test data of the email client benchmark.
Email client Version Advertisement
K-9 Mail 4.325
MailDroid 2.5.7 X
MailDroid Pro 2.5.7
Table 9.7.: Email clients bound to the email client benchmark.
Service model (cf. Fig. 9.2) 4 states
23 transitions
Benchmark specification 37 test cases
454 lines of code
Test case bindings
K-9 Mail 188 lines of code
MailDroid 220 lines of code
MailDroid Pro 220 lines of code
Average 209.3 lines of code
Generated test code
K-9 Mail 893 lines of code
MailDroid 895 lines of code
MailDroid Pro 895 lines of code
Average 894.3 lines of code
Table 9.8.: Quantitative aspects of the email client case study.
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clients have been evaluated—the decrease of manually written code from 894.3 lines of
code to 209.3 lines of code (-77%) at least shows a similar reduction of implementation
effort as shown during the web browser case study.
9.1.3. Lessons Learnt
By applying the benchmark specification and test code generation process proposed in
Chapter 6 to mobile applications in two case studies, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
• The separation into service models, abstract benchmark specifications and
concrete benchmark instantiations (transition bindings), indeed reduces the
implementation effort for test cases of individual applications bound to these
benchmarks. Although the abstract definition of test cases may be more com-
plicate and time-consuming on the first sight, the lines of code written for each
application being bound are drastically reduced (being -88% and -77% in the
two presented case studies).
• Whereas the initial creation of abstract test cases may require more imple-
mentation effort than the realization of test cases for a single application, new
applications can be bound to the existing abstract test cases rather easily.
Therefore, the usage of abstract test cases pays off, especially for scenarios
where the same test cases are reused for several individual applications (which
should be the case for benchmarking scenarios).
• Additionally, test code maintenance is improved. Changes in a test case have
to be done only once in the abstract test case specifications instead of altering
the testing code of every individual application. The concrete testing code can
be easily regenerated afterwards. Thus, modifications of the benchmarks can
be realized rather easily (e.g., a modification of the time interval browsers will
wait to load individually web pages does require the modification of a single
number in the abstract benchmark specification only, instead of the manual
and error-prone revision of more than hundred test cases manually).
Summarizing, the proposed benchmark specification and test code generation process
steps significantly reduce the manual implementation effort and, thus, allow for a semi-
automated execution of the energy labeling process (cf. /R5-8/).
9.2. Energy Profiling and Derivation of Energy Models
In this section, the test cases defined and generated for web browsers and email clients
in Section 9.1 are used to profile and compare the respective applications. It is shown
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that different applications actually differ in their energy consumption while providing
the same services and that advertisement can, but not has to have a negative effect on
a mobile application’s energy consumption. Afterwards, the impact of the testing code,
as well as different hardware settings and different mobile devices’ onto the test cases’
energy consumption is evaluated.
9.2.1. Energy Profiling of Existing Android Applications
To compare and evaluate the energy consumption of different mobile applications be-
longing to the same usage domain, the benchmarks defined above for web browsers and
email clients were used to benchmark the applications bound to these benchmarks.
Web Browser Case Study
For the web browser benchmark, the six applications have been profiled, using their
released versions as enlisted in Table 9.3. All browsers have been tested under their
default configuration w.r.t. caching and versioning of web pages. As external power
meter hardware, two Yokogava WT210s with a measurement accuracy of ±0.2% for
current and voltage and a maximum profiling frequency of 10Hz have been used. As
test device a Samsung Galaxy Nexus, running Android version 4.1.2 with WiFi enabled
but without SIM card and display brightness set to 50% was used. Each test case
was profiled 50 times per application. As network communication device, a local WiFi
rooter connected to a 1GBit Internet connection has been used. For each application
the profiling has been started with a fully charged battery and all unnecessary services
and applications running in parallel being disabled. As energy consumption, power
rate probes have been profiled at the devices battery connection as well as at its USB
connection to the test server, as this USB connection can be considered as a second
power supply for the test device.
The Figures 9.3 to 9.6 show the power rates profiled for the individual web browsers
while executing the test cases of the benchmark. For all results, the power rate profiled
for the test device in its idle state (display enabled, but no application executed) has been
subtracted from the shown power rates (being 930mW ), assuming that the remaining
profiled power rate was caused by the application being executed additionally during
the test runs. For each use case, the average power rates for the loadAndViewSite
and waitForDownload are shown, respectively, as theses are the transitions within the
profiled use cases that are most likely to be different for the individual browsers and
influenced by the content being loaded and rendered. A Kruskall-Wallis test led to
rejected null hypotheses for all use cases.1 This leads to the conclusion that mobile web
1A Kruskall-Wallis test is a statistical test analyzing whether a given set of data samples originates from
the same or different distributions w.r.t. one analyzed variable [71] (e.g., whether given sets of profiling
results belong to the same or different profiled applications w.r.t. one of the profiled aspects such as
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browsers vary in their energy consumption for the same use cases.
Regarding the power rates profiled for the loading and rendering of the especially
designed web pages, most browsers behave rather similarly w.r.t. the profiled power
rates (cf. Fig. 9.3). One big exception is the Maxthon Browser, which requires up to
500mW more for these sites than the other profiled web browsers. Google Chrome
consumes slightly more energy than the other profiled browsers. For the rendering of
the web site having embedded video content, Opera Mobile behaves differently than the
other browsers. The reason for the additional energy consumption is that Opera Mobile
does not provide a plugin to replay the embedded YouTube video by default. However, it
tries to load video content, causing additional energy consumption with high variation.
Both Maxthon Browser and Firefox do not provide plugins for embedded. However,
their energy consumption is similar to the other browsers, loading a preview image of
the video and providing a replay plugin. For all browsers no caching effects can be
observed, as all browsers require almost the same amount of energy to render the same
web page for a second time without clearing their browser cache.
Considering the power rates profiled for the loading and rendering of images, the results
look differently (cf. Fig. 9.4). Here, the most energy-efficient browser is the NineSky
Browser. The most energy-wasting browser for the loading and rendering of images is
Firefox. It consumes more than 500mW , in some cases, even 1000mW more than the
other profiled web browsers. The other tested browsers besides the NineSky Browser and
Firefox consume almost the same amount of energy for loading and rendering images.
However, another big noticeable difference is that some web browsers support efficient
caching, whereas other web browsers do not. For Google Chrome and Opera Mobile the
reloading and rendering of large images drastically reduces their energy consumption,
whereas for the other web browsers, no caching effect is observable.
Regarding the power rates profiled for the downloading of PDF files, the Maxthon
Browser can be identified as being the highest energy consumer (cf. Fig. 9.5). Google
Chrome seems to consume a bit more energy than the other profiled web browsers,
whereas Opera Mobile is the most energy-efficient web browser for downloading PDF
files. Considering caching mechanisms, none of the profiled web browsers supports
efficient caching for file downloads, which is not surprising at it is rather uncommon
to download the same files multiple times.
For the most sites of the small set of real web pages being evaluated in the benchmarks,
all profiled browsers behave rather similarly (cf. Fig. 9.6). However, for the New York
Times web page and the web search, some differences are observable. Firefox and Opera
Mobile consume much more energy for rendering the New York Times page than the
other browsers. The major reason is that the other profiled browsers load the mobile
energy consumption). The null hypothesis assumes that all given data samples originate from the
same distribution. Thus, a rejected null hypothesis is an indicator for statistically relevant differences
in the profiled power rate samples.
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version of the web page only, whereas Firefox and Opera Mobile do not forward to the
mobile version automatically, and, thus, load much more content than necessary. For
Firefox, not loading the mobile version even leads to higher power rates for the reloading
of the web page, as during the second loading, more energy-intense content is loaded
(e.g., images not being loaded during the first loading of the web pages, causing higher
energy consumption than the loading of the web page itself). For the loading of the
mobile New York Times web pages, as well as for performing the web search, Maxthon
Browser causes higher energy consumption than the other browsers, although all profiled
browsers use Google as their default search engine. For all profiled real web pages and
web browsers, no energy-efficient caching mechanisms are observable.
Considering advertisement, the Easy Browser is the only web browser among the
evaluated web browsers that includes advertisement banners. Surprisingly, no impact
of these advertisement banners on its energy consumption can be observed, although
a new advertisement banner is loaded, every time a new web page is loaded (which is
actually the case for all evaluated use cases). A possible explanation is that the WiFi
module of the test device is active during these time intervals anyway, as besides the
advertisement banners also the web pages have to be loaded from the web. Therefore,
according to findings from related work, not the amount of data transmitted via the
WiFi module influences its energy consumption, but majorly its operation time [9].
Thus, loading an advertisement banner and a web page in parallel, does not increase the
energy consumption significantly, compared with the loading of the web page only.
Summing up, the energy consumption of mobile browsers varies while loading the
same pages and images. The Maxthon Browser can be considered as being an energy-
inefficient web browser for the loading of the specially designed web pages as well as for
PDF downloads. The NineSky Browser seems to be efficient for the loading of images,
and, thus, also for web pages having embedded images. Firefox in contrast, consumes
more energy for the loading of images than the other profiled web browsers. Besides,
as the profiling results show, Google Chrome and Opera Mobile are the only among the
profiled web browsers, that support efficient caching for reloading the same images. For
real web pages, Firefox and Opera Mobile do not load the mobile versions of web pages
automatically, and therefore, consume more energy for the loading and rendering of web
pages than the other evaluated browsers.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the web browser profiling results:
• Different applications can vary significantly in their energy consumption for
similar use cases leading to scenarios where one application behaves better for
some use cases (e.g., image loading and rendering), whereas the other appli-
cation behaves better for other use cases (e.g., PDF downloads).
• Advertisement does not seem to influence an application’s energy behavior if
other content is loaded from the Internet in parallel.
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• Caching can but not has to have a measurable influence on an application’s
energy consumption, as only two of six evaluated web browsers showed energy-
efficient caching effects, whereas five of the six browsers support functionality
to clean (and thus, can be assumed to provide) caches (the Easy Browser does
not support caching).
Email Client Case Study
For the email client benchmark, the three applications enlisted in Table 9.7 have been
profiled. All email clients were tested using the same mail account and the IMAP
protocol. Pull/push functionality has been disabled for all use cases (except for the
background use cases) to avoid side effects due to non-triggered mail down- and uploads.
Apart from turning off the pull/push functionality, the default settings have been used
for all tested applications. As external power meter hardware two Yokogava WT210s
with a measurement accuracy of ±0.2% for current and voltage and a maximum profiling
frequency of 10Hz have been used. As test device, a Samsung Galaxy Nexus, running
Android version 4.1.2 with WiFi enabled but without SIM card and display brightness set
to 50% has been used. Each test case was profiled 50 times per application. As network
communication device, a local WiFi rooter connected to a 1GBit Internet connection
has been used. For each application the profiling has been started with a fully charged
battery and all unnecessary services and applications running in parallel being disabled.
As energy consumption, power rate probes have been profiled at the device’s battery
connection as well as at its USB connection to the test server, as this USB connection
provides the device with energy as well.
The Figures 9.7 to 9.11 show the power rates and execution times profiled for the
individual email clients while executing the test cases of the benchmark. For all results,
the power rate profiled for the test device in its idle state (display enabled, but no
application executed) has been subtracted from the shown power rates (being 930mW ),
assuming that the remaining profiled power rate was caused by the application being
executed additionally during the test runs. An exception are the background tests shown
in Figure 9.11. As the device has been locked and its display disabled during theses
test runs, no idle energy consumption has been substracted from these power rates.
Furthermore, for the background tests no execution times are shown, as the execution
times where exactly 900 seconds (i.e. 15 minutes) for all background tests. A Kruskall-
Wallis test lead to rejected null hypotheses for all email client use cases, except for the
three background tests. This leads to the conclusion, that different mobile email clients
vary in their energy consumption for the same use cases. For the background tests such
a hypothesis could not be proved, showing that there were no measurable differences for
the background tests and the three compared email client applications. The test cases
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to add and remove email accounts are not further discussed, as they are likely to be
executed only a few times for each email client user and, thus, can be considered as less
relevant for the email clients’ comparison.
Figure 9.7 shows the test cases to check for individual incoming mails and browse
within the mails of an account’s inbox. Considering execution times, MailDroid and
MailDroid Pro seem to be a bit faster than K-9 Mail. However, the reception of mails
with picture attachments is an exception, where they require 25 seconds more than K-9
Mail. It seems that MailDroid and MailDroid Pro download picture attachments when
downloading the header of the respective messages, whereas K-9 Mail downloads picture
attachments when the attachments are opened for the first time (cf. Fig. 9.8). Therefore,
also the average measured power rate for MailDroid and MailDroid Pro is much higher
than for K-9 Mail while downloading mails with picture attachments. For the other test
cases receiving mails, MailDroid Pro and K-9 Mail behave rather similarly w.r.t. their
power rates. MailDroid consumes much more energy (about 500mW) for all use cases,
which seems to be caused by the loading of advertisement banners during the execution
of the test cases, as this is the only visible difference to the MailDroid Pro email client.
Figure 9.8 shows the profiled power rates and execution times for all test cases reading
mails (with or without attachments) as well as the test cases reading mails opened
before and, thus, probably being cached. Considering executions times, MailDroid and
MailDroid Pro behave a bit faster for these use cases than K-9 Mail. Especially for the
initial opening of picture attachments, where K-9 Mail requires additional execution time
to download the attachments (about 9 seconds), which MailDroid and MailDroid Pro
downloaded before. For opening and reading of mails consisting of text messages only,
the profiled power rates for K-9 Mail and MailDroid Pro are almost the same. However,
for the opening of attachments, MailDroid Pro seems to be more efficient than K-9 Mail.
MailDroid in contrast, again consumes a lot more energy for all use cases than K-9 Mail
and MailDroid Pro (about 400–500mW), due to the loading of advertisement banners.
Considering caching of mails and attachments opened before, measurable effects are
observable for the opening of all kinds of attachments for MailDroid and MailDroid Pro.
For K-9 Mail, such effects are only observable for picture and speech attachments.
Figure 9.9 shows the profiled power rates and execution times for the test cases sending
and forwarding emails. The execution times of these test cases are almost the same for
all three profiled applications. An exception is the sending and forwarding of mails with
picture attachments, where K-9 Mail requires about 10 seconds more than MailDroid
and MailDroid Pro. Considering power rates, K-9 Mail is more efficient for the send-
ing of text messages, whereas MailDroid Pro is more efficient for the sending of mails
with attachments, as well as the forwarding of all kinds of emails. MailDroid requires
much more energy (about 500mW) than K-9 Mail and MailDroid Pro, again, due to
advertisement.
Considering the test cases to delete mails (cf. Fig. 9.10), MailDroid and MailDroid Pro
are much faster than K-9 Mail (about 5 seconds). Thus, although the measured average
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Figure 9.11.: Email clients’ power rates while running in background (including idle con-
sumption of DUT).
power rates for K-9 Mail are a bit lower than for MailDroid Pro, due to the longer
execution times, MailDroid Pro can be considered as being more efficient for these test
cases. MailDroid, again, causes additional energy consumption (about 400mW), due to
advertisement.
Figure 9.11 shows the measured power rates for the three background test cases. As
mentioned above, execution times are not shown, as they were exactly 900 seconds for
all three test cases and applications. As also mentioned above, although the average
measured power rates for the three applications vary a bit for the three test cases, no
significant differences could be measured, assuming than all three evaluated applications
are working similar efficiently while running in the background.
Summing up the profiling results, the advertisement banners existing in MailDroid are
causing a lot of additional energy consumption for all profiled test cases (except for the
background tests). On average, MailDroid had a power rate being about 400mW higher
than the average power rates profiled for MailDroid Pro. Thus, advertisement can be
considered as influencing energy consumption of email clients rather badly. For most of
the profiled test cases, MailDroid Pro and K-9 Mail behave rather similarly w.r.t. their
energy consumption. Whereas K-9 Mail is more efficient for sending text-based emails,
MailDroid Pro is more efficient for sending and downloading mails with attachments, as
well as forwarding emails.
Based on the profiling results from the email case study it can be concluded that:
• Advertisement can have a very negative impact on mobile applications’ energy
consumption. Whereas for the Easy Browser, no effect could be measured,
the average increase in the energy consumption of MailDroid is about 400mW,
being about 60% of its average consumption without advertisement banners.2
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• Different email clients can vary in their energy consumption while providing
similar services. However, the differences measured between K-9 Mail and
MailDroid Pro were smaller than the differences between the six web browsers
evaluated above.
9.2.2. Deriving Energy Models from Profiling Results
Based on the profiling results of the web browser and email client case studies, energy
models as described in Section 6.3 can be derived. Whereas the first proposed energy
modeling approach simply requires the storing of average profiled power rates and exe-
cution times for all profiled test cases (cf. Sect. 6.3.1), the second, transition-based energy
model requires further postprocessing. Instead of computing the average power rates
and execution times for the individual profiled test cases, the average power rates and
execution times for the transitions of the respective service model have to be computed
(cf. Sect. 6.3.2).
Therefore, the testing code of the benchmarks generated from the abstract benchmark
specification includes logging code, logging the beginning and termination of each piece of
testing code representing the triggering of a transition in the respective testing code. By
analyzing these logged time stamps and the profiled power rates afterwards, transition-
based energy models can be derived from the profiling results.
Table 9.9 shows these profiled power rates pi and execution times eti for all transitions
ti ∈ T of the web browser service model and all applications that have been profiled in
the case study presented above. Table 9.10 shows the respective average power rates
pi and execution times eti for all transitions ti ∈ T of the email client service model.
For the transitions start, startApp, startBackgroundService, stop, stopApp, and
stopBackgroundService the profiled execution times were so low that the profiling
resulted in rounded average power rates pi = 0mW and execution times eti = 0.0s.
In Section 9.4, these energy models are used to evaluate both energy approximation
approaches presented in Section 8.1.
9.2.3. Further Aspects of Energy Profiling and Energy Modeling
Besides the general applicability, further aspects of the presented energy profiling and
modeling approach presented within this work have to be considered and to be evaluated
(e.g., the impact of testing code onto the measured energy consumption and the impact
of different hardware configurations such as WiFi- or 3G-based network communication).
These aspects are further discussed and evaluated in the following.
2Comparison of average power rates for MailDroid and MailDroid Pro and all profiled test cases, except
for the background tests. The DUT’s idle consumption of 930mW was subtracted before comparing
the differences.
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Easy Browser Firefox Google Chrome
ti pi[mW ] eti[s] pi[mW ] eti[s] pi[mW ] eti[s]
clearBrowserCache 29 0.0 1,477 3.3 1,926 8.5
deleteDownload 852 0.0 718 0.0 982 0.0
enterSearchString 1,679 6.5 1,700 6.0 2,064 6.0
enterUrl 1,675 18.8 1,642 19.1 2,097 18.2
loadAndViewSite 1,580 20.0 1,624 20.0 1,635 20.0
navigateBack 1,467 0.6 1,516 0.6 1,452 0.6
startBrowser 1,733 0.5 2,034 0.5 1,826 4.4
stopBrowser 1,925 2.3 1,857 2.5 2,085 0.6
waitForDownload 1,573 20.0 1,579 20.0 1,704 20.0
Maxthon Browser NineSky Browser Opera Mobile
ti pi[mW ] eti[s] pi[mW ] eti[s] pi[mW ] eti[s]
clearBrowserCache 1,744 6.3 1,733 11.4 1,928 4.8
deleteDownload 720 0.0 1,270 0.0 784 0.0
enterSearchString 2,147 6.7 2,017 6.4 2,009 6.2
enterUrl 2,164 19.0 1,850 18.5 1,828 18.3
loadAndViewSite 1,835 20.0 1,455 20.0 1,526 20.0
navigateBack 1,730 0.7 1,430 0.6 1,482 0.6
startBrowser 2,469 0.5 2,429 2.0 1,627 1.1
stopBrowser 1,780 1.4 1,720 2.2 1,819 0.6
waitForDownload 2,101 21.3 1,610 20.6 1,512 21.8
Table 9.9.: Transition-based energy models for the profiled web browsers.
Influence of Testing Code on Energy Consumption
Of course, the code used to run use cases, while profiling the applications’ energy con-
sumption, can cause additional energy consumption, as additional statements have to
be executed and, thus, may introduce a probe effect. Thus, in the following, a small
experiment to evaluate the impact of testing code onto the AUT’s energy consumption
is presented. The targets of this evaluation are: (1) evaluating, whether the Android
instrumentation framework to instrument JUnit testing code into Android applications
and triggering its execution causes significant additional energy consumption during the
test cases’ execution, and (2) evaluating whether the statements triggering UI interaction
during the test cases’ execution cause significant additional energy consumption. There-
fore, a simple Android application has been implemented that just shows a Hello World
message once started. Three different test cases were designed, profiling the application’s
energy consumption for sixty seconds with different testing approaches.
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K-9 Mail MailDroid MailDroid Pro
ti pi[mW ] eti[s] pi[mW ] eti[s] pi[mW ] eti[s]
addAccount 1,590 71.4 1,817 77.8 1,552 69.8
addAttachment 1,715 5.3 2,136 5.2 1,777 5.2
browseInbox 1,614 1.0 2,050 1.0 1,568 1.0
checkForMails 1,800 3.9 2,408 6.1 1,858 7.3
closeAccount 1,852 3.2 2,261 1.6 1,781 1.6
closeMail 1,768 1.7 1,894 1.5 1,482 1.5
deleteAccount 1,529 14.4 2,116 8.0 1,503 8.0
deleteMail 1,691 6.5 2,254 3.8 1,768 3.8
forwardMail 1,928 5.9 2,214 6.4 1,803 6.4
newMail 1,893 1.6 2,629 1.6 2,124 1.6
openAccount 1,699 2.7 2,335 2.1 1,808 2.1
openAttachment 1,695 6.3 2,124 5.3 1,558 5.5
openMail 1,662 2.1 2,163 2.1 1,638 2.1
readMail 1,520 10.3 2,175 11.7 1,651 10.8
runInBackground 253 900.0 254 900.0 252 900.0
sendMail 2,099 6.7 2,524 3.8 2,046 3.8
start 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
startApp 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
startBackgroundService 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
stop 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
stopApp 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
stopBackgroundService 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
writeMail 1,563 37.6 2,014 38.8 1,626 38.7
Table 9.10.: Transition-based energy models for the profiled email clients.
1. Idle consumption: This test case simply starts the application and waits for
sixty seconds. To evaluate the energy consumption of the profiled application
without the execution of instrumentation code, for this test case, the startup of
the application is triggered from the test server via an ADB shell command.
2. Idle consumption with instrumentation: Similar to the first test case, this
test case simply starts the AUT. However, in this case, a JUnit test application is
used to trigger the application startup via the Android instrumentation framework.
3. Instrumentation and UI interaction: Similar to the previous test case, this
test cases uses the Android instrumentation framework to start the application.
However, besides the application startup, a UI event (namely a click onto the
screen) is triggered from the testing code every ten seconds (and thus, five times
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within the 60 seconds lasting test case) by applying code provided by the Robotium
extension [111] for the Android instrumentation framework.
All three test cases have been executed and profiled on a Samsung Galaxy Nexus, run-
ning Android version 4.1.2 for 50 times with WiFi enabled but without SIM card and
display brightness set to 50%. Figure 9.12 shows the distribution of their profiled execu-
tion time, power rate and energy consumption. Both power rate and energy consumption
are given including the idle power rate and consumption of the DUT, respectively. As
can be seen, the execution time of the idle test case is a bit longer than the execution time
of the other two test cases. The major reason for this difference is the different method-
ology to trigger the application startup, which lasted a bit longer. This difference in the
execution time also affects the energy consumption (as the consumption is the product
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Figure 9.12.: Execution time, power rate and energy consumption for test cases to
analyze the impact of testing code onto the DUT’s energy consumption.
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of execution time and power rate). However, the idle test cases also caused a higher
average power rate than both other test cases. Nevertheless, the differences between
both idle test cases’ power rates are too small to show statistically significant impact of
the Android instrumentation framework onto the DUT’s energy consumption. The same
holds for the execution of additional UI commands. Although a small increase in the
power rate has been measured, the differences are too small for being significant. Thus,
the energy profiling in a unit-test driven way can be considered as leading to repre-
sentative energy consumption measurements for the investigated applications without
majorly influencing the measured power rates and execution times.
Generalizability for other Mobile Devices
As outlined above, for each case study, the measurements were performed on one specific
Android device, a Samsung Galaxy Nexus, running Android 4.1.2. It is likely that other
mobile devices from other vendors will behave differently and have different power rates
while executing the same applications and use cases. Thus, the test cases of the email
client case study (excluding the background test cases) were profiled on two additional
Android devices, an Asus Transformer TF101 tablet running Android 4.0.3 and a Google
Nexus 7 tablet running Android 4.1.1.
The Figures 9.13 to 9.15 show the median energy consumption over 50 profiling runs
for all email test cases on all three devices for K-9 Mail (cf. Fig. 9.13), MailDroid (cf.
Fig. 9.14) and MailDroid Pro (cf. Fig. 9.15). As can be seen, for almost all use cases,
the highest energy consumption has been profiled on the Asus TF101 and the least
energy consumption has been profiled on the Galaxy Nexus. This is not surprising, as
the TF101 has the biggest and the Galaxy Nexus the smallest display (which can be
assumed to have a major effect on the device’s absolute energy consumption). Thus, for
better comparability, the energy consumption of each test case has been normalized on
each device by dividing the test cases’ energy consumption through the average profiled
energy consumption over all use cases on the respective device (shown in the same figures
as relative consumption).
As can be seen, the normalized energy consumption can be considered as being rather
similar for all three devices. Some outliers exist (e.g., the setup account test case for
K-9 Mail or the send long mail test case for MailDroid). However, in general, the energy
consumption for the test cases seems to be rather comparable over multiple devices.
Thus, for the email client case study it can be assumed that it is sufficient to energy
profile test cases on only one device (or a small subset of representative devices) to gain
comparable relative energy consumption measures for mobile applications. However, for
other usage domains where individual test cases may utilize different hardware modules
differently, it is also likely that benchmarks lead to different results on different devices
and, thus, have to be profiled on multiple devices. In general, such a comparison of the
benchmarking results for different devices and a small subset of applications could be
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performed to evaluate whether or not, the respective usage domains require the profiling
of all test cases on multiple devices. In other cases it may be sufficient to compute
average differences of the profiled power rates between different devices and use cases
and to approximate all other profiling results to the respective devices based on profiling
results from one specific device.
Energy Consumption using different Communication Networks
It is likely that besides different mobile devices, different hardware configurations of the
same device (e.g., using 3G instead of WiFi) cause differences in the energy consumption
of the same test cases executed for the same application. Thus, the impact of different
communication networks has been evaluated as well. The emailing test cases for K-9 Mail
have been profiled on a Samsung Galaxy Nexus with WiFi and 3G enabled separately.
For 3G network communication, the German D network (via the communication provider
T-Mobile) has been used. Due to the limited network traffic capacities, the individual
test cases have been profiled only 10 times, under 3G-based communication. For WiFi-
based communication, the test results presented above have been reused (comprising
50 test runs for each test case).
Table 9.11 shows the profiled power rates and execution times for the test cases of the
K-9 Mail application using WiFi- and 3G-based communication as well was the differen-
ces between their average values. Figure 9.16 shows the percentual differences for the
measured power rates and execution times between WiFi- and 3G-based communication.
Considering the execution times, only data-intense test cases are affected by using the
3G network instead of a local WiFi as the Internet gateway. The sending of picture
attachments (+111%), its forwarding (+26%), and deletion (+14%), as well as the send-
ing of note (+21%) and speech attachments (+11%) show the highest increases. The
execution times of most other use cases are affected only marginally. In some cases even
a reduction of the execution time can be observed, which could be caused by statistical
variances, due to ten profiled test runs under 3G communication only. Considering the
profiled power rates, all test cases are affected by the switch of the communication net-
work. Although again, communication-intense test cases show the highest increases, the
increases vary highly for the individual test cases (between 65% and 6%) and no sys-
tematic correlation between power rate increase and type of test case can be observed.
Thus, it can be concluded that different hardware configurations such as different
communication networks indeed influence the energy consumption of mobile applications
in a manner that cannot be simply computed by adding a fixed offset to the result of all
test cases and, thus, approximating the energy consumption for other hardware settings.
In contrast, different energy models should be considered for different hardware settings,
or energy models should comprise use and test cases for different hardware configurations
which are then, configured by the mobile applications w.r.t. the frequency of their usage
of the respective hardware configurations.
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Test Case WiFi 3G Difference
[mW ] [s] [mW ] [s] [mW ] [%] [s] [%]
add account 1,568 71.1 1,944 71.2 376 23.90 0.2 0.20
delete account 1,516 14.4 2,000 14.4 483 31.90 0 0.00
receive (no mail) 1,612 10.6 2,099 9.2 488 30.30 -1.4 -13.00
receive (short) 1,819 9.2 2,500 9.2 681 37.50 -0.1 -0.80
receive (long) 1,739 9.2 2,426 9.4 686 39.40 0.3 3.10
receive (picture) 1,868 10.1 2,483 9.9 615 32.90 -0.2 -2.10
receive (note) 1,835 9.1 2,464 9.4 629 34.30 0.3 3.40
receive (speech) 1,864 10.1 2,463 9.9 599 32.10 -0.2 -1.80
browse mails 1,649 7.9 2,331 7.9 682 41.40 0 0.00
read (short) 1,453 28.1 1,940 28.1 487 33.50 0 0.00
read (short)* 1,428 28.1 1,532 28.1 104 7.30 0 0.00
read (long) 1,400 44.8 1,733 44.8 333 23.80 0 0.00
read (long)* 1,388 44.8 1,467 44.8 80 5.70 0 0.00
read (picture) 1,928 23.2 2,531 21.7 602 31.20 -1.5 -6.40
read (picture)* 1,719 14.7 2,098 14.6 379 22.10 -0.1 -0.40
read (note) 1,732 14.3 2,369 14.3 637 36.80 0 0.00
read (note)* 1,708 14.3 1,964 14.3 255 14.90 0 0.00
read (speech) 1,773 17.3 2,394 15.8 622 35.10 -1.6 -9.10
read (speech)* 1,707 14.8 2,095 14.8 389 22.80 0 0.10
send (short) 1,388 111.8 1,550 109 162 11.70 -2.8 -2.50
send (long) 1,365 179.2 1,523 179.3 158 11.60 0.1 0.10
send (picture) 1,895 45.7 2,705 96.3 810 42.70 50.6 110.60
send (note) 1,700 35.6 2,796 43.1 1096 64.50 7.4 20.80
send (speech) 1,677 36.6 2,142 40.6 465 27.70 4 11.00
forward (short) 1,736 28.6 1,955 29.1 219 12.60 0.4 1.50
forward (long) 1,764 28.9 1,970 29 206 11.70 0.1 0.40
forward (picture) 2,062 39.8 2,310 50 248 12.00 10.2 25.60
forward (note) 1,788 29.0 1,956 28.6 168 9.40 -0.4 -1.20
forward (speech) 1,805 29.1 2,014 30.9 209 11.60 1.8 6.10
delete (short) 1,682 12.3 2,347 12.7 665 39.60 0.3 2.80
delete (long) 1,701 12.4 2,359 12.5 658 38.70 0.1 1.20
delete (picture) 1,784 12.3 2,330 14 546 30.60 1.7 13.60
delete (note) 1,767 12.3 2,393 12.5 626 35.40 0.2 1.70
delete (speech) 1,741 12.3 2,387 12.7 646 37.10 0.4 3.20
Mean 1,693 30.1 2,164 32.1 471 27.80 2.1 6.90
Table 9.11.: Profiled differences in power rates and execution times for K-9 Mail with
WiFi- and 3G-based Internet communication.
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9.2.4. Threads to Validity
Besides the testing code, different devices and hardware configurations that can influence
energy profiling results, further threats possibly influencing the profiling results presented
above are discussed in the following.
Continuous Powering via USB Connection
The test cases have been executed on a DUT via a USB connection from a test runner
PC. Unfortunately, the USB connection provides the DUT with energy during each test
run which cannot be disabled while running the tests. Thus, a second power meter has
been used, profiling the power rate at the USB cable during all test runs and added
the power rate to the DUT’s profiled energy consumption. It can be assumed that the
quantitative results of the measurements may be marginally affected by the variance of
this power supply. However, all test runs were issued with a fully-charged battery to
reduce the noise for battery charging and to ensure comparable measurements. Besides,
for comparative measurements—which are in the major focus of our work—the influence
of the continuous powering via the DUT’s USB connection is rather low and, thus, can
be ignored.
Application Behavior depending on USB-Connection
Within the Android OS, applications are able to access battery information via the
Android battery manager (cf. Sect. 3.3.2), including information whether the battery
is currently charged via USB or an external power supply. Thus, applications can be
designed as adapting their behavior to the current battery state, to avoid higher energy
consumption rates when running on battery power. This effect has not been addressed
by the case studies conducted in this work, but could be evaluated for the respective
applications in future work.
Influence of Application Settings
Some of the applications evaluated in the case studies allow several settings to configure
them w.r.t. the users’ needs (e.g., for some of the browsers, caching can be enabled or dis-
abled). Within this work, applications have been tested with their default settings only.
Of course, adapting their settings could have led to more energy-efficient results. How-
ever, most users will use applications under their default settings. Thus, these settings
should be considered for the comparative test runs. For investigating the influence of
application and device parameter settings on energy consumption, the interested reader
is referred to related work, for example the work of Palit et al. [94].
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Influences from Helper Applications
In some cases, Android applications delegate services to other applications via so-called
Intents. For example, downloaded files are opened by another application, depending
on the file type (e.g., by an image or PDF viewer). Thus, the energy consumption of
respective use cases depends on the application to open the files as well. As a conse-
quence, for the tests conducted within the evaluation of this thesis, a dummy application
has been realized that simply receives the open file intent but does not do anything
(except terminating itself) to exclude this effect from the test runs.
Indeterminism of Profiled Use Cases
Considering the executed use cases, some of them behave indeterministicly. First, net-
work communication can vary for each test run as data packages can be lost and have
to be resent again. Besides, the used WiFi router and network hardware can influence
the throughput and, thus, the applications’ runtime behavior as well. Furthermore, the
content of real web pages such as Google or the New York Times can change between
the individual test runs (e.g., by new search results or news to appear over time). These
factors can influence test results, resulting in higher variances for the profiled power rates
and execution times, as for example for the Firefox browser and the New York Times
weg pages (cf. Fig. 9.6). Nevertheless, the presented profiling results can be considered
as being quite representative, as test cases have been executed 50 times for each appli-
cation. Furthermore, the significance of the measured differences between the evaluated
applications has been confirmed by a Kruskall-Wallis test, leading to significant measur-
able differences for all test cases (except for the mail client background tests). However,
for future benchmarks comparing applications depending on external content, such as
websites, it should be considered to use copied versions of the websites deployed on a
local server instead, to reduce the indeterminism causes by varying website content.
Representativeness of the Selected Use Cases
The use cases of the evaluated usage domains have been designed manually and it can be
questioned, whether or not they do represent realistic and average usage scenarios of the
tested applications. A survey conducted in October and November 2012 with 132 cell
phone and smart phone users showed that web browsing and emailing are actually the
most typical use cases for today’s mobile devices, as 18% and 16% of all users said that
they would use these kinds of applications more than ten times on each day. 42% and
48% of all users said that they used these applications between two and ten times each
day (cf. Fig. 9.17) [67]. Questioned for their three most important applications, 52% of
the users named email clients and 48% of the users named web browsers belonging to
their most important mobile applications (cf. Fig. 9.18).
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Figure 9.17.: Self evaluation of 114 smart phone users on the question how often they
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Figure 9.18.: Percentage of smart phone users naming these categories of applications
belonging to their three most important mobile applications [67].
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Regarding the representativeness of the use cases within the profiled benchmarks, a
case study evaluating the application usage of a small group of mobile application users
revealed that they tend to use their applications rather differently and individually (cf.
Sect. 9.3). Therefore, the evaluated benchmarks may be representative for some mobile
application users while not representing the typical usage behavior of other applications
users. However, as individual energy consumption values for all use cases comprised by
the benchmarks exist, users are still able to select only such use cases representing their
usage behavior to compare the profiled applications w.r.t. their personal needs.
9.3. Usage Profiling and the Derivation of Usage Models
In Chapter 7, an approach to derive service-model based usage models from recorded
usage data has been presented. In this section, this approach is evaluated by a field
study, logging usage data from twelve participants and two mobile applications for three
to four weeks [67]. Afterwards, the logging application is evaluated w.r.t. its energy
efficiency.
9.3.1. Recording Usage Data from Mobile Application Users
As a preparation for the field study, appropriate usage domains and appropriate appli-
cations had to be identified to be used during the study. Therefore, an online survey,
followed by the selection of appropriate applications belonging to the identified usage
domains was performed. Afterwards, the field study was executed within four weeks,
collecting usage data from twelve participants.
Identifying Appropriate Usage Domains and Applications
The conducted online survey consisted of 16 questions, asking participants about their
usage habits and their most frequent used mobile applications. The complete survey is
documented in [67]. The survey was distributed via social networks, personal contacts
and mailing lists and was conducted between October, 29th and November, 5th 2012. In
total, 132 participants completed the online survey, of which 114 said that they possessed
smart phones.
To identify usage domains for the field study, the participants of the survey were asked
to indicate which applications from a given set of usage domains they used how often
(cf. Fig. 9.17). As can be seen, web browsers and email clients were the usage domains
named most frequently, to be either used more than ten times per day or between two
and ten times per day, respectively. Besides, the participants were asked to name up
to three usage domains of applications they considered as being the most important
applications for their mobile device (cf. Fig 9.18). Besides a given set of predefined
domains, users were also able to add and name their own usage domains. Again, email
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clients and web browsers emerged to be the most important usage domains for mobile
applications. Thus, the usage domains of email clients and web browsers were selected
for the usage recording field study.
To select appropriate Web browsers and email clients for the study, a set of freely avail-
able Android applications has been evaluated for both usage domains (cf. Table 9.12).
The requirements applications feasible for the study the had to fulfill were the following:
1. They had to be decompilable and instrumentable.
2. Their functionality had not to be affected by the instrumentation (cf. /R6-5/).
App Version Instrumentation Feasible?
Web browser
BoatBrowser 4.0 X X
Google Chrome 18.0.1 Recompilation error
Dolphin 8.8.0 Recompilation error
Easy Browser 1.2.0 X X
Firefox 19.0 X X
Maxthon Browser 2.3.1 X X
NineSky Browser 2.1.0 X X
Opera Mobile 12.1 Loss of functionality
Puffin 2.2.6 X X
SkyFire 4.0.2 X X
Sleipnir 2.3.0 X X
UC Browser 8.5.3 Recompilation error
Email clients
AquaMail 1.1.0 Loss of functionality
Enhanced-Email 1.33 Incomplete logging
GMX 1.29.4 X Provider-specific
Hotmail 7.8.2 Recompilation error
K-9 Mail 4.311 Incomplete logging
X(manually) X
KaitenMail 1.145 Loss of functionality
MailDroid 2.55 Decompilation error
Moxier Mail 2.5.0 Loss of functionality
Yahoo! 1.3.8 X Provider-specific
Yandex.Mail 1.7.3 Recompilation error Provider-specific
Table 9.12.: Mobile applications evaluated for the usage profiling case study. The appli-
cations selected for the study are shadowed grayly.
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3. They had to operate provider-independently. This requirement is a specific require-
ment for email clients, as some email applications work for specific email providers
only (e.g., Yahoo! and GMX). As the study intended to profile the usage behavior
of users using their existing email accounts, provider-dependent applications were
not feasible for the study. However, it was evaluated whether or not they were
decompilable and instrumentable without the loss of their functionality.
Table 9.12 shows the web browser and email applications evaluated for the field study.
As can be seen, some of the applications could not be instrumented (e.g., MailDroid could
not be decompiled, Google Chrome could not be recompiled after instrumentation, and
KaitenMail lost some of its functionality after instrumentation, i.e., it crashed during
email submissions). Besides, some of the investigated email clients worked provider-
specific only, and were therefore, excluded from the list of field study candidates.
From the web browsers evaluated as feasible applications, the Maxthon Browser was
selected to be used within the field study, as this browser was not only instrumentable
and worked without loss of functionality, but also led to human-readable logging files,
as its method names led to easy-to-comprehend method call traces. Other investigated
web browsers led to logged method names such as a(), b() etc. which would have
led to additional manual effort to associate these method invocations to the respective
transitions of the usage domain’s service model (cf. Sect. 7.2).
Unfortunately, all instrumentable email client applications were provider-specific and,
thus, not feasible for the study. Due to time constraints it was decided not to invest
further development time into the optimization of the instrumentation application, but to
instrument an open-source email application manually, allowing to evaluate the general
feasibility of the approach, apart from limitations of to the instrumentation application
(cf. Sect. 7.2). Thus, the open-source email client application K-9 Mail was instrumented
for the field study manually.
The Field Study
After instrumenting the K-9 Mail and the Maxthon Browser applications, both appli-
cations as well as the logging application were distributed among the potential parti-
cipants of the study. Participants were recruited via personal contacts and mailing lists.
Together with the applications, each participant received a textual document explaining
how to install the applications on his mobile device and which data would be collected
during the study.
The study was determined to be executed within three weeks. The participants were
encouraged to send their collected usage data per mail once per week. Some poten-
tial participants refused to participate in the study for privacy reasons. Some named
personal reasons. Others were not allowed to install third-party applications on the
devices provided by their employee in general, or were not allowed to install third-party
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Days Use of Use of
# Gender Age Occupation participated K-9 Mail Maxthon
1 male 22 Student 27 21 11
2 male 28 Student 25 1 5
3 male 29 Employed 27 16 15
4 male 29 Employed 21 21 18
5 male 29 Employed 28 5 –
6 male 29 Employed 24 8 24
7 male 30 Employed 24 6 12
8 male 53 Employed 24 7 12
9 female 25 Unemployed 23 22 10
10 female 27 Employed 23 8 11
11 female 28 Employed 17 6 –
12 female 29 Employed 20 1 4
29.8 23.6 10.2 10.2
Table 9.13.: Personal data of participants in the field study and their usage of both
applications (in days).
applications communicating via the Internet. Besides these privacy concerns, some parti-
cipants experienced technical difficulties during the study. Some participants were not
able to install the applications or to configure the email client without further support.
However, these problems could be resolved. In some cases, the submission of logging
data via email failed or the submitted data was corrupted. But, this problem could be
resolved by resending the corrupted or lost usage data.
In the end, twelve participants agreed to participate in the study and collected usage
data on their devices for 17 up to 28 days within the time interval between December,
10th, 2012 and January, 20th, 2013.
9.3.2. Deriving Usage Models from Recorded Usage Data
Table 9.13 gives and overview on the participants of the field study. The twelve partici-
pants had an age of 29.8 on average and were mostly full-time employed. The profiling
data of each participant comprised between 17 and 28 days (average 23.6 days). The
last two columns in Table 9.13 show the number of days on which each participants used
either K-9 Mail or the Maxthon Browser. On average, both applications were used on
about 10 days during the study.
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Usage Models
To derive usage models from the recorded usage data of individual application users,
for both logged applications, a mapping between the recorded method call traces and
the transitions of the respective service model was defined (cf. Sect. 7.2). As input
training data, the test cases generated for the respective applications have been reused
(cf. Sect. 9.1), by executing each test case separately and recording a method call trace
in parallel. Afterwards, the derived usage model has been compared with the expected
probabilities for each transition of the service model for the execution of the respective
test run. Where necessary, the transition mapping has been corrected until all test cases
led to valid derived usage models.
Maxthon Browser For the Maxthon Browser, no mappings could be defined for the
four transitions clearCache, deleteDownload, enterSearchString, and navigateBack.
Whereas the missing mapping for the deleteDownload transition is not surprising (as
it was defined for testing purposes only and, thus, can be considered as no typical
usage behavior), for the other missing mappings their absence has other reasons. The
enterSearchString transition led to the same method call trace as the enterUrl tran-
sition, and, thus, could not be separated. For the navigateBack transition, only the
handling of a touch event was recorded (pressing back button) which could not be sepa-
rated from other touch events. For the transition clearCache, no corresponding method
call trace could be found. It could be seen that the settings menu had been opened. How-
ever, opening the settings menu does not imply clearing the browser cache. Anyhow, as
clearing the cache is also a transition mostly used for testing, the absence of its mapping
is not problematic. Only a mapping for the navigateBack and the enterSearchString
transition would be helpful for further analysis. Although execution times could be
derived from the trace data, they appeared to be highly inaccurate for the recorded
method call traces. As for each method invocation, only its start time and not its termi-
nation time has been recorded, inaccurate execution times emerged for some method
invocations being the last invocation recorded for the app before switching to another
app during mobile usage. As these application switches had not been recorded, they led
to wrongly computed execution times for affected transitions, likely being multiple hours
or even days. Therefore, execution times were not analyzed for the usage models derived
in the following. Nevertheless, the wrongly recorded execution times could be fixed in
future versions of the recording application by logging time stamps for the termination
of method calls explicitly.
Table 9.14 shows the number of recorded invocations for each transition ti from the
web browser service model for each user, as well as the derived probability wi for the
user’s usage model. As the users 5 and 11 did not use the Maxthon Browser, they were
excluded from Table 9.14. As can be seen, the usage of the Maxthon Browser varies
highly for the individual users. For user 6, 1,387 transitions could be mapped, whereas
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Transition User 01 User 02 User 03 User 04 User 06
# wi # wi # wi # wi # wi
clearCache – – – – – – – – – –
deleteDownload – – – – – – – – – –
enterSearchString – – – – – – – – – –
enterUrl 53 0,16 11 0,37 55 0,19 97 0,21 239 0,19
loadAndViewSite 254 0,78 12 0,40 211 0,75 304 0,65 839 0,68
navigateBack – – – – – – – – – –
startBrowser 21 1,00 7 1,00 18 1,00 66 1,00 155 1,00
stopBrowser 20 0,06 7 0,23 17 0,06 65 0,14 154 0,12
waitForDownload 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00
Sum 348 37 301 532 1387
Transition User 07 User 08 User 09 User 10 User 12
# wi # wi # wi # wi # wi
clearCache – – – – – – – – – –
deleteDownload – – – – – – – – – –
enterSearchString – – – – – – – – – –
enterUrl 24 0,21 34 0,16 40 0,34 33 0,11 19 0,15
loadAndViewSite 72 0,64 143 0,67 67 0,56 228 0,78 102 0,80
navigateBack – – – – – – – – – –
startBrowser 18 1,00 32 1,00 13 1,00 33 1,00 8 1,00
stopBrowser 17 0,15 32 0,15 12 0,10 33 0,11 7 0,05
waitForDownload 0 0,00 5 0,02 0 0,00 0 0,00 0 0,00
Sum 131 246 132 327 136
Table 9.14.: Derived usage models for the Maxthon Browser method call traces.
for user 2, only 37 transitions could be mapped. Whereas user 6 opened 839 web pages,
user 2 opened 12 web pages only. User 8 was the only user that downloaded files during
the field study. Whereas user 9 entered the URLs of most pages manually (40 out of 67,
being 60%), user 10 opened web pages without entering URLs mostly (e.g., by clicking
on hyperlinks to open new pages, 195 out of 228, being 85.5%). User 6 used the browser
in 155 individual browser sessions, whereas user 12 used the browser in 8 sessions only.
This variation in the users’ usage behavior is also reflected in the derived probabilities for
the individual transitions. The probability for the transition enterUrl varies between
11% (user 10) and 34% (user 9), the probability for the transition loadAndViewPage
varies between 56% (user 9) and 80% (user 12).
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K-9 Mail As the developed usage recording application was not constructed for the log-
ging of background activities, the respective transitions of the email client service model
could not be mapped to the recorded method call traces, as these method calls were
not recorded. Besides, no mappings could be defined for the transitions browseMails,
checkForMails, deleteMail, openAttachment and stopApp. For these transitions, the
method call trace showed no exclusive method calls (or sequences of method calls),
allowing for a deterministic mapping to the respective transitions. Therefore, the de-
rived usage models do not contain any data for these transitions. Apart from that,
similar to the Maxthon Browser study, execution times have been excluded, due to
highly inaccurate recorded or missing time stamps.
The Tables 9.15 and 9.16 show the number of recorded invocations for each transition ti
from the email client service model for each user, as well as the derived probability wi for
the user’s usage model. As can be seen, the usage of individual services and transitions
varies from user to user. Also the maximum usage of the emailing application over
the recorded days varies highly. Whereas 453 transition mappings could be derived for
user 4, only 10 transition could be mapped for user 12. Considering only users for which
more than 100 transitions could be derived (users 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9), also a variation in
their usage behavior is observable. The users 1 and 4 opened four times the mails for
reading they were sending, whereas the users 3, 5, 8, and 9 opened only three times
the mails four reading they were sending. Only three users forwarded mails (users 1,
4, and 8) and only one user used multiple email accounts (user 8). These variations
also result in high variations in the probabilities for individual transitions. For example,
the probability to write a new mail varies between 13% and 44%. The probability to
add an attachment when composing a mail varies between 11% and 29%. Thus, the
separation of user-specific usage models for the approximation of email client’s average
energy consumption can be considered as being sensible.
9.3.3. Energy Efficiency of the Recording Application
Besides its accuracy for the recording of usage data and the derivation of usage models,
another requirement for the logging-based usage modeling approach is its energy effi-
ciency (cf. /R6-7/). Thus, the energy consumption caused by the logging application
has been evaluated as well. For this evaluation, again the benchmark test cases cre-
ated for K-9 Mail (cf. Sect. 9.1) have been applied and executed with the additionally
instrumented logging code and the logging service running in parallel. During execution,
the energy consumption has been profiled and compared with the energy consumption
profiled for the same application without logging code.
Table 9.17 shows the average profiled power rates and execution times for the K-9
Mail application with and without logging code and usage recording running in parallel.
All power rates are shown including the device’s (Samsung Galaxy Nexus) idle con-
sumption. The test cases including the logging code have been profiled for 10 times (the
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Test Case Excl. Logging Incl. Logging Difference
[mW ] [s] [mW ] [s] [mW ] [%] [s] [%]
add account 1,568 71.1 1,606 81.2 37 2.4 10.1 14.3
delete account 1,516 14.4 1,593 14.4 77 5.1 0.0 0.1
receive (no mail) 1,612 10.6 1,811 9.0 199 12.4 -1.5 -14.7
receive (short) 1,819 9.2 2,156 9.2 338 18.6 0.0 0.1
receive (long) 1,739 9.2 2,065 11.8 325 18.7 2.7 29.0
receive (picture) 1,868 10.1 2,161 10.0 292 15.6 -0.1 -1.1
receive (note) 1,835 9.1 2,107 9.2 273 14.9 0.2 1.9
receive (speech) 1,864 10.1 2,116 11.5 252 13.5 1.4 13.9
browse mails 1,649 7.9 1,872 7.9 223 13.6 0.0 0.1
read (short) 1,453 28.1 1,617 28.2 164 11.3 0.1 0.2
read (short)* 1,428 28.1 1,579 28.1 150 10.5 0.0 0.1
read (long) 1,400 44.8 1,516 44.8 116 8.3 0.0 0.1
read (long)* 1,388 44.8 1,497 44.8 109 7.9 0.0 0.1
read (picture) 1,928 23.2 2,038 21.6 110 5.7 -1.6 -6.8
read (picture)* 1,719 14.7 1,893 14.7 174 10.2 0.0 -0.2
read (note) 1,732 14.3 1,916 14.3 184 10.6 0.0 0.3
read (note)* 1,708 14.3 1,895 14.3 187 10.9 0.0 0.3
read (speech) 1,773 17.3 1,951 21.0 178 10.0 3.6 20.9
read (speech)* 1,707 14.8 1,893 14.8 186 10.9 0.0 0.3
send (short) 1,388 111.8 1,511 106.6 122 8.8 -5.2 -4.7
send (long) 1,365 179.2 1,476 177.4 111 8.2 -1.8 -1.0
send (picture) 1,895 45.7 2,016 45.5 121 6.4 -0.3 -0.6
send (note) 1,700 35.6 1,818 33.5 118 6.9 -2.2 -6.1
send (speech) 1,677 36.6 1,821 36.5 144 8.6 -0.1 -0.4
forward (short) 1,736 28.6 1,966 28.6 230 13.2 0.0 -0.1
forward (long) 1,764 28.9 1,985 28.9 221 12.5 0.0 -0.1
forward (picture) 2,062 39.8 2,218 38.7 156 7.6 -1.1 -2.8
forward (note) 1,788 29.0 1,967 28.1 179 10.0 -0.8 -2.9
forward (speech) 1,805 29.1 1,982 29.2 177 9.8 0.1 0.2
delete (short) 1,682 12.3 1,928 12.3 246 14.6 0.0 0.1
delete (long) 1,701 12.4 1,931 12.3 230 13.5 -0.1 -0.5
delete (picture) 1,784 12.3 1,988 12.3 205 11.5 0.0 0.1
delete (note) 1,767 12.3 1,954 12.3 188 10.6 0.0 0.1
delete (speech) 1,741 12.3 1,981 12.3 241 13.8 0.0 0.1
Mean 1,693 30.1 1,877 30.2 184 10.9 0.1 0.3
Table 9.17.: Profiled average power rates and execution times for K-9 Mail with and
without usage recording.
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results without logging code have been reused from Section 9.2, being average results
over 50 iterations per test case).
As can be seen, the energy consumption impact of the additional usage recording varies
highly over the profiled test cases (2.4% up to 18.7%). The reason may be that for each
test case a different amount of method calls has to be logged and recorded, influencing the
energy consumption more or less negatively. However, the average energy consumption
impact is a 10.9% increase of the power rate (including the DUT’s idle consumption!)
over all test cases, which can be considered as relatively high but acceptable overhead
for the usage recording. First versions of the usage recording application showed average
power rate increases of more than 30%. Thus, JouleUnit has been applied to optimize the
usage recording application (e.g., by buffering individual log message instead of writing
each log message to the SD card separately). Therefore, the application of JouleUnit for
the optimization of the usage recording application also demonstrated its applicability for
the energy optimization of mobile applications. Future work could investigate further
optimization possibilities for the usage recording application. Apart from the energy
consumption, almost no impact of the usage recording can be observed for the test
cases’ execution times (0.2% on average). Thus, usability in terms of responsiveness is
not affected by the usage recording.
9.3.4. Summary
Summarizing the evaluation of the proposed usage recording approach, the general con-
sideration of user-specific usage behavior has been shown being sensible, as the field
study results showed that usage behavior actually varies from user to user for the same
investigated applications. Besides, the evaluation showed that it is possible to derive
usage models from method call traces. However, the evaluation also showed that the
usage recording approach could be improved in many different aspects in future work.
First, the recorded method call traces do not include all necessary information. As para-
meters of method calls were not logged, some transitions could not be mapped to the
recorded data (e.g., the manual check for new mails in K-9 Mail or backward navigation
in the Maxthon Browser). Second, also the recorded time stamps appeared to be highly
inaccurate. As the termination of method calls is not recorded, the derivation of accurate
execution times for individual mapped transitions appeared to be impossible. Finally,
the evaluation of the usage recording’s energy efficiency could be further optimized in
future work.
Summarizing the usage recording field study it can be concluded that:
1. Method call traces can be applied for the derivation of user-specific usage
models, deriving probabilities and execution times.
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2. Different application users use the same applications differently. Thus, the
consideration of usage models for the energy comparison of mobile applications
is sensible.
9.4. Energy Consumption Approximation
In Section 9.2, mobile applications from two usage domains have been profiled and energy
models have been extracted from the profiling results. In this section, both energy
modeling approaches presented in Section 8.1 are compared w.r.t. their applicability for
energy labeling.
9.4.1. Web Browser Case Study
In Section 9.2, six different web browsers were profiled w.r.t. their energy consumption.
Afterwards, automata-based energy models have been derived from the results, as shown
in Table 9.9. In the following, it is evaluated, whether these automata-based energy
models allow for the approximation of average power rates for these applications with the
same precision as the path-based energy approximation approach, computing the weight
average power rate over all profiled test cases only. Thus, to compute an average power
rate with the automata-based approximation method, a usage model has been defined,
which probabilities for the transitions of the browser service model reflect the execution
of all profiled test cases (i.e., for each transition the total amount of visits for these
transitions during one profiling run of the benchmark has been considered as the basis
for its probability in the usage model). Table 9.18 shows the corresponding probabilities
wi for each transition ti ∈ T of the web browser service model. All execution times uti
of the usage model remain undefined, as the profiled execution times of all transitions
within the respective energy model are used.
Table 9.19 shows the approximated average power rates PR1 and PR2 for all six
profiled web browsers. For the computation of PR1, the simple weight-average approxi-
mation method has been used (cf. Sect. 8.1.1), whereas for the computation of PR2 the
model-checking based approach (cf. Sect. 8.1.2) with the energy model shown in Table 9.9
and the usage model shown in Table 9.18 were used. Surprisingly, the differences in
the approximated average power rates PR1 and PR2 are rather small (between −1.8%
and 2.4%). Although the same data to train the energy model has been used for the
computation of an average energy consumption, these results show at least that almost no
information is lost by extracting a automata-based energy model from the raw profiling
data for the web browsers. Therefore, it can be concluded that both approximation
approaches can be equally used for the prediction of average energy consumptions and,
thus, energy labels.
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ti wi uti[s]
clearBrowserCache 0.26 ε
deleteDownload 0.02 ε
enterSearchString 0.02 ε
enterUrl 0.23 ε
loadAndViewSite 0.21 ε
navigateBack 0.21 ε
startBrowser 1.00 ε
stopBrowser 0.01 ε
waitForDownload 0.03 ε
Table 9.18.: Transition-based usage model for the web browser benchmark.
Browser PR1 PR2 Difference
[mW ] [mW ] [mW ] [%]
Easy Browser 1,618 1,624 6 0.4
Firefox 1,646 1,617 -29 -1.8
Google Chrome 1,847 1,867 20 1.1
Maxthon Browser 2,004 1,968 -36 -1.8
NineSky Browser 1,647 1,673 26 1.6
Opera Mobile 1,659 1,698 39 2.4
Table 9.19.: Approximated average power rates for the web browser benchmark.
9.4.2. Email Client Case Study
Similar to the web browser energy models derived from the respective profiled web
browsers in Section 9.2, in the following, the energy models for the mail clients K-9
Mail, MailDroid, and MailDroid Pro are used to compare both energy approximation
approaches.
Thus, a usage model has been defined, which probabilities for the transitions of the
email service model correspond to the execution of all profiled test cases (i.e., for each
transition the total amount of visits for this transition during one profiling run of the
benchmark has been considered as the basis for its probability in the usage model).
Table 9.20 shows the corresponding probabilities wi for each transition ti ∈ T of the
email client service model. All execution times uti of the usage model remain undefined,
as for the evaluation the profiled execution times of all transitions within the respective
energy model are used.
Table 9.21 shows the approximated average power rates PR1 and PR2 for all three
profiled email clients. For the computation of PR1, the simple weight-average approxi-
mation method has been used (cf. Sect. 8.1.1), whereas for the computation of PR2
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ti wi uti[s]
addAccount 0.02 ε
addAttachment 0.13 ε
browseMails 0.03 ε
checkForMails 0.09 ε
closeAccount 0.49 ε
closeMail 0.38 ε
deleteAccount 0.02 ε
deleteMail 0.08 ε
forwardMail 0.08 ε
newMail 0.08 ε
openAccount 0.48 ε
openAttachment 0.23 ε
openMail 0.15 ε
readMail 0.38 ε
runInBackground 0.50 ε
sendMail 0.43 ε
start 1.00 ε
startApp 0.92 ε
startBackgroundService 0.08 ε
stop 1.00 ε
stopApp 0.48 ε
stopBackgroundService 0.50 ε
writeMail 0.43 ε
Table 9.20.: Transition-based usage model for the email client benchmark.
the model-checking based approach (cf. Sect. 8.1.2) with the energy model shown in
Table 9.10 and the usage model shown in Table 9.20 have been used. Apart from
the approximation of average power rates over all profiled test cases, the table also
shows the average approximated power rates excluding the three background tests, to
investigate whether or not the large difference in their power rates compared to the other
test cases affects the quality of the approximation approach. To compute the average
power rates without considering the background tests, for the simple weight-average
approximation method, the weights wi of the respective test cases have been set to 0.0
in the usage model. For the transition-based approximation method, the probabilities
of the usage model have been modified to exclude the transitions of the background test
cases (wstartApp = 1.0, wstartBackgroundService = 0.0).
The differences in the approximated average power rates PR1 and PR2 including the
background tests vary between 7.3% and 9.3%). Excluding the background tests, the
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Email client PR1 PR2 Difference
[mW ] [mW ] [mW ] [%]
Including background tests
K-9 Mail 623 673 50 8.0
MailDroid 707 773 66 9.3
MailDroid Pro 605 649 44 7.3
Excluding background tests
K-9 Mail 1,599 1,670 71 4.4
MailDroid 2,033 2,107 74 3.6
MailDroid Pro 1,619 1,680 61 3.8
Table 9.21.: Approximated average power rates for the email client benchmark.
differences are varying between 3.6% and 4.4%. Although the differences in the power
rates are larger than for the compared web browsers, the same applications remain the
best- and worst-performing applications for both approximated power rates. Therefore,
it can be concluded that both approximation approaches can be equally used for the
prediction of average power rates and, thus, energy labels.
9.4.3. Conclusion
Based on the evaluated case studies, the differences between the approximated average
power rates for both energy modeling, usage modeling and energy approximation ap-
proaches, can be considered as relatively low. For the web browser case study, the
differences were between −1.8% and 2.4% only. For the email case study, the differences
were higher (7.3%–9.3% including and 3.6%–4.4% excluding background tests). A major
reason for the higher variances may be the more complex service model. Also the higher
variation in testing data may lead to higher variances when approximating average power
rates and execution times for each transition of the service model. Probably, the variances
could be reduced when extending service models having parametrized transitions, con-
sidering the size of respective test data (e.g., attachments sizes for mails). However, for
the approximation of average power rates as a basis for energy labels, both approximation
approaches could be applied, as relative differences between the compared applications
do not differ from one approximated average power rate to the other.
9.5. Energy Labeling
In Chapter 8, it has been discussed, how energy labels (ranging from A to G) can be
associated to the approximated average power rates of the applications belonging to a
certain usage domain. As discussed in Section 8.2, power rates specifying the maximum
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Use Case Description
tc1 Active on desktop The mobile device’s desktop is visible. The live
wallpaper is running while the display being
enabled for five minutes.
tc2 Other application active Another application is running and visible in
the foreground. Thus, the live wallpaper is not
visible and thus, should not cause any additional
energy consumption. To simulate another appli-
cation being active, the settings application of
the Android OS is used.
tc3 Device locked The mobile device is locked and the display
disabled. Thus, the live wallpaper should be
disabled and should not cause any additional
energy consumption.
tc4 Display enabled, but locked The mobile device’s display is enabled, but the
display is locked. Thus, the Android log-in
screen is shown and the live wallpaper is visible
in the background, and thus, running.
Table 9.22.: Use cases of the live wallpaper case study.
power rate for the A grade of a usage domain, as well as relative offsets defining the
ranges of the power rates for the remaining grades B to G have to be defined. In this
section, possible ranges for the power rates of two usage domains are evaluated; based on
a set of twenty and six exemplary profiled applications belonging to the respective usage
domains. The results show that the decision how to specify individual power rate ranges
belonging to the energy grades A to G should be defined for each usage domain separately,
as the variance in the approximated average power rates of individual applications may
differ for different usage domains.
9.5.1. Live Wallpaper Case Study
The first usage domain investigated for energy labeling is the usage domain of live wall-
papers, being background applications allowing the presentation of animated desktop
backgrounds for mobile devices. Therefore, a set of live wallpapers has been profiled
while running four use cases identified for this usage domain (cf. Table 9.22): (1) visible
as desktop background, (2) non-visible while another application is active, (3) non-visible
while the device is locked and display disabled, and (4) visible while the device is locked,
but its display being enabled.
Table 9.23 shows the twenty live wallpaper applications used as the basis for this
evaluation. The applications have been selected by their popularity in the Google Play
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Live Wallpaper Version
3D Shark Live Wallpaper 1.0.7
3D Waterfall Live Wallpaper 1.61
Animated Weather Widget, Clock 5.6.0
Aquarium Free Live Wallpaper 3.2
Bubble Live Wallpaper 2.1.8
Despicable Me 2 1.3
Earth HD Free Edition 3.1.6
Galaxy S3/S4 Live Wallpaper 1.3.7
Koi Free Live Wallpaper 1.5
Marvel Heroes Live Wallpaper 1.2
Mystic Halo Live Wallpaper fr 7.0
Paperland Live Wallpaper 1.8
Shake Them All! Live Wallpaper 1.92
Sun Rise Free Live Wallpaper 3.2
Super Clock Wallpaper Free 1.9.1
The Smurfs 2 3D Live Wallpaper 1.25
Thunderstorm Free Wallpaper 2.1
Water Drop Live Wallpaper 1.2.5
Xperia Z Live Wallpaper 1.0.5
Zen Garden -Summer- LW 1.2
Table 9.23.: Applications of the live wallpaper case study.
store, as well as their likelihood of comprising both energy-efficient (e.g., the simple
Super Clock Wallpaper) and energy-intense (e.g., the 3D Waterfall Live Wallpaper)
wallpapers. The four identified use cases have been executed and profiled on a Samsung
Galaxy Nexus, running Android version 4.1.2 with WiFi enabled but without SIM card
and display brightness set to 50% for all live wallpapers enlisted above. Due to the long
profiling time of five minutes for each use case, every application has been profiled for
each use case only once, starting the profiling of each use case for each application with
a fully charged battery.
Table 9.24 shows the power rates profiled for the respective live wallpapers, including
the DUT’s base consumption (i.e., the power rate as measured at the DUT’s power
supply). Therefore, besides the wallpapers’ power rate, the power rate of the DUT in
the respective states without showing any wallpapers (black background) is given. Apart
from the power rates of the individual test cases (tc1 to tc4), two approximated average
power rates PR1 and PR2 are given. Both average power rates are based on the simple
energy approximation approach given in Section 8.1 and Equation 8.1. Whereas PR1 rep-
resents the average mean over all four test cases (UM1 = {w1, w2, w3, w4} = {1, 1, 1, 1}),
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Live Wallpaper tc1 tc2 tc3 tc4 PR1 PR2
Super Clock Wallpaper Free 997 964 347 979 925 988
Xperia Z Live Wallpaper 1,291 971 337 1,221 1,103 1,256
Mystic Halo Live Wallpaper fr 1,294 957 350 1,272 1,118 1,283
Bubble Live Wallpaper 1,443 991 352 1,332 1,196 1,387
Aquarium Free Live Wallpaper 1,474 991 345 1,395 1,226 1,434
Water Drop Live Wallpaper 1,607 1,000 347 1,319 1,249 1,463
Galaxy S3/S4 Live Wallpaper 1,646 1,001 357 1,405 1,291 1,525
3D Waterfall Live Wallpaper 1,659 960 349 1,485 1,310 1,572
Thunderstorm Free Wallpaper 1,651 992 358 1,545 1,335 1,598
Koi Free Live Wallpaper 1,715 992 345 1,574 1,365 1,644
Earth HD Free Edition 1,827 997 347 1,707 1,447 1,767
Zen Garden -Summer- LW 1,908 981 344 1,786 1,495 1,847
3D Shark Live Wallpaper 2,039 975 343 1,697 1,509 1,868
The Smurfs 2 3D Live Wallpaper 2,022 988 345 1,733 1,518 1,877
Marvel Heroes Live Wallpaper 1,991 970 359 1,845 1,540 1,918
Shake Them All! Live Wallpaper 2,006 993 350 1,817 1,542 1,911
Despicable Me 2 1,907 1,020 351 2,014 1,575 1,960
Paperland Live Wallpaper 2,326 1,013 351 2,205 1,779 2,265
Animated Weather Widget, Clock 2,355 1,023 363 2,264 1,811 2,309
Sun Rise Free Live Wallpaper 2,334 1,010 347 2,334 1,822 2,334
Idle (black background) 930 935 352 898 778 914
Table 9.24.: Power rates profiled for live wallpapers (including DUT base power rate).
PR2 considers the test cases tc1 (active on desktop) and tc4 (display enabled, but locked)
only (UM2 = {1, 0, 0, 1}), being the states where live wallpapers are most likely to differ
in their energy consumption due to their visibility on the DUT’s display.
Based on these approximated average power rates, energy labels have been computed,
according to the energy label computation approach presented in Section 8.2, requiring
a percentual, usage-domain specific offset p between the maximum power rates for the
individual energy grades A to G.
Figure 9.19 shows the distribution of the energy grades A to G over the twenty live
wallpapers, for different percentages p and the approximated average power rates PR1
(cf. Fig. 9.19(a)) and PR2 (cf. Fig 9.19(b)). As can be seen, for the approximated average
power rate PR1, an appropriate p would lay between 10 % and 15%, as these distributions
would associate all existing labels over the applications, without associating too many
positive or negative labels. However, for the average power rate PR2, considering the
test cases tc1 and tc4 only, an optimal p would lay between 20% and 25%.
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(b) Distribution for PR2.
Figure 9.19.: Distribution of energy grades A to G over twenty live wallpapers for differ-
ent power rate ranges (p ∈ {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, . . . 1.0}).
9.5.2. Web Browser Case Study
As a second case study evaluating the labeling of mobile applications, the web browsers
being profiled in Section 9.2 were reused. Based on the profiling results for 30 indi-
vidual test cases, four different average power rates PR1 to PR4 were computed (cf.
Table 9.25), based on the simple energy approximation approach given in Section 8.1
and Equation 8.1. Whereas PR1 represents the average mean over all 30 test cases,
PR2 considers test cases loading web pages only (especially-designed, as well as real
web pages). PR3 considers the rendering of images only, and finally, PR4 considers the
downloading of PDF files exclusively.
Figure 9.20 shows the distribution of the energy grades A to G over the six web
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(d) Distribution for PR4.
Figure 9.20.: Distribution of energy grades A to G over six web browsers for different
power rate ranges (p ∈ {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . 0.2}).
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Web Browser PR1 PR2 PR3 PR4
Easy Browser 1,846 1,826 1,875 1,875
Firefox 1,627 1,639 1,601 1,623
Google Chrome 1,649 1,593 1,800 1,599
Maxthon Browser 2,004 2,015 1,928 2,107
NineSky Browser 1,652 1,652 1,618 1,724
Opera Mobile 1,664 1,659 1,673 1,670
Table 9.25.: Four average power rates computed with different weights for the web
browsers profiled in Sect. 9.2 (including DUT base power rate).
browsers, for different percentages p and the approximated average power rates PR1 to
PR4. As can be seen, for all approximated average power rates, an appropriate p would
lay between 3% and 5%, as these distributions would associate the existing labels over
the applications without associating too many positive or negative labels.
9.5.3. Conclusion
Based on the experimental labeling results from two case studies, it can be concluded
that the percentual offset p between the maximum power rates for the energy grades
A to G has indeed to be specified usage-domain specific. For live wallpapers such a
p could be defined as being 20% of the base power rate PRbase (p = 0.2). For web
browsers instead, such a p could be defined as being 4% of the base power rate PRbase
(p = 0.04). Although the distribution of applications over the individual grades may
also differ for different usage models (or weights) applied to the same usage domain, this
thesis proposes not to dynamically adapt p for different usage models used to compute
labels for the same usage domain, as such an adaptation may lead to less comprehensible
results for labels associated to applications of the same usage domain.
9.6. Summary
In this chapter, the complete energy benchmarking and labeling process proposed within
this thesis has been evaluated. It has been shown that by the usage of abstract bench-
mark specifications and generation of application-specific testing code, the manually
implementation effort can be drastically reduced. In two evaluated case studies, the
number of manually written lines of code decreased by 77% and 88% (cf. Sect. 9.1). By
profiling six different mobile web browsers and three email clients, it has been shown that
different mobile applications actually differ in their energy consumption while providing
the same services. Besides, advertisement has been identified as a possible major influ-
ence factor on mobile applications’ energy consumption (cf. Sect. 9.2). The evaluation
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of the proposed usage recording approach in a field study revealed some limitations of
the usage recording approach, but also showed that different mobile application users
actually use the same mobile applications differently, which encourages the separation
of the proposed energy labeling process into an application-specific (energy model) and
user-specific (usage model) part (cf. Sect. 9.3). Following, both proposed energy approxi-
mation approaches have been evaluated (cf. Sect. 9.4), showing that both approaches lead
to representative average power rates allowing the derivation of energy models. Finally,
the evaluation of derived energy labels for two usage domains showed that ranges be-
tween maximal power rates for the individual label grades A to G should be defined
genre-specific (cf. Sect. 9.5).
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Conclusion and Future Work
The aim of the thesis at hand is to increase the energy-awareness of mobile applications
and, thus, also increasing the user satisfaction of mobile application users.
The central targets addressed by this thesis are:
1. Supporting the development of energy-aware mobile applications by providing
support for energy testing of mobile applications.
2. Allowing the comparison of mobile applications based on their energy con-
sumption, by providing energy labels for mobile application usage domains,
abstracting from more complex energy consumption information.
For the first target, an energy testing framework (JouleUnit) has been designed that
abstracts from platform- and operation-system specific concepts and can thus, be applied
for the energy profiling of applications belonging to different kinds of mobile devices and
different operating systems.
For the second target, an energy labeling process for mobile applications has been
designed, allowing for the comparison of mobile applications belonging to the same usage
domain based on their energy consumption. The labeling process has been instantiated
and implemented for Android applications.
10.1. General Conclusion
In the following, each contribution of this thesis is summarized and pointers are given
to the sections covering the respective contribution.
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The following three major contributions are comprised in this thesis:
1. A study evaluating user feedback on mobile applications from a large online
market place, namely Google Play. More than 9 million user comments on more
than 20,000 mobile applications have been analyzed for comments on negative or
positive energy behavior of mobile applications (cf. Chapter 2). The study revealed
that about 18% of the analyzed Android applications have comments mentioning
their energy consumption behavior in a negative manner. These applications in-
clude some of the most famous Android applications, as well as applications being
developed by large and famous software companies. The findings underpin the
claim of this thesis that today, most mobile applications are developed without the
consideration of energy consumption aspects and are thus, mostly energy-unaware.
2. An energy profiling and testing framework for ICT applications and an
instantiation of this framework for Android-operated mobile devices. The frame-
work has been designed being platform-independent, and can therefore, be instan-
tiated for a large amount of different ICT devices and platforms (cf. Chapter 4).
The genericity of the framework has been demonstrated by two instantiations
for Android-operated mobile devices and NAO robots, as well as further proto-
typical instantiations for Windows- and Linux-operated laptops and desktop PCs.
The Android instantiation has been presented at multiple workshops and con-
ferences and has caused a lot of interest in the testing community. The software
development and testing company T-Systems MMS has integrated JouleUnit into
its testing processes for mobile applications. Currently, further German mobile
testing companies are considering the usage and integration of JouleUnit into their
development processes for mobile applications.
3. An energy benchmarking and labeling process allowing for the comparison of
mobile applications based on energy labels summarizing their average energy con-
sumption (cf. Chapter 5). The process comprises five process steps, starting with
the definition of usage-domain specific benchmarks and their binding to respective
applications, for which test case are being generated and executed afterwards. The
resulting profiled energy consumptions are stored in energy models (cf. Chapter 6)
which are combined with user-specific usage models (cf. Chapter 7) to approxi-
mate average energy consumptions (i.e., power rates) per application and finally,
deriving an energy label for each profiled application (cf. Chapter 8). The overall
process has been evaluated for three different usage domains (being email clients,
web browsers and live wallpapers), showing that different applications indeed con-
sume different amounts of energy for providing the same use cases (cf. Chapter 9).
Besides, it was shown that different users use the same applications differently
and, thus, the adaptation of approximated average power rates per applications to
user-specific usage behavior is indeed sensible.
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The second and third major contribution are subdivided into more specific minor
contributions. In the following, each minor contribution is elaborated and pointers to
the sections covering them are given.
The energy profiling and testing framework covers four minor contributions:
• In Chapter 3, a classification for existing energy profiling approaches is given,
classifying energy profilers into hardware- and software-based profilers as well as
on-device and off-device profilers. A third classification dimension comprises the
supported types of ICT devices and operating systems (cf. Sect. 3.2). Based on this
classification, existing profiling approaches are classified according to these three
dimensions, showing that no platform- and device-generic energy profilers exist yet
(cf. Sect. 3.3).
• In Chapter 4, the energy profiling and testing framework JouleUnit is presented.
The framework comprises four framework layers, separating the framework into
platform-/device-specific and -independent parts, leading to a reusable energy pro-
filing framework being highly variable and easy to instantiate.
• JouleUnit comes together with an Eclipse-integrated profiling workbench, allowing
for the transparent execution of profiling runs, as well as the graphical presen-
tation of profiling results (cf. Sect. 4.2). By integrating the JouleUnit tooling into
a de-facto standard IDE, the framework is highly attractive for mobile application
developers, allowing for the development of energy-aware mobile applications by
supporting unit-based energy testing, as well as energy regression testing.
• To allow for easy and transparent energy testing, even for researchers and appli-
cation developers not having the financial resources to set up their own energy
profiling infrastructure, Section 4.5 presents an energy testing web service, enabling
mobile application developers the reuse of existing infrastructure at low cost.
The energy labeling process covers five minor contributions:
• Whereas Chapter 5 presents the overall energy labeling process, Chapter 6 presents
the application of techniques emerging from MDSD and MBT for automated test
code generation. Service models and abstract test cases are defined manually.
Besides, the transitions of a service model have to be bound to the UI elements
of an application under test. Afterwards, the testing code can be generated auto-
matically. The separation into abstract test definitions and automated test code
generation allows for an eased adaptation of the profiling test cases to new appli-
cations of a usage domain, reducing the implementation effort for additional testing
code, as well as increasing the maintainability of existing benchmarks and respec-
tive test code for the bound applications. Evaluation results show that a large
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amount of testing code can be generated, reducing the amount of test code to be
written manually (cf. Sect. 9.1). Although the largest benefit of this techniques
pays off if multiple applications are bound to the same abstract test cases, the
separation into abstract test cases and application-specific bindings can also be
reused for classical functional unit testing of mobile applications, as by automated
test code generation, the implementation effort is reduced in such testing scenarios.
• Two energy modeling approaches are presented in Section 6.3, storing the pro-
filed energy consumption of mobile applications. Whereas the first, path-based
energy modeling approach describes the energy consumption of individual test
cases only, the second, automata-based approach reuses the idea of energy state
charts and expresses the energy consumption of a mobile application in terms of
average measured power rates for individual functionality provided by the appli-
cations (as transitions of a state-based service model). However, in contrast to
classical energy state charts, the presented approach includes both power rates
and execution times, allowing for the simulation of energy consumption for pro-
filed usage scenarios as well as usage scenarios not being profiled beforehand.
• Two usage modeling approaches are presented in Section 7.1, allowing the descrip-
tion of mobile application users’ usage behavior. Whereas the path-based usage
modeling approach simply defines weights for predefined test cases, the automata-
based approach allows for the expression of usage behavior in terms of probabilities
for the usage of individual functionalities provided by a mobile application (repre-
sented as transitions of a state-based service model).
• Besides the two usage modeling approaches, Section 7.2 presents a usage behavior
recording application, using code instrumentation to log method call traces. Based
on these traces, usage models can be created by automatically analyzing the
recorded usage behavior. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first usage
recording approach allowing for the recording of usage information at method
call granularity; being the recording of usage behavior w.r.t. individual services
provided by a mobile application. A case study conducted among twelve mobile
applications users (cf. Sect. 9.3) showed that different users actually have different
usage habits and, thus, the consideration of user-specific usage behavior is sensible.
• Two energy approximation approaches are presented in Chapter 8, computing
the user-specific average energy consumption for mobile applications, based on
energy and usage models. Whereas one approach computes a simple weighed
average consumption based on the path-based energy and usage models, the second
approach applies model checking for the computation of average energy consump-
tion rates based on automata-based energy and usage models. The evaluation
of both approaches in Section 9.4 showed that both approaches are sufficiently
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accurate for the approximation of average power rates per application for energy
labeling. Besides, Chapter 8 presents and a methodology to derive usage-domain
specific energy labels for mobile applications based on the approximated average
energy consumption rates.
10.2. Limitations and Future Work
The thesis at hand provides a broad basis for future research. In the following a set of
follow up research questions, based on the limitations of the approaches presented in this
thesis, are elaborated.
Although this thesis underpins the lack of and the need for energy-aware mobile appli-
cations, by an analysis on a large amount of user comments from an online market place
(cf. Chapter 2), further work in this area could be done. First, the presented user
feedback study evaluated feedback given in one language, extracted from one market
place, for one mobile platform only. Future work could compare the findings from Google
Play with results from other market places, for Android as well as other mobile OSs.
Besides, other studies analyzing the addressed problem domain could be performed (e.g.,
by analyzing online forums and bug trackers as done by Pathak et al. in [96]).
Although the JouleUnit energy profiling framework proposed in this thesis supports
the development of energy-aware mobile applications, its tooling is only the first step,
and a large amount of work remains to be done in the domain of support and tooling for
energy-aware software development. First, the proposed energy profiling methodology
could be further improved by allowing for more fine-grained profiling, meaning higher
profiling frequencies as well as the decomposition of the profiled energy consumption onto
individual processes or executed applications. The existing tools for process and appli-
cation decomposition discussed in Section 3.5 could be applied for such improvements.
Second, further hardware utilization information could be recorded in parallel to the
energy profiling (e.g., GPS utilization and mobile network traffic). Third, besides energy
profiling and testing, further development support could be provided. The static analysis
tool proposed by Pathak et al. [99], detecting predefined energy anti-patterns in Android
applications can be considered a first step into this direction. Another related research
activity has been recently started by Gottschalk et al. [45], detecting and automatically
refactoring similar anti-patterns in Android applications, and by Reimann and Aßmann,
detecting and refactoring energy code smells in software source code [108]. Fourth, the
energy profiling and testing framework presented in this work could be applied for energy
regression testing and continuous integration. Instead of testing specific features of a
developed mobile application manually, a predefined set of energy tests would be exe-
cuted at every newly integrated version of the developed application into a build server.
This continuous energy regression testing would reduce the number of energy-efficiency
problems introduced into mobile applications due to evolution and software maintenance
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(cf. Sect. 2.2.7). A first case study in this direction has been recently presented by Drang-
meister et al. [23] with an energy-profiling extension for the continuous integration server
Jenkins [19]. For Android-operated applications, JouleUnit could be applied for a similar
solution. Finally, development guidelines for energy-aware software applications could
be collected and reviewed, leading to a systematic collection of respective guidelines for
the development of energy-aware mobile applications. Although first guidelines in this
direction exist (e.g., UI guidelines for mobile applications [83, 129], or the battery opti-
mization guidelines proposed by Google [38]), no systematically structured collection of
such guidelines considering all aspects of mobile application development (e.g., thread
structure, UI design, data structures, design atterns) exist yet.
Besides the energy profiling framework, the energy labeling process proposed in this
thesis leaves open issues for future works. First, for the construction of service models
(cf. Sect. 6.1), an interesting research question is, to which extend method call traces
recorded by the usage recording application presented in Section 7.2.3 can be applied
for the improvement of existing, or the construction of new service models. Instead of
defining a service model for a usage domain from scratch manually, method call traces (for
which the respective use cases were known) could be applied to identify typical states and
transitions of a service model. Second, the service-model based energy models presented
in this thesis (cf. Sect. 6.3.2), expressing average power rates and execution times for
the individual transitions of a service model, could be improved w.r.t. parametrization
of the processed usage data and different hardware configurations. For the support of
processed usage data, parametrized power rates and execution times could be supported,
allowing for the specification of data-dependent values (e.g., the power rate and execution
time of a transition sendMail could be expressed as being a function depending on the
size of the respective mail and its attachments). For the support of different hardware
configurations, it could be investigated how such configurations (e.g., the switching from
network communication via WiFi or 3G) could be supported in such an energy model.
Third, besides the energy modeling, also the usage recording approach presented in
this thesis (cf. Sect. 7.2.3) could be further improved. The limitations and open tasks
identified during the field study (cf. Sect. 9.3) and enlisted and discussed in Section 7.2.4
could be addressed, where possible (e.g., support for the instrumentation of statically-
defined methods, the explicit logging of the termination of method calls and the energy
efficiency of the usage recording application). Finally, the complete labeling process
could be extended for the evaluation of further non-functional properties besides energy
consumption that are also of interest for mobile application users.
The evaluation chapter of this thesis (cf. Chapter 9) aims to evaluate all process steps
of the proposed energy labeling process and, thus, presents many energy profiling results,
a field study for the recording of usage data, and an evaluation of the presented energy
approximation method. However, further measurements and evaluations for all the pre-
sented process steps are possible. First, the specification of service models and energy
benchmarks could be evaluated for further usage domains of mobile applications (e.g.,
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for MP3 or podcast players, chat or communication applications, and calendars, repre-
senting further frequently used kinds of mobile applications, cf. Sect. 9.3.1). Second, the
same or other usage domains of mobile applications could be used for the evaluation of
energy profiling, checking whether or not the identified differences in the energy con-
sumption of different web browsers and email clients also exist for other usage domains
of mobile applications. Besides, also further web browsers and email clients could be
profiled and compared with the already profiled applications. Third, another interesting
research question w.r.t. the evaluation of mobile applications’ energy consumption is the
comparison of multiple releases of the same applications, checking whether or not the
energy consumption of mobile applications increases or decreases over their different re-
leases. Fourth, the same mobile applications could be profiled under different application
settings. For example, some applications allow for the configuration of low-battery or
energy-saving modes, whose energy efficiency could be evaluated. Besides, it is possi-
ble that mobile applications may behave differently on a device with a USB connection
to a test server and thus, not being running on battery power exclusively, than on a
device having no active USB connection. Whether applications actually consider this
differences and behave differently in terms of their energy consumption could be evalu-
ated in further measurements. Fifth, besides the energy profiling process step, also the
usage modeling process step could be evaluated in further case studies. Further usage
domains of mobile applications could be investigated w.r.t. their applicability for auto-
mated usage recording. Besides, how automata-based usage models (cf. Sect. 7.1.2) can
be converted into the simpler path-based usage models (cf. Sect. 7.1.1) and vice versa is
another interesting topic for future research. Finally, the energy approximation process
step can be further evaluated by applying further case studies. Also the applicability of
predicting average power rates for use cases being not profiled beforehand would be an
interesting issue of further evaluation of the energy approximation process step.
Summing up, the thesis at hand provides a good starting point for the development
of energy-aware mobile applications and their comparison based on benchmarking and
energy labeling. Anyhow, the thesis raises many new research questions and challenges.
Thus, it can form the basis for a large amount of new research challenges and tasks that
could and should be addressed in follow-up research activities and projects.
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A1. Definitions
The terms mobile devices and mobile applications are frequently used in literature and
are thus, defined highly ambiguously (e.g., it is unclear which devices are comprised by
the term mobile device). Thus, both terms are being defined as used within this thesis
in the following.
Mobile Devices
Several research groups working on energy-efficiency topics use the term mobile device
as a demarcation for the hardware their research is focusing on. However, only few
explicit definitions for the term mobile devices exist. The Oxford dictionary relates
mobile devices to handheld devices which are defined as “small computer[s] that can be
used in the hand” [92]. The Random House online dictionary defines a mobile device
as “a portable, wireless computing device that is small enough to be used while held
in the hand; a hand-held: a large selection of smart phones, PDAs, and other mobile
devices” [105].
Most research groups do not define the term mobile device explicitly. But, emerging
from their work it becomes clear that some groups understand the term as representing
a broad range of devices (e.g., laptops, PDAs, cell phones, and smart phones) [32, 110],
whereas other groups use the term for smart phones explicitly [96,109].
In the context of this work, the term mobile device refers to smart phones and tablets
running a mobile operating system such as Android, iOS or Windows.1 However, as
tablets become more and more powerful and are replacing classical desktop PCs (e.g.,
by the application of docking stations and monitors), it his hard to draw a line between
mobile devices and stationary devices such as desktop PCs. In the understanding of
this work, the most important difference between mobile and stationary devices is the
limited energy capacity of mobile devices. Thus, mobile devices are defined as follows:
1Nevertheless, this work majorly focuses on Android devices, as Android is currently the most used
and the most open mobile platform [77].
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A mobile device is a hand-held computer providing communication and entertain-
ment services (e.g., phone calling, emailing, and music playing) such as smart phones
and tablet PCs. The major characteristic for mobile devices is their frequent usage
without a continuous power supply.
Mobile Device Uptime
The Oxford Dictionary defines uptime as the “time during which a machine, especially
a computer, is in operation” [92]. As mobile devices have limited energy resources, their
uptime is highly correlated with their battery capacities. Thus, in the context of this
work the uptime of mobile devices is defined as follows:
The uptime of a mobile device is the time the device is in operation without a
connection to a continuous power supply. Thus, the maximum uptime is the time
the device is operable starting with a fully-charged battery until the user is forced
to recharge the battery or to switch off the device.
More specific properties used to characterize and compare the uptime of mobile devices
include the standby time (i.e., the uptime without providing active services), the talk
time (i.e., the uptime while continuously providing phone call services), and the WiFi
time (i.e., the uptime while continuously communicating via a WiFi connection).
Mobile Applications
Similar to their understanding of mobile devices, several research groups use the term
mobile application representing an application to be executed on mobile devices [31,98].
Thus, according to the definition of mobile devices given above, a mobile applications is
defined in the context of this work as follows.
A mobile application is a software application designed for the execution on mobile
devices.
Typically, mobile applications provide only one or a few domain-specific services, sup-
porting only scarce use cases (e.g., an email application, supporting the sending, receiving
and reading of emails).
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A2. Online Survey on Energy Consumption of Mobile
Applications
To evaluate the general awareness of mobile application users and the need for an energy
labeling approach as proposed in this thesis, an online survey questioning mobile appli-
cation users on the respective topics has been realized. The survey was conducted
between September, 9th 2013 and October, 1st 2013. In the following, the questionaire,
as well as the corresponding answers are given. For all answers, the number of answers
per option is given, not the respective percentual values! In total, 126 participants
completed the survey. More information about these participants (age and gender) is
given at the end of the survey.
1. Do you possess a smart phone or tablet?
Possible answers (mandatory): yes, no.
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Yes No
If the answer was no, the questions 2 to 8 were skipped.
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2. How do you think about the following statement?
“I am satisfied with the operation time of today’s mobile devices while running on battery
power.”
Possible answers (mandatory): strongly disagree, disagree, don’t know, agree, strongly
agree.
26 64 2 18
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strongly disagree disagree don’t know agree strongly agree
3. Do you know that mobile applications can significantly influence the
operation time of mobile devices running on battery power?
Possible answers (mandatory): yes, no.
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4. Imagine two applications provide similar services. How important would
you consider the following aspects for your decision to buy/download one of
these applications?
Each aspect had to be rated with one of the following options (mandatory): not im-
portant at all, not that important, neither important nor unimportant, important, very
important.
The following aspects had to be rated: design and usability, user ratings (e.g., in
Google Play), price, energy consumption, absence of advertisement.
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5. How do you think about the following statement?
“For searching energy-efficient mobile apps, enough information on their energy con-
sumption is available.”
Possible answers (mandatory): strongly disagree, disagree, don’t know, agree, strongly
agree.
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6. Imagine, information on mobile applications’ energy consumption was
available. Would you consider such information when downloading/buying
mobile applications?
Possible answers (mandatory): yes, maybe, no.
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7. Which of the following information on mobile applications’ energy
consumption would be helpful?
Each information had to be rated with one of the following options (mandatory): not
helpful at all, not that helpful, neither helpful nor unhelpful, helpful, very helpful.
The following information had to be rated:
1. Average energy consumption (e.g., “App X consumes on a Nexus 7 1.2W while
being actively used”).
2. Influence on operation time (e.g., “Using app X for ten minutes decreases the
battery operation time of a Nexus 7 by 30 minutes”) .
3. Relative consumption (e.g., “App X consumes during average usage 20% less energy
than app Y”).
4. Exact energy consumption values (e.g., “The composition and submission of an
email having 250 characters with app X consumes 250mJ on a Nexus 7”).
5. Illustration of average energy consumption as an energy label (A, B, C, . . . ), similar
to energy labels of white goods such as fridges or washing machines.
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8. Imagine, energy labels for mobile apps were available. Would you use
them for your download/buy decisions?
Possible answers (mandatory): yes, maybe, no.
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9. How old are you (voluntary answer)?
Possible answer (optional): numeric input between 0 and 99.
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114 of the 126 participants gave their age. The average mean of the given age was 28.9,
the median 28.5.
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10. Please select your gender.
Possible answer (optional): female, male, unknown.
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11. Here you can give further comments and feedback:
This optional question for further feedback resulted in some encouraging comments not
being enlisted in this appendix. In total, 26 participants gave such feedback.
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